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NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account 
of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the 
United States nor any agency thereof, 
nor any of their employees, makes any 
warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or respon
sibility for any third party's use or 
the re~ults of such use of any infor
mation, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed in this report, or repre
sents that its use by such third party 
would not infringe piiva~ely owned 
rights. 
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ABSTRAC'l' . 

For the effective marketing of energy conserving heat
ing systems which have high initial costs, such as the solar 
assisted heat pump (SAHP), it is imperative to identify 
those climatic regions, load profiles, and system charac
teristics for which such systems are economically promising. 
This.report summarizes efforts to develop a quick and 
efficient means of performing this identification. These 
efforts were separated into two distinct studies, a marketing 
study and a techinical study of five energy conserving 
systems: a stand-alone heat·pump, a stand-alone solar energy 
system, and a series, a parallel, and a dual source SAHP 
system. 

· One of the primary results pf the marketing study was 
the identification of the portioii~of the HVAC market (i~e., 
the load profile and the u.s. regions) into which the in~ 
itial marketing thrust of these systems should be concen
trated. In addition, several factors which influence the 
sales of these systems _were ipent ified. 

The tech~ical ·study concentrated on the development 
and use of an analytical model of each of the systems. 
This model was designed to quickly "size", in a specific 
climatic region, the system components for an economic op
timum; i.e., for a minimum life cycle cost. Then the one 
energy conserving system which has the lowest life cycle 
cost, and thus the best potential, can be identified. 

It was found that, at present costs of electricity, 
the air-to-air heat pump has the lowest life cycle cost 
and hence is considered most marketable. At significantly 
higher electricity costs, the' series SAHP system is the most 
marketable one ·because it has the lowest life cycle cost 
of the five energy conserving systems studied. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

PURPOSE 

This report presents final data, information, and con
clusions developed by The Singer Company on the market
ability of Solar Assisted Heat Pump (SAHP) heating systems 
in the course of its work under Department of Energy 
Contract No. EG77-C-03-1467. 

SCOPE 

The study had for its basis two premises and one question ••• 
Solar heating systems ~re energy-conserving. 
Heat pump heating systems are energy-conserving. 
How can these two ~ystems be~t be combined into a 
Solar Assisted Heat Pump (S~P) system to conserve 
energy more effectively? ·, 

-The scope of the study was, then, to ••• 
examine the ways in which the two systems could be 
combined and optimized 
compare the SAHP system energy and economic perform.:.. . 
ance with conventional systems 
determine the marketability of such a system 

I 

WORK ORGANIZATION 

The work of the study was organized into two major sections .•• 
Technical. Section 

••• Marketing Section 

The work of each of these sections was conducted in parallel 
to optimize the use of the planned time-period. However, 
both sections were under the direct supervision of the 
~rincipal Investigator so that specific preliminary market 
data and information required by the Technical Section . 
would be furnished at the appropriate times. 

This report is also organized into a Technical Section and 
a Marketing Section. 
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TECHNICAL SECTION 

The work of the Technical Section of this study was performed 
by Renee c. Estes, William Kahan, and Michael c. Lendemer 
und~r the super~sion of the Principal Investigator. 

; 

Three types of SAHP systems were identified and investigated 
in Th' Technical Section ••• 

dual-source SAHP system 
parallel SAHP system 

..• series "SAHP system 

Through an Analytical Model developed for this study, the 
three SAHP systems were optimized f~r the best collector 
and storage capacity and then compare~, on a life cycle 
cost (LCC) basis, with • • • , 

all-electric heating syst~m~ 
'stand-alone air-to-air heat pump system 
stand-alone solar heating system 

The comparison among these systems is based on the premise 
that the system with the lowest LCC would normally be the 
most marketable. This premise implies that most buyers 
perceive the value of higher initial cost in return for 
longer-term benefits~ however, in the past, ·buyers have not 
shown this characteristic and have favored lower first cost 
instead. Despite this, the premise is used here because, 
without it, the substantially higher initial cost of solar 
and SAHP systems could not even be considered. In any 
event, it is believed that buyers will become more Lee
conscious when and if faced with l~rge energy cost in~ : 
creases above the general inflation rate. 

The results of the Analytical Model clearly show that, 
of the active solar systems studied, a SAHP system is by 
far more economically attractive than a stand-alone solar 
system in the foreseeable future. 

However, the results also demonstrated that active solar 
systems in single family residential applications are not 
economically competitive with the stand-alone air-to-air 
heat pump and that large changes in their initial cost 
would, be required to make them competitive. 
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The 1979 average cost of residential electricity in t~e 
United States is 5¢/kWh. The following table_shows the 
electricity cost, expressed in 1979 constant dollars, that 
would be ~equired for the active solar systems studied to 
h~ve a LCC equal to that of an air-to-air heat pump in 
New Yorlt City: 

(1) 

Electricity Rate Required for LCC 
Equal to Air-to-Air Heat Pump 

Solar System Type 

Solar Assisted Heat Pump 

Stand-Alone Solar 

1979 Constant Dollars 

(1) 
¢/kWh 

13 

36 

Figure 1.1 shows in more detail the result~ of the apa~y
tical Model analysis for a New York City type climate. In 
this figure, the ordinate gives, instead of the total LCC 
of a system, an ~quivalent quantity, the AUC. This is the 
annual cost of owning and operating the system, expressed 
in 1979 dollars. For each competing system, the figure 
shows the AUC as a function of cF, the cost of fuel at the 
time the system is installed. At very low values of CF, .as 
are typical of gas at present (equivalent to approximately 
1¢/kWh at 50% utilization), conventional fuel burning sys~ 
terns have the lowest AUC (lowest LCC), even if they are 
only 5~fo seasonally efficient. At today's cost of elec
tricity, the electrically driven system wi~h the lowest Aqc 
and hence the most marketable one, is the air-to-air heat. 
pump. Among systems installed when costs of electricity 
are significantly higher than 5¢/kWh, the system with the 
lowest AUC (lowest LCC) is the series SAHP. 
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50% 

PARALL~L SAHP 

DUAL SOURCE 
SAHP 

SERIES SAHP 
NEW YORK, NY 

UA=346 W/ C 
=656 BTU/HR- F 

G: AVERAGE U.S.A. RESIDENTIAL COST OF NA~URAL GAS (1979) 
G: $2.61/MMBTU = $2.47/GJ 
E: AVERAGE U.S.A. RESIDENTIAL COST OF ELECTRICITY (197~) 

111.10 0.20 0 •. 30 
C~.COST OF FUEL AT TIME OF INSTALLATION.S/KWH 

FIGURE 1.1 - comparison of Competing Space Heating Systems 

The figure shows the Annual Uniform Cost (AUC), in 1979 dollars, 
of heating a single family house in a New York City type climate 
as a function of CF, the cost of fuel at the time the system is 
installed. The AUC is the annual cost of owning and operating 
the'system and is directly related to the total life cycle cost 
(LCC). For the assumption used here (annual worth of money= 
0.02 above inflation, system lifetime= 15 years), each $1000 
of the present value of the LCC is equivalent to $77.83 of AUC. 
Where appropriate, the collector area and storage volume have 
been sized at each value of CF to minimize the AUC of the system. 
The symbols E and G have been located at positions corresponding 
to their present values of c~. 
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These results were based on certain key economic assumptions: 

Fuel Escalation Rate- G.045 above inflation for 
gas, oil, and electricity 

worth of Money - 0.02 above inflation 

System Life - 15 years 

Lower fuel escalation rates, as commonly predicted for elec
tricity, would favor conventional over solar energy systems. 
Similarly, higher values for the worth of money, correspond
ing to past consumer buying preferences, would also favor 
conventional over solar energy systems. 

In addition, because the analyses were performed to assess 
the marketability of SAHP systems to be developed in the 
future, it was assumed that two of the major components of 
the systems had cost and/or performance characteristics 
which are not available today but which may be available in 
the future. Ac~ordingly, the moderate efficiency collector 
used in analysis, which has a 63% efficiency intercept where 
the difference between the collector fluid temperature and 
the outdoor ambient temperature is zero and an efficienc~ 
slope of-100%/(0~F ft 2/Btuh), was assumed to cost 6$/ft , 
fully installed. This price is only a small fraction of the 
price of fully installed collectors that are commonly 
available. Furthermore, the ·collector assumed in this anal
ysis has a better Btu per dollar performance ratio· than 
those in the market today~ 

In addition, it was assumed that a high efficiency heat pump 
would be available for $3,000. This heat pump, when used as 
a stand-alone unit, would exhibit-a seasonal performance 
factor (SPF) in New York City of 2 .• 4 as indicated in Figure 
1.1. For comparison~ current stand-alone heat pumps typi
cally cost approximately $2,000 and have SPF 1 s of approxi
mately 2. 

Because the results showed such an unfavorable position for 
SAHP systems, further analys~.s were performed for the climates 
of Charleston, SC, Nashville, TN, Madison, WI, and Santa 
Maria, CA with one favorable change in assumption, namely 
that ••• 
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.•• the heat pump whose stand-alone seasonal performance 
factor is 2.4 would be available for use in the SAHP 
system, but only current conventional heat pumps with 
seasonal performance factors ranging from 1.75 to 2.25 
would be available for stand-alone use. The $3,000 
cost for the stand-alone qnits ~as retained, however. 

Figure 1.2 shows the result of the Analytical Model analysis for 
New York city with this revised assumpt~on. The electricity cost, 
expressed in 1979 constant dollars, that would be requireq for the 
active solar systems studied to have a LCC ·~qual to that of an 
air-to-air heat pump in 1\J.~.w .. YR:r..15 ... <:;~ty --'4~lg,1Jl be: 

Solar System Type ¢Lkwh(l) 

Solar Assisted Heat Pump 7 

~~ncY-;Alelf1a:::SO:l!;lf-- 2 3 

(l)l979 Constant Dollars 

This additional assumption considerably changes the economic rela
tionship between the three SAHP systems and the stand-alone heat 
pump. Even though the 1979 national average electricity rate was 
5¢/kwh, there are some regions of the u.s. (with a New York city 
type climate) where the current rate for electricity is almost 
7¢/kwh. The results indicate then that the series SAHP systems, 
with their improved, yet unavailable components, have a potential 
for being marketable in these areas today (assuming, of course, 
that natural gas is not available). In reality, however, to be 
marketable, the AUC of a SAHP system has to be significantly below 
that of the air-to-air heat pump because •.• 

••• consumer buying preferences are influenced to a great 
degree by initial cost, and the initial cost of a stand
alone pump is much less than that of a solar assisted 
heat pump . 

••• many of the assumptions used to generate Figure 1.2 are 
biased, at least partially, in favor of the solar energy 
system. Thus, for example, the moderate efficiency, low
cost collector used in the analysis is not available today 
and is unlikely to become available unless substantial 
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SRHP 

-DUAL SOURCE 
SAHP 

SERIES SAMP 

OOI!:M W®OO~. OOW 
UA=3ij6 W/ °C 

•656 BTU/HR- °F 

AVERAGE U;S.A. RESIDENTIAL COST OF NATURAL GAS C1979J 
~~~61/HMBTU m ~2.Q7/GJ . 

E 1 AVE~AGE U.S.A. RESIDENTIAL COST Of ELECTRICITY (1979J 

• 1,11 1.21 1.311J IIJ.ijiiJ 
·c,,COST OF ENERGY RT TfHE OF INSTALLATION Cf/KWHJ 

eNNUAL UNIFORM~OST OF.COHP~TING HEATING SYSTEHS 
ERSUS TME COST OF ENERGY . . 

Figure 1 . 2 - Comparison of Competing Space Heat Systems 

The figure shows the Annual Uniform Ccs t (A UC) , in 19 79 dollars, of 
heating a single family house in a New York City type climate as a 
function of CF, the cost of fuel at the time the system is installed. 
The AUC is the annual cost of owning and operating the system and 
is directly related to the total life cycle cost (LCC). For the assump
tions used here (annual worth of money= 0. 02 above inflation, fuel es
calation rate = 0. 045 above inflation~ system lifetime = 15 years), each 
$1,000 of the present value of the LCC is equivalent to $77.83 of AUC. 
Where appropriate, the collector area and storage volume have been 
sized at each value of CF to minimize the AUC of the system. 
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scientific and/or manufacturing breakthrough occur . 

... it is unlikely that the extra $1,000 (of 1979 constant 
dollars) tacked on to the price of the stand-alone heat 
pump of Figure 1.2 will result in no performance im
provement, as is assumed here . 

••• most observers feel that electricity costs will escalate 
more slowly than fossil fuel costs, say 0.025 above in
flation instead of the 0.045 above inflation used here, 
because only about one-third of a utility's cost is for 
fuel, the balance consisting of items not expected to 
escalate faster, in the aggregate, than inflation. 
Thus, the use of 0.045 escalation above inflation for 
all three energy sources is highly favorable, and 
probably unrealistic for SAHP systems. 

Note too, that the use of a 0.025 escalation rate above 
inflation for electricity raises to 10¢/kwh in 1979 
constant dollars the cost of electricity (at system 
installation time) at which active solar energy systems 
have a LCC equal to that of an air-to-air heat pump. 

The results of the analyses show that this significant difference 
between SAHP and heat pump occurs when the cost of electricity 
(in 1979 dollars) becomes appreciably higher than 7¢/kwh. This 

may take many years. For example, an increase to only 10¢/kwh 
(in 1979 dollars) from the 7¢/kwh electricity rates currently 
prevalent in some regions would take 8 years at an annual fuel 
escalation rate of 0.045 (above inflation)~ and 14 years at a 
0.025 rate. The lower escalation rate of 0.025 will produce 
equal LCC for SAHP and heat pump systems at approximately 
10¢/kwh. Therefore, not only is equality of LCC between SAHP 
and heat pump systems 14 years into the future at the assumed 
rate of 0.025, but also it would be many years after that before 
SAHP would achieve a significant LCC advantage. 

These results, even with assumpti~ns biased in favor of active 
solar energy, lead not only to the conclusion that solar assist
ed heating systems are not economically competitive with air-to
air heat pump systems at this time, but also that hugh changes 
would be required to.make them competitive. 
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Accordingly, manufacturers cannot discern directions of invest
ment in development or marketing that could be productive within 
a normal planning period of 5 to 7 years. 

The absolute values of the pargmeters used in the analysis 
assumptions do not effect the resuits and conclusions as much 
as the relationships between these parameter values do. There
fore, if large scale changes in these relationships occur -
for example .•. 

••• if electricity rates should begin to escalate much faster 
than the worth of money 

•.. if the worth of money should undergo a prdlpnged fall 
below inflation 

••. if radical cost reductions in collectors and storage should 
occur 

..• if technologies fundamentally different from those studied 
come to light (one example is ground coupling) 

or other unforeseen large-scale changes take place, then it is 
recommended that this study be reopened. Such a need is not 
foreseen, however, for several years. 

\ 

MARKETING SECTION 

The work of the Marketing Section of this study was performed by 
Robert P. Shapess, Marketing Analyst, under the supervision of 
William Kahan, Principal 'Investigator, and general direction, as 
necessary, from Loren D. Smith, Vice President, Planning of the 
Singer Company's Climate Control Division. Also, ITC/Solar, 
Singer's subcontractor, contributed to the work of the Marketing 
Section. 

The major scope and sequence of the marketing work included: 

••. SAHP system application engineering 

.•• SAHP system costs 

••• Single Family Home HVA~ Market Characteristics 
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•.. Life Cycle cost Analysis 

.•. correlation Analysis 

Each of these has been developed into a chapter in the marketing 
section of the re~ort. 

SAHP System Engineering 

In the HVAC industry, application e-ngineering is commonly a 
marketing function and, accordingly, system application en
gineering was performed as part of the work of the marketing 
section of this study by Mr. Shapess. 

The prime thrust of the Technical Section centered around its 
development and use of an Analytical Model. The basic func
tion of the Analytical Model w~~~to identify the combination 
of system type and climate region in which SAHP systems would 

'-· ·-. -. ···---.. . ....-__ :: ··-. ___ ._pave lower LCC than competing space heating systems. To 
:--~~·- '··--ci:c·e-om:Bl~t;sh- this identification in· a cost effective manner, 

I , 
I 

.. ·· .. ,: '~. . -~ 

·the ModEir--e-mpJ,""oy~.d .. simple_, generic systems to represent SAHP 
and competing· :Sy-:-s·t:.,ems.,~. ··· Thes_e systems were chosen because 
they are amenable. to. ~:;p±a~""~}-p:.~~d _fo.r:~}na_thematical solution. 
However, after the model identifi-e5-cl~SAfl~,.::$.:{s.t~~ and climate 
in which it is marketable, two additional s"f.ep.s·· 'tittfsi:--be taken: . . ::----..._ 
one, design a number of engineered systems that correspond"-t-o--._._ 
the generic "Winner"~ and then, two, simulate the performance -,, 
of these engineered systems in order to asses, in detail, 
their performance and methods by which they can be improved. 

The design of engineered systems was begun in parallel with 
the development of the Analytical Model. As the engineered 
systems were designed, checks were made to insure that they 
could be simulated by TRNSYS, an accepted HVAC-solar simula
tion model. These engineered systems were to represent the 
best of which solar heating is now capable, but were also to 
be sufficiently within the working knowledge of manufacturers, 
builders, and installing contractors that components coulq 
be selected by model number and realistic installation costs 
obtained. 

A substantial review of systems and system performance result
ed in the selection of a series over a parallel configuration 
for solar assisted heat pumps. The following four ~ystems 
utilizing the series configuration were designed .•. 
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•.. Air-to-Air Heat Pump with Air Solar collectors 
and Rock Storage 

•.. Water-to-Air Heat Pump with Air Solar Collectors 
and Liquid Storage 

••• Water-to-Air Heat Pump with Liquid Solar collectors 
and Liquid Storage 

••• Air-to-Air Heat ~ump with Liquid Solar Collectors 
and Liquid Storage 

These systems were developed while simultaneously subjecting 
them to field appraisals and cost data to provide feedback. 

SAHP System Costs 

Although an early requirement of the Analytical Model was 
performance information in order to optimize component 
parameters -- specifically collector capacity and storage 
capacity -- cost was also an element of th~ optimization. 

Acco~dingly;·cost data were compiled for the four different 
·fypes, ·of solar assisted heat pump systems described above 
and were provided for work with the Analytical Model. 

Cost collection activities were then expanded into conven
tional systems in order to be able to evaluate SAHP system 
LCC's in comparison with variou~ types of conventional. 
systems. 

Single Family Home HVAC Market Characteristics 

·The single family home market was the focus of the study 
because of its very large size, its very large·potential 
for energy conservation, and its 'relatively uniform character
istics -- all when compared with any other building type. 

As a result of engineering, cost, and other inputs up to 
this time, it was determined to establish the heat pump 
as a Reference System in the marketing analysis, in order 
to provide a basis .'for comparison of SAHP systems. 
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This was done for several reasons ••• 

••• Competitive With conventional Systems 

Heat pumps are competitve with conventional systems 
in many areas, and are increasingly considered 
,;conventional" by the HVAC industry in their prime 
areas of application . 

..• competitive With SAHP Systems 

A SAHP system, by definition, includes a heat pump, 
and therefore its comparison with a heat pump is 
appropriate to determine if the cost increment of 
the solar assist will support itself economically. 
The comparison is made particularly appropriate 

.because assumptions of fut;ure electricity qosts 
affect the two systems in similar ways and thus 
reduce sencitivity to the accuracy of such projec
tions. Accordingly, HVAC ma,rket data were collected 
for the 50 states in order to cover all regions and 
to establish a data base for the comparison of SAHP 
LCC to Heat Pump LCC. The data base included con
ventional gas, oil, and electrically heated homes in 
order to.establish the degree of competitiveness of 
heat pump systems. -~ ·· · 

The data base was ~tilized to develop typical annual home heat~ 
ing costs for each state for conventional systems using gas, 
oil, electric resistance, and heat pump as the system type. 
This information was then used in the LCC analyses which · 
followed. 

Generally, the results show favorable gas heating costs, 
thus supporting its popular usage. In contradistinction, 

.however, where heat pump energy costs for heating were 
favorable, it did not necessarily correlate with high heat 
pump sales. 

Life Cycle . .costs 

As was stated previously, it was a basic premise of the 
. ' . I 

study that a system of heating must have a competitive LCC 
in order to be considered marketable, even though consumers 
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have not previously shown a significant propensity to choose 
systems with low LCC's if such choices require high initial 
investments. 

Lt was necessary to develop a rationale for heat pump sales 
in order to further rationalize how and where heat pump 
sales in a solar assist'mode would be marketable. Accordingly, 
early LCC's were developed manually to compare heat pump 
systems with other conventional systems using gas, oil, and 
electric resistance, pending comparisons of the heat pump 
with SAHP with the Analytical Model. 

While the data on single family homes were developed on a 
state basis to provide a regional overview, a parallel effort 
focussed more narrowly on selected cities because significant 
variations occur in some states in items such as climate, 
fuel availability, and fuel price. Accordingly, LCC analyses 
were done for Fort Worth, TX, Dallas, TX, and Madison, WI. 
In no case was the incidence of heat pump sales consistent 
with either energy cost or life cycle cost. 

Although some sources of data indicated heat pump sales would 
rise in their areas, thi~ information was not considered 
sufficiently definitive for use here. 

As a result, a correlation analysis was undertaken to deter~
ine how heat pump sales can be better rationalized as a 
preparatory means of predicting SAHP system sales. 

Correlation Analysis 

Several successive trials at a Multiple Correlation Analysis 
were made. 

The final analysis achieyed a rather significant 0.85 
correlation coefficient. The factors included in the 
analysis were ••• 

.•. Ratio of Annual Heating Load to Annual cooling Load
reflecting the heat pump's (and therefore, SAHP's) 
basic function of cooling 

••• Air Conditioning Sales- again, reflecting the heat 
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pump's basic cooling function 

••• Heating Energy Costs 

• qas 

. oil 

• heat pump 

.•. Number of Single Family Home construction Starts 

••• Numbe·r of Existing Homes 

••• New Ga~s, Heating Services - reflecting the availability 
or unavailability, of gas as a heating fuel. 

At a 0.85 cortelation, these are clearly key factors in heat 
pump sales. 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER.HEATING ADDENDUM 
• - "j ~ 

The primary work of the SAHP marketability study centered on life 
cycl~ c6st analyses, comparisons, and correlations of total space 
heating systems. In addition to these, an ancillary study of 
solar energy domestic hot water heating systems was begun. The 
purpose of this study was to assess, via the Analytical Model 
Prog.ram, the effect of collector tilt on the systems' life cycle 
cost. The results of this study showed that the energy savings 
accrued when changing the collector tilt from vertical to that . 
of the latitude justifies an-incremental installation cost of . . 

approximately $7 per square foot in New York, NY climates and 
approximately $4 per square foot in Fort Worth, TX climates. 

SUMMARY 

As was indicated in the Technical Section, the completed Analytical 
Model clearly demonstrated that series SAHP systems are the w~~t 
promising of all active solar energy systems considered. Yet they 
are not, at this time, competitive with heat pump systems and 
large favorable changes in initial system cost, unfavorable 
changes in electricity cost, or the unpredictable entrance of 
unknown !actors would be required to make them so. 
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At the same time, however, the competitiveness of the heat pump 
system qgainst other systems and fuel sources was demonstrated 
more clearly than has previously been the case. 

Further t~ials on the Multiple Correlation Analysis, above, to 
determine if there are other factors that significantly correlate 
with'>heat pump sales, and/or to establish a weighting for each of 
th~'·f•ctors used might be useful in knowing where and how to more 
effectively market suob·systems. 

Finally, the heat pump is being recognized as an energy-conserv
ing device and, accordingly, is being considered by Congress as 
a ca~didate for a 15 percent (up to $2,000) tax credit for resi
dences. This is an appropriate, practical action in the light 
of this study. 

I 
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CHAPTER T-1 

INTRODUCTlON AND SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

The prime thrust of the Technical Section centers around the de
~elopment and use of an Analytical Model. This model was devel
oped as an alternative to TRNSYS, an existing and recognized 
HVAC-solar simulation model, in order to optimize performance 
versus life cycle cost of SAHP and competing conventional systems 
in different climatic regions. The Analytical Model was pro
grammed to "hunt" through many alternatives to find the economi
cal optimum,.using very simple, generic system types. These 
generic systems were to be made more specific at a later point in 
the project. 

TRNSYS would have required a set of specific inputs for each 
alternative and would have produced much more detailed and 
specific results at much greater expense and time, especially 
in the early phases of optimization. The Analytical Model was 
more efficient and wa~ va1~dated with TRNSYS7 the results of a 
definitive system analyze9 by one were similar to results analyzed 
by the other. 

Analytical Model 
I 

The Analytical 'Model was developed and p~ogrammed to run on a 
minicomputer as a self-contained package requiring the user to 
specify the system to be analyzed. The four major aspects of 
the model are discussed below. They are: systems, weather, 
economics, and input parameter. 

1. Systems. To assess €he marketability of SAHP systems, their 
cost an'd performance had to be compared to those of competing 
systems. Accordingly~ the Analytical Model was developed to 
include six generic system types. They are: 

-Stand~alone heat pump 

-Stand-alone solar energy 

-Series SAHP 
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-Parallel SAHP 

-Dual sour·ce S:AIJP 

-All electric (load) 

Paper 3 of the next chapter discusses the programming economies 
used in the modeling of these different systems. 

2. Weather. The Analytical Model also includes insolation and 
ambient temperature data for 26 u.s. cities. These were derived 
from TMY weather data as discussed in Paper 3 of the next chapter. 

3. Economics. In this progrqm, mqrk~tability was identified with 
low life cycle cost. Therefore, the model used economic para
meters selected by the user to derive the present value of the 
life cycle cost of each system analyzed. For convenience, this 
cost was presented as an Annual Uniform Cost of owning and oper
ating the system over its life time. 

4. Input Parameters. An interactive computer program 
implement the Analytical Model. The program asks the 
identify system type, location, season, etc. and then 
the resulting thermal and economic performance. 

was used tq 
user t6:-:.::'~';:: '., 
calcuiafe:~; .. 

.. -. •' 

I 

Approximately 40 input parameters are needed to specify a system·.j_.,.:: .. 
completely. They include: 1 

-Collector parameters, such as 
area, tilt, efficiency, and cost per un~t area 

r ' : ;'' J 
-storage parameters, such as . , 

volume, insulation, external temperature, and 
cost per unit volume ... ,. , , 

-Heat pump parameters, such as 
fraction of ideal (Carnot) COP, and assorted 
temperature drops 

-Load parameters, such as 
indoor temperature, UA value, and domestic hot 
water usage 
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-Economic parameters, such as 
system lifetime, present cost of fuel, and 
annual worth of money. 

For qser convenience, the program assumes all parameters for a 
given system type to be equal to those specified in the previous 
analysi~ of that generic system. The user must only specify 
parameters that are different from the ones used previously. 

Economically Optimized Systems 

The major advantage of the Analytical Model program was its speed. 
A thermal and economic analysis of the annual performance of a 
typical system took less than 2 minutes. This fast response en
ables a user to vary a given parameter, such as collector area, 
over a wide range and select the parameter value that minimizes 
life cycle cost. 

As discussed in Paper 3 of the following chapter, competing solar 
heating systems were designed so that each has economically opti
mum values of collector area and storage volume. These optimized 
systems were then compared, and the one with the lowest life cycle 
cost was selected as the most marketable one. 

Results 

If natural (regulated) gas is not available, the most cost effec~ 
tive space heating system at present costs of electricity i.s the 
air-to-air heat pump. At higher fuel prices, th~ series SAHP 
system has the lowest life cycle coet. As discu~sed in the final 
chapter of this section of the report, these results were .found -·. 
to hold true in five u.s. climate regions. 'That chapter 4~scusses . · 
these results and the conclusions drawn from them in detail. 

Accuracy 

The results of the Analytical Model program are subject to two 
sources of errors errors in thermal analysis and errors in the 
values of the economic parameters used in the analysi~. 

T}1e thermal calculations of the Model were verifi~d against 
TRNSYS. lt was found that the Model gives results that are gen
erally wi1:hin 10% of those given by TRNSYS. Th~s margin o.f error 
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is within the range of values that would result from running 
TRNSYS using any of several accepted methods for averaging 
weather data. 

In this, as in all similar studies, the accuracy of the results 
obtained from the Analytical Model is determined alsmost entirely 
by the correstness of the economic assumptions. These are clear
ly stated in the technical papers and the reader is cautioned to 
review them carefully to assess the validity of the conclusions 
drawn from the Analytical Model studies. However, the results of 
this study are valid over wide ranges of input assumptions, par
ticularly for the five-year future time frame of interest to manu
facturers. This is especially true for changes in input para
meters that maintain a relatively stable difference between the 
annual fuel escalation rate and the annual worth of money. 

Paper 1 of the next chapter discusses in detail the sensitivity of 
the results to changes in the assumed values of the economic para
meters. 

Further Research 

Topics for further research include: 

-system life cycle cost sensitivity to collector 
price/performance 

-development of superior algorithyms for control 
of dual source SAHP systems 

-construction of an analytical model of a ground 
coupled heat pump to assess its capabilities 
and limitations. 

These topics are discussed in more detail at the end of Chapter T-3 
of the technical part of this report. 

Marketing Studies 

Two efforts proceeded 
the Analytical Model. 
the other was a study 
in the u.s. 

in parallel with the development and use of 
One was the design of engineered systems~ 

of the single family residential HVAC market 
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The purpose of the first of these efforts was to design SAHP sys
tems that could incorporate the principal generic characteristics 
that the Analytical Model demonstrated to be favorable~ these 
more definitive systems could, in turn, be simulated by TRNSYS 
for performance and thus optimized. The engineered systems were 
flexible for simulation purposes by the liberal use of schematic 
valves and dampers in order to determine the best of which solar 
heating is now capable7 at the same time, they were kept suffic
iently within the working knowledge of manufacturers, builders, 
and installing contractors so that components could be specified 
by model number for performance data and for the securing of 
realistic installation costs. 

I 

The second effort conducted in parallel with the development of 
the Analytical Model was a study of the characte~istics of the 
u.s. market that would determine the future market penetration 
of SAHP systems_. For this study data were collected and tabu
lated on a single family residential market with emphasis on 
three aspects of the·market place. They are: 

-Fundamental data such as the number of houses 
in each state 

-comparative data such as initial system costs 
of competing HVAC systems 

-Sales data such as the number of heat pumps 
sold annually in each state. 

Both the efforts on developing engineered systems and the results 
of the u.s. market study are discussed in detail in the Marketing 
Section of this report. 

Technical Studies 

The ~allowing chapter presents three of the articles published 
during work on this program. A short technical description of 
the analytical approaches used precedes the presentation of the 
papers. 
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CHAPTER T-2 

TECHNICAL PAPERS ..... 

INTRODUC4IOJSI 

copies of three of the technical papers prepared during the course 
of the work on the SAHP program make up this chapter of this re
port~ The following papers were published: 

* 

* 

* 

- "A SAHP System Analysis Model", 
Systems Simulation and 'Economic Analysis for Solar. 
Heating and cooling, 175, u.s. DOE (1978). 

- "The Economic Constraints on Solar Energy, Heat Pump and 
Solar A~sisted Heat Pump Systems", 
Proc. 1978 Apnual Meeting Amer. Sect. Int. Sol. Energy 
soc., 2.1, 288, Ed. K.W. Boer and G.E. Franks (1978). 

... "SAHP-2: }Ulalytical se'lection of Marketable SAHP Systems", 
3rd Annual Solar Heating and Cooling R&D Contractors' 
Meeting, U.S. DOE (1978). 

i 

"Analytical Selection of Marketable SAHP Systems", 
solar Energy and conservation Symposium - workshop, 41, 
Ed. T.N. veziroglu, Univ. of Miami (1978). 

- "Economically Optimum Thermal Stoage Size via Marginal 
Analysis", 
Proc. 1979 convention Int. Sol. Energy Soc. (1978). 

- "Optimization and Comparison Strategies for Solar Energy 
Systems", A!neJ:~ Soc. Mech. Eng., Winter Annual Meeting, 
79-WA/Sol-26, New York, NY (1979) • 

..., "Analytical Selection of Marketable SAHP Systems", in 
Vol. 1, Chap. 6 of Solar Enerqy and conservation, Ed. 
T.N. Veziroglu, Pergamon Press (1980). 

- "SAHP-2 Analytical Selection of Marketable SAHP Systems", 
Proc. Annual DOE Solar Heating and Cooling contractors' 
Revi~w Meeting, March, 1980, pp. 4-30, u.s. DOE. 
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Papers qenoted by the asterisks are included in this chapter as 
Papers 1, 2, and 3. 

Areas of Analysis 

Two related, but distinct, analysis efforts are documented by 
these papers. One, only partially successful, was an attempt to 
9apture temperature, insolation, and collector performance in 
terse mathematical form from which an understanding of the funda
mental relationships that govern the feasib~lity of solar energy 
could be derived. Papers 1 and 2 detail the achievements in this 
area. 

The second and more importa~t area of the theoretical work was 
the development of an analytical model of competing solar energy, 
SAHP, and conventional space heating systems. This was the major 
analytical effort. It was successful and it is summarized in the 
ASME Paper (~o. 3). The other papers published document the pro-
9re~~ in developing the various aspects of the model . 

The ASME paper derives its conclusions from results obtained from 
the analysis of the thermal and economic performance of competing 
systems that are used to provide space heating for a single family 
res.idence in the New York city climate. Material presented in 
the next chapter shows the results of work done after the ASME 
paper was published to extend these results to four other u.s. 
cities. 
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TECHNICAL PAPER 1 

'!The Ecqnomic COn$traints on polar Energy, Heat 
~~mp, and ~ol.ar A~$ist~d Heat Pump Systems", 
·~roc: 1978 Annual.Meeting Amer. Sect. Int. Sol. 
~n~rgy Soc., 2.1, .288, Ed. K.W. Boer and G.E. 
franks (~978). 
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THE ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS ON SOLAR ENERGY, 
HEAT PUMP, AND SOLAR ASSISTED HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS 

'. 
W. Kahan and R. C. Estes 

The Sfnger Company 
Corporate Research and Development Laboratory 

fafrffeld, N.J. 07006 

ABSTRACT 

The economfc effectfveness of solar energy systems 
used for space heatfng and for heating of domestic 
hot water are analyzed by comparfng the system 
costs to the present worth of the fuel savfng dur
tng the systems' lifetime. Sy~tems between lati
tudes of 240N and 48oN are considered. 

from the analysis, an upper limft for the system 
cost to the consumer is established as a function 
of system performance, the cost of money, the 
escalatfon rate of fuel costs, and the system's 
lffetime. The sensitfvity of thfs upp~r lfmft 
cost to changes fn economic parameters fs demon
strated and dfscussed. 

Sfmflar calculatfons on the cost effectiveness of 
heat pump systems fn different clfmatologfcal 
regions are presented and compared wfth those of 
solar energy systems. 

Finally, the cost constrafnts for a solar assisted 
heat pump system are developed. These constraints 
are shown to be similar for parallel and for serfes 
.configuration; yet, much higher performance is 
required of the solar energy portion in parallel 
configurations. Thfs suggests that a series solar 
assisted heat pump system with properly designed 
·components could be most cost effective. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
I 

As part of an overall effort to assess the market
abflfty of solar assisted .heat pump systems, we 
performed an analysts of.the price/performance 
characteristic of basic solar energy systems. The 
goal of thfs analysts was to determine the cost 
effectiveness of these systems by answering the 
following fundamental question: Under which con
ditions does ·the system cost less than ihe energy 
tt saves over fts lifetime? 

I 

In the following presentation only two factors are 
consfdered in evaluating the financial worth of a 
solar energy system. lhey are: (1) the initial 
system cost, and (?.) the value of the energy saved 
durfng the system's lifetime. For the generic 
~els discussed here, imprecfsion in the k~owledge 
of the detafls of solar energy system cost and of 
the total quantity of solar· energy collected end 
~onsumed durfng the life of the system are too 
large to Justffy the fnclusfon of such factors as 

taxes, maintenance costs, and salvage value when 
comparing costs and lffe cycle benefits of a solar 
energy system. 

2. . PRESENT VALUE Of SYSTEM ENERGY SAVINGS 

The value of the energy saved by a system in the 
future is compared to present costs by discounting 
the future savings using the annual worth of money, 
I, to compute their present value. Thus, if Pk is 
the value of fuel saved during the system's k'th 
year, then the present value of that saving fs 
Pk/(l+I)k and the present value, v0 , of the fuel 
saved durfng the system's life of N years is 

P1 P2 PN 
Yo• (W) + (1+1 )2+. ' .+ (i+i')N 

(1) 

Both V0 and Pk are expressed in terms of today's 
dollars and I is therefore the annual discount rate 
above inflation. The results of the analysis are 
~independent of inflation rates. 

The quantity Pk is related to P0 , the present value 
of the fuel sa.ved annually by the solar energy sys
tem, as follows: Pk a P0 (l+F)k where F is the 
yearly fuel cost escalat1on rate above inflation, 
and where ft is assumed that no degradation in the 
system's performance takes place during the system's 
Ufetfme. Using this relation in Eq. (1) and 
summing the resulting geometric series, the follow
ing relation is obtained between V0 , the present 
value of the energy saved during the lifetime of 
the system and P0 , the present value of the system'l 
annual energy savings: 

(l+f) (l+I)N - (l+F)N+l 

Yo .. Po ----------- (2) 

(I-f) (l+I)N 

where Y0 can be vfewed as the upper limit of the 
total cost to the end ~· of a solar energy sys
tem that presently saves P0 fuel costs in a single 
year. In fact, for the system to be ~arkotable on 

·the basis of its economic merits, its total in-
stalled cost must be significantly below V0 • 

Unfortunately, the quantities, I, N, and Fare not 
well known. The worth of money, 1, will be compar
atively low for an individual home owner with 
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limited investment opportunities. In thfs case 
reasonable estimates for I may range from 0.005 to 
0.02 (above Inflation). If I fs estimated for an 
fndfvfdual ffnancfng a solar energy system wfth a 
baste home Improvement loan, then reasonable values 
for 1 may range from 0.02 to 0.05 or higher, depend
Ing upon the sfze of the loan and the lending ln
stftuifon. However, reasonable values for J, for a 

· busfni!SS that pays hfgh rates to borrow money or 
for one that has Investment opportunities wfth 
relattvely hfgh rates of return on Investment, may 
range from 0.03 to o.o&. 
5ufff~lent experience has not been accumulated for 
precise estimates of N, the lifetime of the solar 
energy system. For the purposes of thfs analysts, 
where maintenance costs and degradation effects 
Jre omitted, a reasonable estimate for N fs bet~een 
10 and 20 years. 

The value for F, the fuel escalation rate, In 
Eq. 2 depends upon future fuel prices which are 
basically unknown. If *the cost of fuel" is re
stricted to the cost of electrfcfty to the consum
er, then uncertainties in F are reduced, because 
only about 1/3 of the consumer's electric bfll 
pays for fuel; the remainder pays for labor, capt
tal, taxes and profit, quantities that do not 
change differently from Inflation. 

Estimates for F, the annual escalation rate of the 
cost of electricity above Inflation, over a future 
period comparable to system lifetimes, vary from 
approximately 0.005 to 0.06 (1] [2] [3]. 

The results of computing Y0 , using reasonable 
values o; 1, F, and N, are shown In Table I. 

I 

0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
!).06 

Table 1. 

F N Yo 
0.055 20 32.6xP0 
0.035 15 16.9xP0 
0.025 15 13.4xPo 
0.025 10 8.35xP0 

Y0 , the maximum worth of a solar energy 
system that saves P0 In annual fuel cost 
as a function of I, the annual worth of 
money, F, the annual fuel escalation 
rate, end N, the system lifetime In 
year•· 

It Is noteworthy that the spectrum of reasonable 
values of l, F, and N Is broad enough to yield 
values of maximum system cost that differ by almost 
1 factor of 4. Consequently, analyses of the cost 
effectiveness of a solar energy system can be very 
misleading ff the economic assumptfon.s used. fn the 
analyses are not openly stated. 

In the computations that follow, a value of N•15 
(years) wfll be used for the system lffetfme. On 
the basts of Reference [3], F•0.035 will be used 
for the annual electricity cost escalation rate. 
Finally, because Individual home owners represent 
the largest solar energy market segment, the 
appropriate value 1•0.02 will be used for the 
worth or money when evaluating Yo. This present 

... , 
worth method wfll be used to evaluate stand atone 
solar ener~y $¥'tems, ,tand olone heat pump systems, 
and SAHP systems that combine solar energy and 
heat pumps. 

l. SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM 

Eq. 2 can be used to analyze the cost effectiveness 
of a generic solar energy system that is used for 
space heating. In present practice, computer 
simulations are used to evaluate Po for specific 
systems. However, the salient features of solar 
energy economics can be elucidated by the following 
computations. 

Usiny the method of Reference [4], the clear sky 
inso atfon available to a unit area of collector 
over one heating season was calculated for the 
locations listed In Table II, where the length of 
the heating season was estimated from Reference 
[5]. Actual insolation values were found by 
multiplying the clear sky radiation values for 
the locations listed In Table II by the percentage 

·of clear day insolatfon received on an average day 
as given in Reference (6]. P0 was then calculated 

.assuming that the space heating system utfl lzes 
40 per cent of the available Insolation and that 
the value of thfs energy fs 4¢/kWh ($1 .17/therm). 
Finally, Y0 , the maximum worth of a solar energy 
system, was calculated with the assumptions 
stated In the table caption. 

For locations in Table II wfth2apprecia~le heating 
seasons, V ranges from $400/m ($37/ft ) to 
Sl&O/m2 csYstftZ), provided that the solar energy 
collected throughout the entire heating season is 
used for space heating. In practice, full utili
zation of the collected energy for space heating 
is only possible in systems that supply signifi
cantly less than the total heating load. Other
wise, not all the energy collected durtng the 
milder portions of .the heating season is needed. 
Consequently, If a large fraction of the heating 
load is supplied by a solar energy system, Its Yy 
will be reduced from the value~ given fn Table I • 
Typically, ·the tabulated Y0 values are appropriate 
for systems that supply approximately half the 
l~d; auxiliary energy is used to supply the other 
half, In heat pump terminology: these systems 
have a seasonal performance factor (SPF) of 2 and 
fn the locations listed tn Table II have a median 
maximum total system prfce of $225tm2 ($21/ft2), . 
apportioned over collector area • 

Table II also shows the results of the above 
methodology applied to solar energy systems used 
for hot water heating. For the cities listed, the 
median maximum total system price Is $420/mZ 
($39/ft2), provided that all the generated hot 
water fs utilized tn all seasons. 

The remainder of this article extends '~ese econom
Ic constraint calculations to stand aloni! helt , .. ,, 
pump and to solar assisted heat pump (SAHP) 
systems for residential applications. 
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S p a c e Heating Domestic ~t Water Heating-

Solar S A H P 
/ p y Y0 I SPF p y 

0 0 0 0 

Heat.Season 
fieating Available (0.4 eff.) Maximum Maximum Price Annua 1 Ava 11 • · (0.4 eff .) Maximum 

Latf- eason Insolation (4¢/kWh" System for Solar Part Insolation (4¢/kWh" System Location tude Duration Tflt .. Lat.+lOO $1.11/thenn) Price S P F of SAHP SYSTEM Tilt=Lat. $1.17/thenn) Price 

degree months GJ 105BTU s s s s s s GJ . 105BTU s s s s -- -- - -- -- - - -- - -- -- -- -- --N m2 ft2 m2 ft 2 m2 ft2 m2 ft2 m2 ft2 m2 ft2 m2 ft2 
"Clear Sky" 24 1 0.81 0.71 - - - - - - - 9.7 8.5 - - - -Miami, FL 25.8 1 0.54 0.48 2.50 .23 42 3.go 2.3 18 1.70 6.5 5.7 29 2.70 490 46 El Paso, TX 31.8 6 3.5 3.1 16 1.50 270 25 2.1 130 12 7.5 6.6 33 3.10 560 52 "Clear Sky" 32 6 . 4.5 4.0 - - - - - - - 9.4 8.3 - - - -Shreveport, LA 32.5 5 2.2 l,g 9.60 0.89 160 15 2.2 73. 6.80 6.4 5.6 28 2.60 470 44 
Ch~rleston, SC 32.9 6 2.8 2.5 13 1.20 220 20 2.2 100 9.10 6.1 5.4 27 2.50 460 42 Atlanta, GA 33.7 6 2.5 2.2 11 1.00 180 17 2.1 86 8.10 5.7 5.0 25 2.30 420 39 Los Ar.geles, CA. 33.9 8 4.3 3.8 lg 1.80 320 30 2.4 130 12 6.8 6.0 30 2.80 510 47 Richmond, VA 37.3 7 2.8 2.5 13 1.20 220 20 2.0 110 10 5.6 4.9 25 2.30 420 39 SanFrancisco,CA 37.7 11 5.2 4.6 24 2.20 400 37 2.3 170 16 5.9 5.2 26 2.40 440 41 
Sacramento, CA 38.5 8 3.7 3.3 16 1.50, 270 25 2.2 120 11 6.8 6.0 30 2.80 510 47 St. Louts, MO 38.8 7 2.6 2.3 12 1.101 200 19 1.9 110 10 5.4 4.8 25- 2.30 420 39 Indianapolis, IN 39.7 8 3.0 2.6 13 1.20 220 20 1.8 120 11 5;2 4.6 24 2.20 410 37 Denver, CO 39.8 9 4.3 3.8. 19 1.80 320 30 1.8 . 180 17 6.0 5.3 27 2.5D 460 42 "Clear Sky" 40 8 5.7 5.0 - - - - - - - 9.0 7.9 - - - -
Columbus, OH 40.0 8 2.7 2.4 12 1.10 2DO 19 1.9 110 10 5.0 4.4 23 2.10 390 36 Pittsburgh, PA 40.5 9 3.0 2.6 13 1.201 220 20 1.8 120 11 4.5 4~0 21 l,go 350 32 
Ne~1 York, NY 40.8 8 3.2 2.8 14 1.301 240 22 2.0 120 11 5.3 4.7 24 2.20 410 37 Buffalo, NY 43.0 9 2.8 2.5 13 1 .20i 220 20 1.8 120 11 4.5 4.0 21 1.90 350 32 Minneapolis, MN 44.8 9 3.2 2.8 14 1.30 240 22 1.5 170 15 5.0 4.4 23 2.10 390 36 
Bismarck, NO 46.8 10 3.7 3.3 16 1.5o! 270 25 1.3 210 19 5.0 4.4 23 2.10 390 36 Seattle, WA 4i.5 11 3.2 2.8 14 1.30; 240 22 2.2 110 10 3.7 3.3 16 1.50 270 25 "Clear Sky" 48 10 6.4 5.6 - - - - - - - 8.3 7.3 - - - -
Table II. ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS ON SOLAR ENERGY AND ON SAHP SYSTEMS. 

Y0 is the maximum worth of an entire solar energy system apportioned over a unit of collector area. Values for space heating 
systems and domestic hot water systems are shown for different locations. V0/SPF is the corresponding quantity for all the 
solar energy components of a space heating SAHP system where low temperature collectors can be used and where SPF is calculated 
as described tn Table III. P0 , the value of energy coll~cted and utilized, is based on a system overall efficiency of 0.4 and 
a 4¢/kWh (S1.17/therm) worth of energy. V0 is calculat~~ using 1•0.02, Fa0.035 and N=15 in Eq.2 so that Y

0
•16.9 P

0
• To be 

economically attractive, .a system must be priced signift,c;antly below v
0

• · 
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Degree Days City Heating Season Load SPF .· 

1ol oc Day 1D3°F Day 

1.1 2.0 Charleston. SC 
1.7 3.0 Atlanta. GA 
2.2 4.0 Richmond. VA 
2.8 5.0 St. Louts. HO 
3.3 &.0 Pittsburgh. PA 
3.9 7.0. Buffalo. NY 
4.4 ~.o Hfnneap~l~'• MN 

6J 

39 
50 
68 
80 

100 
105 
130 

1o6aru 
37 
47 
64 
76 
95 

100 
120 

Value of Annual Energy 
Savings 

(f 4e/tWh • $1.17/therm) 

2.2 $240 
2.1 .290 
2.0 380 
1.9 420 
1.8 490 
1.8 ~?.0 
1:s 47o 

Table III. HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE IN DIFFERENT CLIMATES 

SPF. the seasonal performance factor. and P0 • the value of energy saved annually by a stand 
alone heat pump system over electric resistance heatfng. are shown for a load of UA=340 W/°C 
(650 BTU h-1 Of ~l) heated by a 3 ton (10.5 kJ/s) heat pump (Singer H-R553036) fn different 
cltmates. 

4. SAHP SYSTEMS 

4.1 Heat Pump. The combination of a solar energy 
system with a heat pump modifies the constraints 
on the solar energy system considerably. In this 
case, the performance of a SAHP system fs not 
evaluated in comparison to an electric resistance 
heater, but rather fn comparison to that of a heat 
pump to determine the value of the solar energy 
additions. The following discussion of SAHP 
cost constraints begins wfth a brief outline of the 
price/performance characteristics of a heat pump, 
the basts for the economic assessment of SAHP 
systems. · 

The heat pump "base" system was developed by 
calculating the performance of a 3 ton (10.5 kJ/s) 
heat pump (Singer H-R553036) used wfth a well in
sulated house (Area D 195 m2 D 2100 ft2, UA a 

340 WOC-1 ~ 650 BTU h-1 Of -1) fn 7 different loca
tions having heating clfmates ranging from 1100 to . 
4400 °C degree days (2000 to BOOO Of degree days). 
ASHRAE data [5] were used to compute, by the 
2.8°C (50f) bfn method, the seasonal performance 
factor (SPF) fn each location. Table Ill above 
summarizes the calculation results and shows the 
annual savings fn fuel accrued when using the 
heat pump instead of electric resistance heating. 

The present worth of the (electric) energy. saved 
by a. heat pump over fts lifetime can be evaluated 
from Eq. 2. Assuming a 10 year life, I•0.02, and 
F•O.OJ5, the present worth, V0 , is 10.85 x the 
annual savings P0, and ranges between $2,600 and 
$5,600 for the Table Ill locations. Under the 
more stringent assumptions of Jo0.05, F=O.OlS and 
N•lO, Vo is 8.34 x Po and ranges between $2,000 
and $4,300 for the Table Ill lo~atfons •. 

A 3 ton heat pump costs approximately $400 more 
than a 3 ton air conditioner and is consequently 
a cost effective substftut£ for electric heating 
whenever It replaces an air conditioner. In cases 
where an air conditioner would not be purchased. 
the heat pump's installed cost, approximately 
$2,000, is less than the present value of the 
electric energy it saves over its lifetime and is 
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consequently a cost effective substitute for an 
ttlectrfc resistance heater in the locations shown 
fD Table Ill. 

4.2 SAHP Systems. A heat pump reduces the effec
tive cost of electricity used for space heating by 
its SPF so .that the effective cost of electricity 
to the owner of a heat pump fs 4tkWh/SPF, and the 
resulting maximum worth of the system fs Vo/SPF. 
Table II lists, VofSPF, the price constraints o·n 
the solar energy components added to a heat pump 
to construct a SAHP system. These constraints 
apply equally to series (solar assisted) and to 
parallel (solar augmented) SAHP systems. Obviously, 
in either case the solar energy components must cost 
less than the solar energy they supply to the load. 

Presently, the cost to the consumer of popularly 
available flat plate collectors, prevalent energy 
storage subsystems, sensors, controls, and install
ation prevent solar energy space heating systems, 
wtth or without heat pumps, from being more cost 
effective than stand alone heat pump systems, 
except perhaps fn small climatological regions that 
enjoy high insolation during long heating seasons 
corbined wfth hfgh or unique electric rates. 
Furthermore, without drastic increases fn the fuel 
escalation rates, it is difficult to see how the 
presently popular components can be reduced in 
price to make solar energy space heating systems 
economically sound investments in the next decade 
or two. Volume sales and mass production techni
ques are not likely to lower solar energy system 
prices because the system components are already 
either mass produced HVAC components, or they are 
made of mass produced (eg. sheet) material. Also, 
a significant fraction of the system's cost fs 
field labor, an item not easily amenable to large 
cost reductions through high sales volumes. 

There fs, however, a fundamental difference between 
the series SAHP system and other'solar energy sys
tems. The series SAHP system can use collectors 
and storage systems that operate at low temperatures 
(lOOC to 380C; 500F to lOOOF); a heat pump trans-
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fers the low temperature solar energy to the load 
at a higher.temperature (43°Cl 1100F). Relaxing 
the requirement of gathering and storing energy 
at the high temperatures required for comfortable 
space heating may provide the additional degree 
of design freedom to reduce the price of SAHP 
sy~tems and make them economically attractive. 
Op~imum price/performance characteristics of such 
sy't~s will depend upon the availability of heat 
pumps optimized to perform at source temperatures 
prevalent in such series SAHP systems. This ts 
di~cussed tn the following paper. [7]. 

Parallel SAHP systems require the same performance 
(high temperature) of their solar energy components 
that stand alone solar energy systems do and they 
require the same heat pumps that stand alone heat 
pump systems do. Yet they gather solar energy best 
when tt h worth least, during milder ·weather when 
the heat pump has its highest coefficient of. per
formance. During the severe part of the heating 
season, neither the solar energy components nor the 
heat pump work at their best. Consequently, paral-· 
lel'SAHP systems are potentially less cost effective 
th~l! either type of stand alone system .• 

5. CONCLUSION 

· The value of heat pump and solar energy systems was 
investigated by comparing system costs .to the value 
of the energy saved by the system. In comparison 
to electric resistance heating (4¢/kWh=$1.17/therm), 
presently available heat pump systems, which also 
provide cooling, are definitely cost effectfve in 
terms of the fuel they save over their life cycles. 

Solar energy space heating systems (no cooling 
provided), sized to accommodate approximately half 
the space heating load, would be cost effective fn 
~~ regions of the U.S. if they could be installed 
for less than $225/mZ ($21/ftZ), total system prfce 
apportioned over collector area. 

A solar energy domestic hot water system is more 
efficient in its use of the required capital in
vestment and, when compared to electric 'resistance 
heating, its maximum prfce yaries from approximately 
$330/mZ ($31/ft2) to $560/mZ ($52/ft2) as the 
latitude decreases from 480N to 240N. 

The solar energy components of parallel and series 
SAHP systems would be cost effective fn many 
regfons if they could be priced below $120/m2 
($11/ft2), as apportioned over collector!area. 
Because a series SAHP system does not require the 
same high performance collector and storage com
ponents that parallel SAHP and stand alone solar 
energy systems do, it hu the potential of being 1 
the most cost effective system for space.heating 
a11d coolfng. 
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1. Introduction 

The size of thermal energy storage (TES) in a solar energy system used for space heating 
is often determined by ·one of three methods: simulation, correlation, or rule of thumb. 
Examples of each method are common. Although these methods are useful for designing 
systems and are, indeed, indispensable for comparing the performance of competing 
systems, they do not offer an analytical understanding of how optimum TES size is related 
to such parameters as local weather persistence, solar energy collection efficiency, 
component costs, and energy cost. 

The analytical relationship between these quantities derived below is corroborated-by 
empirical rule-of-thumb design rules and serves to delineate the are11a in which those 
rules are valid. Furthermore, the relationship can be used to select quickly base TES sizes 
for simulation studies of diverse solar energy systems. 

The discussion presented in this paper proceeds as follows: 

- A simple Markov chain is used to approximate daily insolation persist.ence; 

- The two resulting independent parameters are used to derive an expression for 
the number of occurrences of sequences that contain at least n cloudy days 
within a heating season of given duration; 

the p~esent .value of the energy provided to the load by the TES on the n 'th 
cloudy day during the system's lifetime is evaluated; 

the incremental cost of providing storage for the n'thcloudy day is derived; 

.the economically optimum TES size is determined by equating the marginal 
benefit and the marginal cost of the n'th day of storage; and finally, 

e~amples are given to illustrate the results of the analysis. 
I 
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2. Insolation Persistence Statistics 

In the simplified model of the distribution of insolation intensity used in this discussion 
each day is categorized as either "sunny" or "cloudy." The probability of the occurrence 
of a sunny day, regardless of the state of previous days, is denoted by Ps• An estimate of 
this probability Ps" !s obtained from P5 = f5 /M where fs is the number of sunny days in the 
heating season whose duration isM days. A similar relation holds for Pc, the probability of 
occurrence of cloudy days. 

It is here assumed that a day's state of insolation is dependent only upon the previous day's 
state, i.e., the sequence of sunny and cloudy days forms a first order Markov chain. In 
addition to the initial probabilities Ps and P c' fovr conditional probabilities can then be 
defined. They are: 

where, for example, Pes is the conditional probability that a day will be sunny given that the 
-previous day was cloudy. Similar definitions hold for the other quantities. The above six 

probabilities can be used to calculate the probability of obtaining any given n day sequence 
within the M day season. Thus, for example, the probability that a sequence of five days 
will consist of three cloudy days sandwiched by sunny days is 

(1) 

Note that throughout this discussion, it is assumed that the six probabilities remain essentially 
constant during the M day interval. 

Since a day is either sunny or cloudy, it follows that 

Ps + Pc = 1 

Psc + Pss = 1 

Pes+ P cc = 1 

and from the probability law that a given probability is equal to the product of the sets of 
initial and conditional probabilities 

p = p p +P p s s ss c cs 

or 

Thus, of the six probabilities, only two are independent. In the following, Ps and Pss will 
be used as the independent probabilities. 
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3. Probability of an n Cloudy Day Sequence· 

Let M Rc n denote the number of occurrences, in an M day heating season, of a cloudy 
day sequence exactly n days long, that is, n consecutive cloudy days bounded by sunny 
days. Then 

M R = 'il M P (SC· • ·CS) c, n n, 
' 

where 'IT n, M is the number of (n+ 2) day sequence in M days. Thus 

n-1 
MRc,n=[M+I)-{n+2)] Ps.Psc Pee Pes 

where 

= 

~ n- M-2. Or, using eqs. (2) 

2 
PxP (1-P) 

5 s ss 

1 - p s [ 

1 ;.. 2 ps + p s p ss] n-1 

1 - p . 
s 

( M-1 ) - n 

M 

I 
It follows that MQc,n , the number of cloudy day sequences that are at least n days 
long is 

M- 1 

MQ c,n = I: MR c,j 

j=n 

Therefore, {see Appendix A) 

{3a) 

(:lb) 

(4) 

[ 

n-1 M-1 
a = u w _c...;.__-____;c_· --

c, n 
1 -c. 

. ~-n-1 _ 
C (n+C - nC.) 7 C M 1 (M + C .- MC) . 

M(1-C) 2 . 

(5) 

where 
2 2 

ps (1-Pss> 
U=-------

( I - Ps ) 

M- 1 
W= 

I ----, 

M 
C= 

1- 2 p 5 + p 5 p ss 

1 - p s 

(6a, b, c) 
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For the case of M )) n, CM is negligible in comparison to en and 

OF 

Q c,., = u 
C n-l (M - n) - C n (M - n) 

M(1-C) 2 

Qw,n = p s ( 1 - p ss ) 

In the absence of insolation persistence, Pss ~ Ps so that C = P c and Q c, n reduces 
to P s P c n ( M - n ) / M. 

Since an n1th cloudy day will occur in, and only in, cloudy day sequences at least n days 
long, the number of n1th cloudy days (i.e., sequences with at l~ast n cloudy day~) in an 
M day heating season is MQ c n • 

. ·'. 

4. Present Value of TES Energy 

(7) 

In this section there is derived an expression for B n I the present value of the benefit accrued 
(over the system•s lifetime) from the capability of the TES to provide sufficient energy to 
carry the load on the n1th cloudy day. Bn is therefore the incremental_ benefit of extending 
TES capability from n-1 ton days. 

During a single heating season, the average amount of energy, S
11 

, that the load would 
withdraw from TES on the n 1th day of a cloudy day sequence is 

S n = D [ M Q c, n J 

where D is the average daily energy requirement of the load. If CF denotes the present 
price of energy, and f the annual fuel escalation rate (above inflation), then V , the 
value of S n in the y 1th year i~ · y, n 

V y, n = S n C F ( 1 +f) Y 

(8) 

(9) 

This future y•th year benefit is discounted by (multiplied by) the factor ( 1 + i ) -y, where i is 
the annual worth ofmcmey above inflation, to obtain the present value of the benefit. The total 
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benefit derived over the system lifetime 'of N years from the n'th day TES capability, 
Bn, is given by 1 

N 

\""'- r (11 ++if 1 y Bn = S n CF ~ J 
y=1 

This incremental benefit will be compared to the corresponding incremental system 
cost computed in the next section. 

5. Incremental System Cost 

Assume that a system has the capability of collecting and storing sufficient energy to 
supply a load for n-1 consecutive cloudy days. The incremental cost to increase this 
capability to include the n'th cloudy day is due to two components: (I) the cost of 
increased storage size,. and (2) ·the cost of increased c:ollector capability. If 0 is the 
energy consumed by the load per day, and if the incremental cost of storage per unit 
energy is d, then the first of the above costs is dO. 

(10) 

The incremental collector cost for n'th day capability is o( An, where c( is the price 
per unit area of installed collector and where An is the additional collector area required. 
Over the heating season of M days, the additional collector area must collect OMQ 
and this energy must be collected during the PsM sunny days. If E is the energy c, n 
collected per day per unit area then 

A EP5M = OMQ n n c, (11) 

where a uniform distribution of cloudy day sequences over the heating season has been 
assumed. This assumption causes a slig~t overestimation of TES benefits and it is relatively 
poor only for large· n where TES is usua~ly not economical. The incremental collector ,., 
cost 0( An, derived from Eq. (11) · is ( .p< OQ ) / (EPs ) and the total incremental . c, n system cost 1s · 

0( oac,n 
incremental system cost = dO + ---------
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6. Economically Optimum TES Size 

As dictated by the equal marginal principle, the economically optimum TES size is 
obtained when the marginal benefits, Eq. 10, are equal to the marginal costs, Eq. 12, 

when ~( 1 +f_'\ y 

0 Q c,n MC F L 1 + i J = d D+ 

. y = 1 

Q C( D 
c, n 

Note that this marginal equality is independent of the load size, D. 

i.e., 

(13) 

The system size determined as optimum from this expression will, in practice, be oversized 
because the benefits as calculc.;ted from the left hand side of Eq. 13 are based on a load size 
D that is assumed to be uniform,throughout the heating season. However, the reduction in 
load experienced by real systems at the beginning and end portions of a heating season results 
in unused capacity if the system is sized for the average load. Consequently, as discussed 
below in Section 7.2, the accrued benefits are reduced by approximately 20 per cent. 

That the above equality holds at the optimum size can be seen (Ref. 1) by evaluating the 
TES 'profitability' as a function of n, where profitability is defined as the total benefit less 
the total cost. When the profitability is at its maximum, its derivative with respect to n 
vanishes and consequently the incremental benefit then equals the i11cremental cost. 

-Fixedcosfs-are nof.ii1cluaecflrffhe-C:iboveanalysis~ These are the costs to establish a minimum 
--·~·-- . -···-···· ··--------·- ···-··- ··-·- ·--- -·---- ·-··-- ·-· --··-- ·- ·-
size TES system, one that can provide energy to the load during the night following t.he:sunny 
day that immediately preceded the n cloudy days. A minimum value for these' fixed costs is 
(3/4) d D + Oa(/ E; where the first term is the cost of TES for the fraction of a day (approxi
mately 3/4) during which there is no significant collectable insolation, and where the second 
term is the cost of the collector that collects the load's daily energy requirement. The present 
value of the benefits derived from this minimum system over its I ifetime, B 

0 
, is 

N 

8 0 = M P 
5 

(3/4) D C F .L (1 + ~)y (14) 
_ 1 1 +I y-

Clearly, if B exceeds the fixed costs it is profitable to provide TES even if the marginal 
profitability o~ a (l9rger) n = 1 TES system is negative. However, even if 8

0 
is less than the 

fixed costs, the mar$1inal benefits may exceed the marginal costs for n = 1 and a profitable 
optimum TES size m<Jy be found. Numerical examples are given in Section 8. 
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7. Rule of Thumb Corroboration 

7. 1 Ratio of Storage to Collector Area. Rules of Thumb are often quoted for 0"' , the ratio 
of storage si~e to collector area. The above simple Markov chain model can be used 
to derive a value of cr as follows. The TES required for n cloudy days and the 314 day 
preceding them is D (314 + n). The colle-ctor area required is the sum of DIE (for the 
"zeroth" sunny day) and the A j (defined by Eq. 11) for the n cloudy days. Consequently 

D ( 314 + n) 

= ------------~-------------

f-[1~ t Q.) 
I= 1 ~ 

(15) 

and is independent of the load size D. 

For the minimum TES system (n = 0) <f = (314) E == 1.35 gallons of water of storage 
per ft2 of collector area, where a collector efficiency of E = 750 BTUidaylft2 and a 
storage temperature swing of 50°F are assumed. If P s = 0.65 and .P 5~ = 0.75, then for 
an n = 1 TES systemV.=2.52 gallons I ft2. These values a~e in essential agreement with 
the rule of thumb a- value of approximately 2 gallons I ft • 

7.2. Fraction of Load Supplied by Solar Energy. If a solar energy system is optimized by 
means of the equal marginal principle as stated in Eq. 13, then the ratio of solar energy 
supplied to the total load energy required can be estimated as follows. 

The.total system demand is OM, the product of the average daily load and the number 
of days in a heating season. To determine the system benefit, assume that the load 
varies sinusoidally over the season. The daily load at day m is then 

0 = D 'ir m 'ii" 
m 2 sin ( M ) ' 0 S m ~ M . (16) 

During the central portion of the heating_~~!;l$()1'1 th.~ load. exceeds .its-average ·value·. · ··
ConJeq·uEfriffy;···afltne-iiiergy -collec-ted by a system sized, as in the previous section, 
for the average load, will be of benefit. · The benefit de~_ived _f~~rn t~~ ~-~S.!t!!.!l_~u~!n_g __ _ 
the central portion of the heating seqson is therefore thei number of days in the central 

··-·---~uration "-'~ltiplied bt 0_. H~wever, during the end portions of the heating season when the 
daily load is leas than D, ·i.e., when · 

I M. m I M. M • -1/2 J 2 - ) 2 ~ 'TI Sin \1i (17) 

the system is _nQt used.!~. f~~ l_pote_ntial ~ Thus much of the energy collected during this 
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period is ''w•ted 11 and must be discounted in the determination of actual system 
benefit. 

The ratio ~f realized to potential benefits, r I is then 

'lfo . ( 1-cos sin - 1.3_ ) + D ( 1f- 2 sin 
-1 2 ) -:tr -. '1r 

I 

I 'ito 

~ = 0.789 
! 

i 

I 
Therefore, th~ fraction of the load supplied by solar energy, sf, 
energy for n consecutive cloudy days is 

I • I 

or 

I 
I 

I 

~f = 

sf - 'V , a 
·i 
i 

I 
i 
I 

P MD +MD . s 

n 

n 2:; 
. = 1 

MD 

P. + L Q 

i = 1 

Q c,j 

.c, i 

j! 

for a system that stores 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

If P s = 0.65 1and P ss = 0.72, then for a mini mum TES system (n = 0 ), sf= 0.51. If the 
system capability is extended to n = 1, sf= 0 .. 65; for n = 2, sf= 0.71. These solar fractions 
are in agreem~nt with the range of optimum values found in practice. 

i 
i 

The solar fraction depends upon the system size that is expressed by the parameter n which! in 
turn, is deterrpined from Eq. 13 •. Although, as previously discussed, that equation yields 
somewhat oversized optima, nevertheless, as examples in the next Section show, these systems 
rarely exceed! sizes corresponding to n = 2. 

I 
I 

8. Optimum! TES - Examples 
I 

Four example !systems are considered in this section. The parameters common to all are listed 
in Table 1. Aor these examp,es, :ps was selected from inspection of Nashviile,: TN weather 
data with a "~unn~ 11 d~y arbitr:ar.ily de!ined as one whose ~~~~~ge __ h~~izontal i~solation exc~ede~ 
36% of the c~respondmg extraterrestrtal value (See Appenchx B). Pss for EXampfes 1, 3, and 4 
was similarily: obtained. · 
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In general, the parameter values chosen in Table 1 are meant to be representative of those 
of a high performance, low cost system. Computer simulation of a system designed in some 

detail would be necessary to· obtain a more ac~urate value of E, the average daily energy 
collected and stored per unit of collector area. 

Table II lists the parameters that were varied in the four examples. The fixed costs listed in 
this Table (for the n = 0 sizes) were arbitrarily chosen to be somewhat larger than the incre
mental costs corresponding to the initial system size. Although these fixed costs do not 
affect the size of the economically optimum system, they do, of course, affect the total profit
ability of the optimum system. 

In Example 2, P ss was set equal to P s to show the effect of removing insolation persistence. 
This produced a sflarper peak at n = 1, and larger negative incremental profits for larger n, 
because the 11sunny" days are more uniformly distributed and thus there are fewer occurrences 
of 2 or more consecutive doudy days. · 

Examples 3 and 4 show the pronounced effect on the system economics if the system lifet,me 
is extended from 15 to 20 years. For these cases the optimum system size corresponds to 
n = 2. Example 4 uses a collector with a higher incremental cost and consequently the costs 
and profit are changed proportionately. 

Table Ill summarizes the cost and performance of the four systems. The storage size in this 
table is based upon .a soo F temperature swing in a fully mixed water storage tank. 

9. Conclusion 

There has been presented an analytical derivation of the relationship between the economically 
optimum TES size in a solar energy system and three types of parameters. These are: (1) 
system parameters such as storage costs, collector cost and collector efficiency; (2) economic 

.... -~~~~t~."!~~~~- C!s_~-~~-~~- fuel, fu~l_~~alatiof! rate~,- and the worth -~f._~~~.!YJ. .~~~·-(~) p~~a~
eters that describe weather insolation persistence statistics. Because of the approximations 

. _____ .i.o~.r:t..nLloJ'_b.§._y_qlvel..of. the.se Darameter.s, the results of the derived .e.xpr~s~iQn arflU~I.'11.Y _____ . 

• 
I 

· approximate. The analysis serves to elucidate how TES size depends upon the above parameters, 
and to provide a starting point for simulation studies. 
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12. Appendices 

12.1 Appendix A: Derivation of Equation 5 

Eq. 4 is of the form 
M- 1 .. 

~ ~· 
j=n 

we i-1 

M- 1 

- u L. ·e i -1 I 
M 

j=n 

wl'tere U, W, and e are defined in Eq. 6. 

Since 
M- 1 

~ 
and 

M- 1 

L 
i = n 

ei-1 =en-1 -eM-1' 

1- e 

M- 1 
i e ;~ l = 

d 

de L 

= 

d 
=dC 

j :::; n 
M' 

en - e 

1- e 

n-1 M 1 
e (n + C - nC) - e - (M + e - Me 

it follows that Q c, n is as given in Eq. 5. 
( 1 -e) 
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12.2 Appendix B: Determination of Ps ·, 

In the examples given in Section 8, a value of 36% was arbitrarily adopted for p , the 
minimum ratio of terrestrial to extraterrestrial insolation on a "sunny day. This appendix 
discussed the relation between this cutoff value and system parameters, the latter also 
being assigned approxina te and arbitrary· values. 

For the purpose of a solar energy· system, a day Is ·sunny if the collect can provide 
enough solar energy to iustify the price of the collector. Assume ~at for 6 hours in 
each day of a 200 day heating season a collector that costs $10/ft delivers 1/2 of the 
available rodiqtion to the load. Furthermore, assume that it is required that the collector 
annually supply energy worth 1/10 of the collector's price. Then, if the cost of energy 
is 1¢/1000 BTU, the collector must provide 0.5¢ of energy per ft2 per day, or 500 BTU in 
the 6 hour period, or 83 BTU/ft2 hour. The radiation available must therefore be 166 BTU/ 
ft2 hr. · 

The extraterrestrial insolation intensity (the solar constant) is 430 BTU/ft2 hr. Consequently, 
a day is "sunny" if the ratio of terrestrial to extraterrestrial insolation is at least 166/430 = 390A, • 

. 
Unfortunately, there presently does not appear to be any clear cut method of catagori:z:ing 
a day as sunny or cloudy other than the rather arbitrary approaches discussed above. 
In the absence of any absolute criterea for determining p , a value selected on the basis 
of collector price and performance seems most appropriate. Consequently, under technical 
ond economic conditions that differ considerably from present ones, a different value for 
/1 , and therefore for Ps and Pss' would be used. 

•. 
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Parameter Value 

Fraction of days In heating 0.65 
SeCJ$0n that are sunny 

Duration of heating season 230 days 

·Present cost of fuel 10 -5 $/BTU (3.~/kWh) 

Annual fuel escalation rate 
above Inflation 0.035 

Annual worth of money 
above inflation 0.02 

Incremental cost of storage 0.0017 $/BTU 

System energy collection 
capability 700 BTU/ft2 / day 

Load 350000 BTU/day 

' 
Table I~ System Para!:"eters for Four Example CQSes. 

These parameters are the s~me for the four 
numerical e.xamples discussed in Section 8, 

/ 
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Parameter Dimension Example 1 Example 2 Example .3 

Pss 

N 

~ o( -...] 

· Conditional probability of 
sunny day after sunny day 

System lifetime 

Incremental cost of 
Installed collector 

Cost of minimum 
(n = 0) system 

Years 

$/ft2 

$ 

0.72 0.65 0.72 

15 15 20 

10 10 10 

6000 6000 6000 

Table II. Parameters Varied in Four Example Cases. The above parameters 
were .used in the numerical examples discussed in Section 8. 

Example 4 

) 0.72 

20 

17 

9500 
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System Size Base System (n = 0) n = 1 n=2 n=3 

Example Null'ber 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 

Incremental Life 
Cycle Cost , $ 1989 2337 1989 2965 1261 1202 1261 1727 913 807 

Incremental Life 
Cycle Benefit, $ 2464 3080 3413 3413 1178 1073 1631 1631 563 374 

Incremental Profit, $ 475 743 1424 448 -84 - 129 370 -96 -350 -433 
Total Cost, $ 6000 6000 6000 9500 7989 8337 7989 12465 9250 9540 9250 14192 10163 10346 

Total Benefit, $ 6629 6629 9181 9181 9093 9709 12594 12594 10271 10782 14225 14225 10833 11156 

Total Profit, $ 629 629 3181 -319 1104 1372 4605 129 1021 1242 4975 33 670 810 -
Storage Size, Gal 629 629 '629 629 1468 1468 1;468 1468 2307 2307 2307 2307 3146 3146 

Collector Size, ft2 500 500 500 500 639 674 639 639 706 735 706 706 738 756 

Table Ill. System Performance as a Function of System Size. The marginal as well as the total costs, benefits, 
and profits for the systems described in Tables I and n are tabulated for system size that range from the 
base system (n = 0) that provides energy for 24 hours of a sunny day, to the "n = 3 system" that provides 
energy to the load during 3 consecutive cloudy days. Note that the incremental profit is negative for 
all examples when n = 3. 

3 4 

913 1136 

n9 m 

-134 -357 

10163 15328 
.. 

15005 15005 

4841 -323 

3146 3146 

738 ... 738 
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Optimization and Comparison 
Strategies for Solar Energy 
Systems 

Corporate Research and Development Lab .. 

An analytical model of several simple, generic solar energy systems, with and 
without heat pumps, is described. The model is augmented hy marginal analysis to 
configure the components of each system rype fur an emnomic optimum and, 
consequently, for maximum marketability. This model is to be used as a ''first-cut'' 
means of identifying the combinations of ranges of system component parameters 
and general geographic regions for which each generic conjlguration is most 
marketable. Assessment of marketability includes the following considerations: the 
size of the capital investment, the operating cost savings relatit·e to alternalit!e 
systems, future cost of energy, and cost of money. The following six .1ys1ems 1ypes 
are optimized (where appropriate) and compared: I) an all electric resislllnce 
heating system, 2) a sland-alone heal pump sys1em, 3) a swnd-alone solar energy 
system, 4) a series solar assisted heal pump (SAHP) syslem, 5) a parallel SAHP 
system, and 6) a dual source SAHP syslem. 

Singer Company 
Fairfield, N.J. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A c 

AE 

B 

collector area, m2 (ft2) 

system auxiliary energy use, J (Btu) 

system net present worth,$ 

incremental system benefit, $/yr 

initial system cost, $ 

today's price of fuel, $/J, ($/Btu) 

COP heat pump coefficient of performance 

c 
p 

specific heat of storage fluid,J/kg-°C 
(Btu/lbm-OR) 

E system ann~al energy savings,J/yr (Btu/yr) 

F 

energy saved in year j, J/yr (Btu/yr) 

~ annual escalation rate of fuel above infla
tion 

collector heat removal factor 

annual worth of money above inflation 

rate of total insolation incident ~n the 
tilted flat plate collector, W/m 
(Btu/-hr/ft2) 

Contributed by the Solar Energy Division of The American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers for presentation at the Winter Annual Meeting, New 
York, N.Y., December 2·1, 1979. Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters 
August 21, 1979. 

Copies will be av~ilable until September I, 1980. 

K 
0 

I.e. c. 

N 

p 

s 

T amb 

Tbypass 

T cond 

T 
evap 

life cycle cost of heating load using conven
tional ruel unly, S 

life cycle cost, S 

system life~ime, yr 

system profitability, $ 

rate of useful energy gain of the flat plate 
collector, W (Btu/hr) 

domestic hot water heating load, W (Btu/hr) 

rate at which heat is absorbed by the heat 
pump evaporator, W (Btu/hr) 

rate at which solar energy is supplied to 
storage, W (Btu/hr) 

space heating load, W (Btu/hr) 

rate of energy loss from storage, W (Btu/hr) 

general system parameter ir. Eq. 21 

ambient temperature, °K (OR) 

monthly mean temperature, °K (0 R) 

minimum temperature for direct solar heating, 
OK (OR) 

heat pump condenser saturation temperature, 
OK (OR) 

heat pump evaporator saturation temperature 
OK (OR) 

indoor temperature, °K ( 0 R) 
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I 

T~' 

T max 

T 
r 

T 
s 

T 
SW 

T 
CD 

t 

= indoor temperature reduced to account for .in
ternal heat generation, OK (OR) 

= maximum allowable storage temperature, ~(OR) 

minimum allowable storage temperature, °K(OR) 

= temperature of the storage surroundings, 
OK(OR) 

storage temperature, OK(OR) 

monthl~ mean temperature swing, °K(OR) 

system parameter function: in Eq. 12,°K (OR) 

time, hr 

t 0 = time of a system transition, hr 

u 
c collector overall energy loss coefficient, 

W/m2 - °K (Btu/hr-ft2-0R) 

= stora~e overall energy loss coefficient, 
W/m -OK (Btu/hr-ft2-0R) 

(UA) 1 =loss coefficient -area product of the space 
heating load, W/OK (Btu/hr-0R) 

v storage volume, m3 (ft3) 

auxiliary power used to drive the heat pump 
compressor, J (Btu) 

ATcond= constant temperature difference between heat 
pump source and condenser, oK (OR) 

AT 
evap constant temperature difference between heat 

pump evaporator and sink, OK (OR). 

heat pump efficiency 

density of storage fluid, kg/m3 (lbm/ftJ) 

time constant of eq. 12, hr 

collector average transmittance-absorptance 
product 

INTRODUCTION 

For the effective marketing of solar energy systems 
it is imperative to identify those climatic regions, 
load profiles, and system characteristics for which 
suc.h systems are economically promising. For individu
al systems, load profiles~ and regions this identifi
cation is normally accomplished through use of computer 
simulations. However, because the total intersection 
of the regional,load, and system variables is so large 
it is desirable to develop an efficient and quick ' 
means of identifying the most promising combinations 
and winnowing out the least promising ones. 

To accomplis~ this, an analytical model of a general 
solar assisted heat pump (SAHP) system which estimates 
the long term thermal performance of the system and 
which permits closed form solution ·has been developed. 
The system modeled (Fig. 1) contains a flat plate 
collector which transfer solar heat to a storage tank. 
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Heating of the residence is accomplished in one of. 
three ways: direct transfer of heat from storage to 
~tu: t:e:iid~nce; tranefsr: gf heiit via a lu•at pump whose 
source is the storage tank; or direct electric re
sistance heating of the residence. The model is 
intended to be used as a "first-.cut" method of rna rket 
identification; thus effects of heat' exchangers and 
sub·sidiary pumps and fans are neglected and primary 
system components are modeled by linear first order 
differential equations. 'Because of the model simplic-

. ity, slight modifications of the model input parame
ters allow the modeling of an all-electric heating 
system, a stand-alone heat pump system, a stand-alone 
solar energy system, a dual source SAHP system, and 
a parallel SAHP system in addition to the series 
SAHP system. Using the analytical models, an optimum 
of each of the six systems can be obtained. This is 
accomplished by tracking, via marginal analysis, the 
effect of incremental changes in system parameters. 
At the point where the incremental benefit derived 
from a change of the parameters equals the incremental 
cost of providing those benefits, an optimum system . 
is achieved. By comparing the optimized systems on a 
life cycle cost basis, the determination of the most 
economical one is as·sured. At this point,. then, 
more extensive computer simula~ion may profitably be 
called into play. Note, for the purposes of this 
"sieve" analysis, the system with the best market 
potential is identified as the economically optimum 
one, i.e., the one with the lowest life cyclr cost. 

ANALYTICAL MODEL 

Mathematical Model of a Series SAHP System. 

A schematic diagram of the series SAHP system 
that is modeled in this section is shown in Fig. 1. 
In this system, solar energy absorbed by the flat plate 
collector is stored in the form of sensible heat in the 
storage area. It is transferred.from storage to the 
residential space and hot water heating load either 
directly (Valves A open) or via a heat pump (Valves B 
open). 

It is assumed in the model that the storage is 
fully mixed and characterized by a single temperature 
Ts. Thus an energy balance of storage is given by 

dTs (t) 

dt (1) 

In this equation, the time rate of energy trans
fer into storage, Qin' is modeled by the following 
function of Ts: 

,Ts) Tmax 

lt,Ts (t)l ,T < T L 'J s - max (2) 

where T is some predetermined maximum (e.g., near 
the boiTf~g point of a liquid storage fluid). Also, 
Qc, the rate of useful~jergy gain of the flat plate 
collector is given by Ll 

Qc = AcFR { (U) 1sol (t) - Uc [ Ts (t) - Tamb (t'B} + 
(3) 
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The + sign in this equation indicates that only 
positive values of the bracketed quantity are used. 

The time rate of energy transfer out of storage 
is also modeled as a ·function ofT (t): s 

T )' T 
s- bypass 

Thus, if T is above a "bypas!j" temperature Tbypass• 
the load i~ heated directly by stored sol~r energy 
and Qout is just the Bum of Ql• the space and domestic 
hot water heating load, and Qsl• the rate of energy 
loss from storage, given by 

Ql = (UA\{rl' - Tamb (t7 + + Qdhw (5) 

and 

(6) 

where the storage heat loss rate is prPportional to 
the storage surface area which, in turn, is propor
tional to the two-thirds power of the storage volume. 
If Ts decreases below a predetermined minimum Tmin• 
electric auxiliary energy is used to heat the load 
and the only energy transferred out of storage is 
that due to storage losses. 

Above the minimum temperature, but below the bypass, 
stored solar energy is absorbed (at rate Qhp) in the 
evaporator of the heat pump, augmented by compressor 
work, and thence rejected to heat the load. To obtain 
an expression for Qhp, the coefficient of performance 
(COP) of the heat pump for heating is modeled as a 
constant fraction of the COP of a Carnot heat pump: 

COP 

where 

and 

COP [rs 

T cond 

T evap 

(t~ =j 

= Tl + 

T cond 
(7) 

T cond - T. evap 

6 Tcond (Sa) 

(9) 

Three curves of COP versus storage (i.e.,source) 
temperature are shown in Fig. 2: the curve of the. 
"actual" heat pump was obtained from manufacturer's 
data on a 3 ton, air source heat pump; that of the 
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"model I" heat pump was derived from a least square 
fit of the heat pump parameters (i.e., 6 Tevap• 
~ Tcond, and !7 of eqs 7-11) to the "actua 1" data; 
and the curve of "model 2" represents a slight change 
in the parBl!leters to depict an improved or second gen-

!!!"Fi!nP.II 11£!-!~ l'f1'~P.· 

With the above assumptions, each of the SAHP 
components (collector, heat pump, and heating load) is 
a linear function of Ts . Thus, the energy balance 
of Eq. (1) is a linear, first order differential equa
tton with the general form 

a 
dTs (t) 

dt 
+ b(t)T

8 
(t) .c(t) (lOa) 

If, in this equation, both band c are constant, 
a closed form solution exist10 which has the general 
form 

' 
T (t)= ---be + f; (t ) 

s 1_·s o 

The time dependence of both these coefficients 
occurs through their dependence on the weather va.ri
ables Tamb(t) and Isol(t). Therefore, in order to 
gain computational simplicity while retaining some 
information of w~ather persistence, the weat~er 
variables are represented as rectangular waves. Thus •. 
during each portion of the ·day in which Tamb and 
Isol are constant, the energy balance equation reduces 
to a linear first order differential equation with 
constant coefficients. 

The repres•~ntation of the ambient temperature 
Iamb is shown in Fig. 3a. This rectangular wave 
function is held invariant over the duration of one 
month and is givE'n by the following functinn of the 
monthly mean temperature ~mb anrl mean tE'mperature 
swing Tsw : 

~ 
b + . 285 T 1030 hrs < t < 22"10 hrs 

T b ( t) = am sw , (I I ) 

am amb - . 2115 Tsw' 0 hrs < t0030 hrs , 
2230 hrs ~ t < 2400 hrs 

This function can be shown to be a rectangular 
wave approximation of the sinusoidal ~unction given by 
Card~ a1.[2]. Monthly values for Tamb and Tsw were 
obtained for the 19511 New York,, NY heating season and 
for the 1957 Fresno, CA heating season. Heating loads 
were then calculated from Eq. 5 using Eq. 11. As can 
be seen from Table I, the results compare well with 
loads calculated with actual hourly dry bulb t.emperature 
readings using TRNSYS. 

To obtain a rectangular wave representation nf 
insolation (Fig._ 3b), the total daily insolation on the 
tilted surface is assumed to be uniformly distributed 
over 90% of the daylight hours. At other times I 501 
is assumed to be zero. Insolation on the tilted sur
face is calculated from the daily insolation on a 
horizontal surface through use of the Liu and Jordan 
conversion factor for daily radiation [4] and the 
correlation between daily diffuse and hemispherical 
insolation derived in Ref. 5. 

Given the mode! of the series SAH~ system described 
above, the etorage temperature at any time t can· be 
shown to be 

3 
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(12) 

In this equation, t 0 indicates a time of system 
transition, for example, a transition from heat pump 
to direct heating or the daily transition from day~ 
time to nighttime (zero) insolation; and T

00 
and 'I" 

are functions of the system parameters which remain 
constant between system transitions. 

The auxiliary energy use of the system between 
times t

0 
and t is then 

AE [t, T5 (t)J = 0 ,T > Tbypass s 

AE [t, Ts (tj] ~~hp~'Ts (t)J 'Tmin ~ Ts ~_!bypass 

AE ft•T;;(t~ Ql • (t-to) ,T 
s < Tmin 

where \%p•· the auxiliary energy used to drive the 
heat pump compressor in time (t - t

0
) is given by 

Whp = _2_[[T + T 
) Tcond cond evap 

+G (t)- T (o)l ... l,.. 
l~s s J ') 

(t-t ) 
0 

(13a) 

(13b) 

( l3c) 

(14) 

Mathematical Model of Five Additional Heating Systems 

In the preceding section, a mathematical model of 
a generic series solar assisted heat pump system was 
described. It is obvious, however·, that by fixing 
certain of the system parameters the modeling of 
additional systems is accomplished. For example, 
if, in Eq. (2) 

Tbypass (15) 

the solar energy sourced heat pump is always bypassed. 
If, now, the auxiliary energy requirement of the 
system is calculated as in Eq. (l)c) (i.e., all elec
tric auxiliary heating) a simple stand alone solar 
energy system is modeled. If, however, the au xi! iary 
energy requirement :!.s calculated assl!ming that the 
primary auxiliary heating is due to an ambient sourced 
heat pump, a parallel- SAHP system is modeled. In 
like manner, an all electric system. (AEJ::. Q

1 
) , a dual 

source system, and a stand alone heat pump system can 
be modeled. 

Validation of Analytical Model 

Estimates of the energy savings of the modeled 
systems computed with the above model have been com
pared with detailed computer simulations (TRNSYS[6]) 
of the systems. Table I lists the results for systems 
in a single family residence located near New York, 
NY ·and near Fresno, CA. It is evident from these 
results that the analytical model can correctly assess 
the performance of these competing systems. Further
more, it does so with a significant decrease in com
putational time and effort. 

As will be shown in an example, this computation 
of energy usage by competing HVAC systems forms the 
basis of the life cycle cost· analysis of the systems, 
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which in turn determines their relative marketability. 
the goal of this program. 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Life Cycle Cost 

To select an economically"optimum system, a con
sistent methodology [7] of economic evaluation must be 
added to the analyses of thermal performance described 
above. This is especially critical when comparing 
systems that have extremely different time profiles of 
cash flow. For example, an electric resistance heating 
system has a low initial cost but a high operating cost. 
Conversely, a stand alone solar energy system has a 
high initial cost but a low operating cost. The ec
onomic evaluation should select as the desired system 
the one whose total life cycle cost is a minimum. 

To compute the present value of the cash flows 
that make up the· life cycle cost, future flo~s can 
b~ compared to initial ones by discounting future costs 
and benefits to their present value using the annua) 
worth of money, I. Thus, if a system produces a. 
benefit b1 in its j.'th year of operation and if the 
system lifetime is N years, the net present value of 
the benefits, B, is 

N 
B .L 

j 1 (l+l)j (16) 

In the discussion in ·this paper, the annual heat
ing load (Eq. 5) will be adopted as a base from which 
to compute bj• the annual benefit derived from con
serving an amount of energy Ej through the us2 of a 
heat pump, solar energy, or both. Neglecting system 
degradation, Ej is a constant (thus the j subscript 
is dropped). However, bj changes because the value 
of energy escalates at an annual rate of F. There
fore, if the value of energy (price of fuel) is 
initially CF , 

bj = E CF (1.+ F ) j (17) 

The net present value is therefore 

B N (I+ F) 
~ --; = ECF 
j = 1 1 + I r - 1 

N + 1 
r - r 

(18a) 

where 
+ F 

r (18b) 
1 + I 

Unfortunately, the quantities I, N, and F are not 
well known. In the computations of the next section, 
the values 

I = 0.02, F = 0.045, N = 15 years (19) 

will be used as appropriate for residential systems. 
Note that I and F are evaluated as rates above infla
tion so that B will be expressed in terms of real 
(tcday's) dollars. 
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In addition to B, the only other life cycle 
cash flow considered here is C0 , the initial system 
cost. Other costs and benefits such as taxes, rebates, 
maintenance costs, and salvage value will be neglected 
in this analysis since they are generally smaller th;m 
the imprecision in the values used for system costs and 
the approximations used to compute E, the annual sav
ings of auxiliary energy. Because 8 is evaluated with 
respect to K

0
, the life cycle fuel cost of a base line 

system, the tot4l system life cycle cost is 

l.c.c. = C
0 

+ (K
0 

- B ) (20) 

The thermal analysis of the preceding section 
yields the E from which B is obtained for each of the 
competing HVAC systems. Knowing the load requirement, 
Ko• and the initial system cost.C00 of these systems, 
one can then select the economically optimum one. 
However, as discussed below, even without complete 
knowledge of C0 and K0 , the parameters (e.g. collector 
area) of a given ~of system (e.g. parallel SAHP) 
can be chosen to make the system the economically 
optimum one of its type. 

Marginal Analysis 

The cost and benefits derived from solar HVAC 
systems depend critically on the sizes of their 
components (e.g. collector area or storage volume). 
These sizes should therefore be chosen to maximize 
the "profitability", P, of a system, where P is de
fined as the system benefits less its cost 

p = 8 - c 
0 

so that the configuration with the minimum life cycle 
cost will be the one with the maximum profitability. 

Consequently, the optimum choice of a parameter 
S will be made when dP/dS vanishes, or approximately 
when 

0 (22) 

The quantity 6 B is the incremental or marginal 
benefit derived from increasing the parameter size by 
6 S. Similary, b. C0 is the incremental or marginal 
cost incurred to effect the change 6 S. The Equal 
Marginal Principle, Eq. 22, states that the economic
ally optimum system is obtained when the marginal cost 
is the same as the marginal benefit [aJ. 

If a parameter change 6 S produces a change 6 E 
in the energy saved annually, then the corresponding 
6 B can be calculated from Eq. 18a. To calculate 
~ C0 , only the incremental system cost (e.g. $108/m2 

($10/ft2) of collector) need be known, not the entire 
initial system cost. Thus marginal analysis enables 
each type of system to be optimized with respect to 
its major parameters without complete cost information. 
An example of marginal analysis system optimization 
follows. 

RESULTS 

In this section, examples of life cycle cost rank
ing of the six HVAC systems for New York City, NY and 
Nashville, TN are given. Two 'steps are followed in 
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this system ranking: 1) a marginal analysis optimi
zation of the important system paramr.ters "( each of 
the six systems, and 2) a life cycle r.ostlng of the 
optimized systems. The system param<>ters optimized in 
thO! exam~ies are collector area anc.l storage vulumt!. 
A tabulation of other system parameters .is given in 
Table II. 

Marginal Analysis - EC.£!!£.f!!~_c__9_ll_t_i,!!'_iza_t_lp.':'.-~C:.o.!..!.£:.<-"...t.£!. 
.Area and Storage Volume 

For clarity, a detailed illustration of the col
lector area-storage volume optimization is given below 
for the series SAHP system. In this illustration, 
incremental costs of 65 $/m2 (6 $/ft2) and 212 $fm3 
(6$/ft3), respectively, are assumed for the collector 
and storage. Results for this and the other systems 
are given in Table III. Because the energy usages of 
the all-electric and heat pump systems are innependcnt 
of collector area and storage volume, no marginal 
analysis is performed for these systemR. 

In Fig. 4a, the annual auxiliary energy use of a 
series SAHP system with a rock storage volume of 4.42m"3 
(156 ft3) is shown as a function of collector area. 
Using the analysis of the preceding section, the curve 
of the incremental benefit minus the incremental ~ost 
of increasin); colleetor size is determined. The 
economically optimum collector size occurs at the 
point at which the incremental values are equal, i.e., 
at which the 6. P/ b. S curve crosses the abscissa. 
Thus, if a series SAHP system located near Ne>1 York 
City has a storage volume of 4.42m3 (156 ft3), its opti
mum collector size is approximately 53m2 (571 ft2). 
Using this optimized area, the energy use of the system 
as a function of changing storage colume is determined 
(Fig. 4b), and as above, is used to obtain an optimum 
storage size of 3.28m3 (116 ft3). 

Life Cycle Cost of Optimized Systems 

For the purp0se of ranking competing systems on 
the basis of life cycle costs, initial system costs 
must be known. The following assumptions were made for 
the installation costs of air to air heat pumps and 
solar energy systems: 

Heat Pumps - A 3 ton heat pump of the type similar 
to the "actual" one of Fig. 2 costs approximately $2000 
to install. The same cost was assumed for the Model I 
heat pump of that figure. However, an initial cost of 
$3000 was assumed for the "improved"., Model 2, as shown 
in Table II I. 

Solar Energy - An initial cost of $4000 was 
assumed for plumbing, controls, pumps, and all compon
ents other than installed collector and iustalle.d stor
age volume. These latter components were priced at 
$64.6 per m2 ($6 per ft2) and $212 per m3 ($6 per ft1), 
respectively. 

SAHP Systems - The initial system .::ost, excluding 
collectors and storage is equal to that of the cost of 
the heat pump ($2000 or $3000) plus the cost of the 
"initial" solar energy system ($4000). An additional 
$500 was charged for the second evaporator heat exchanger 
in the dual-source configuration. 

The "Total Initial System Cost" shown in Table lli 
for the optimized systems Includes the cost of installed 
collectors and storage in addition to the initial costs 
enumerated above. 
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In general, the life cycle cost of an HVAC system 
for a single family residence is a large and, to the 
layman, an unfamiliar quantity. Consequently, instead 
of life cycle costH of the competing HVAC systems, 
Table III shows the corresponding annual uniform cost 
which is related to the present worth of the life cycle 
costs by the Uniform Capital Recovery Factor [7], 
I] (l+I)NJ I [_(l+I)N - 1]. 

The competing systems are ranked in Table Ill on 
the basis of their annualized uniform cost (AUC). Even 
with the low cost, high efficiency collector of Table 
II, none of the solar energy systems has as low an 
AUC as docs the lowest efficiency, stand-alone air-to
air heat pump in the locations investigated. The 
stand-alone solar energy system has the highest AUC 
and thus ranked poorest. Among the SAHP systems, 
the parallel configuration had the lowest AUC. 

It should be noted that for the economic parame
ters of Eq. 19, the Uniform Capital Recovery Factor 
is 0.077825; thus each $1000 of initial cost only 
adds $77.84 to the AUC. Therefore, if the initial cost 
of the solar energy components, excluding the collector 
and storage, were reduced frol!l $4000 to $0, the AUC 
of the solar energy systems would be reduced by only 
$311.30. Even with this extreme assumption none of 
the optimized solar energy systems would significantly 
outrank the air-to-air heat pump. 

These results afford a physical understanding of 
the interaction between the solar energy components 
and the heat pump in SAHP systems. The series system 
requires relatively large collector areas because all 
heat pump source energy must come from the collector. 
Thus, for the climates investigated, energy that would 
be supplied free by th~ atmosphere to a stand-alone 
air-to-air heat pump is replaced by costly energy from 
the solar energy components without raising the season
al performance factor sufficiently to overcome thi~ 

front end 11 St!rcharge. n 

The dual-source SAHP system optimizes to a stand
alone heat pump (no collector, no storage) under the 
control strategy that connects the heat pump to the 
source (storage or ambient air) that provides the 
larger instantaneous COP. Under these conditions the 
storage temperature rarely rises to the point where 
direct heating is possible; rather, the collector 
energy must pass through the heat pump to reach the 
load. Consequently, the collector in this case is 
not cost effective. It should be noted that further 
research is necessary to determine to what extent more 
intelligent control algorithms can improve the perfor-· 
mance of the dual source SAHP systems. 

The optimum parallel system requires negligible 
storage volume and little collector area. Here the 
collector serves to provide large COPs thereby negating 
the need for heat pump compressor work only during 
periods of high insolation. At other times the heat 
pump is operate~ as a stand-alone unit. 

In addition to more optimal control strategies, 
other component developments, such as coupling storage 
or the heat pump outdoor coil to the ground, a large 
reservoir with relative temperature stability, may 
alter the system ranking. 
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Sensitivity 

The results presented in the previous section are 
qui~c sensltivu tu input atH;ump~ions. Three cxamlJlus 
serve to illustrate this sensitivity. In the first 
example, the incrementQl costs of the collector and 
storage were reduced to 32 $/m2 (3$/ft2) and 141 $/ft3 
(4 $/ft3), respectively. All other cost and system 
parameters were maintained at their values shown in 
Table II. The results are shown in Table lV. Gener
ally, the rankings between the systems are the same 
although the relative difference between them decreases. 
If an arbitrary value of 120% of the AUC of the 01 
ranked system is chosen to qualify a system as econom
ically "competitive", only the parallel system in 
New York type climates competes with the current gener
ation heat pump at the higher collector and storage 
costs used to generate Table III. If, as shown in 
Table IV, these costs are cut approximately in half 
(something virtually impossible to achieve with 
current off-the-shelf technology) all three of the SAHP 
systems are competitive in this climate. In the warmer 
Nashville type climates, none of the solar energy 
systems compete effectively with the stand alone air 
sourced heat.pump. 

In the second example to illustrate the sensitivity 
to input parameters, the current cost of energy and 
the annual fuel escalation rate were reduced to 4c/kWh 
and 3.5% above inflation, respectively. (For brevity, 
only the stand alone solar energy system was optimized). 
The results are shown in Table V. As expected, ·as the 
annual cost of energy decreases, the size of collector 
and storage required for an economically optimum system 
are reduced and the relative difference between the 
AUC's of the heat pumps and the optimized solar system 
increases. 

In the final example, the only parameter that was 
varied was CF, the cost of energy at the time of in
stallation. The incremental cost of collectors and 
storage were maintained at 65 $/m2 (6$/ft2) and 212 
$/m3 (6$/ft3), other parameters were maintained at 
their values shown in Table II; and only a New York 
type climate was investigated. The results are shown 
in Figure 5. Note that the curves in this figure 
represent the AUC's for eccnol!lically optimized systems; 
that is, the collector area and storage volume vary 
along each curve as they did in the two previous exam
ples. The figure indicates the cost of energy at which 
the four soldr energy systems become economically com
petitive with a current generation heat pump. This 
cost is approximately 15c/kWh for the three SAHP 
systems and 3nc/kWh for the stand alone solar system. 
In addition, Fig. 5shows that for CF greater than 15c/kWh, 
where the SAHP systems are economically competitive with 
the heat pump, the series and dual source SAHP systems 
outrank the parallel SAHP system. The solar energy 
system ranks lowest up to energy costs of approximately 
36c/kWh. In the vicinity of this value, the SAHP sys
tems are econol!lically the most attractive ones and thus 
are the stand alone solar energy system's major compe
tition. 

CONCLUSION 

A method has been presented to identify solar en
ergy and heat pump systems that are economically opti
mum in various climatological regions. The method is 
based upon the use of generic systems that can be 
modeled by linear first order differential equations 
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for which closed form solutions yield results in 
approximate agreement with those obtained from TRNSYS 
simulations. This analytical model of the thermal 
perfor~ance of competing HVAC systems has been aug
mented to include marginal analysis capability. It 
can therefore optimize the component sizes of each 
generic system analytically. Of the result'ing systems, 
the one with the lowest life cycle cost is judged 
best for the climatological r~gion under study, and 
consequently, the one with the best market potential. 

The optimization and comparison procedure is very 
dependent upon the values assumed for various cost and 
system parameters. An example was perfomed for New 
York, NY and Nashville, TN type climates in which best 
guesses for the economic parameters and best (i.e., 
slightly optimistic) estimates of what in possible 
for solar energy system p3rameters were assumed. For 
the two climate types the analysis indicated that, 
in general, solar energy systems are not economically 
competiti\•e with the simple air-to-air heat pump. The 
sensitivity of the analysis to changes in various 
economic pa~ameters was also explored and indicated 
that major changes in the incremental cost of col
lectors and storage or the cost of energy would be 
required to make solar energy systems marketable on 
the basis of their economic performance. 
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Table I. Validation of Analytical Model 

Table Ia. Validation Results 

The efficacy of the systems in reducirg the 
net usage cf purchased energy is computed 
using the analytical models and TRNSYS. 
System parameters are shown in Table Ib. 

LOCATION: 

COMPLTATTON 
NET!:ilD: 

IIEATING LOAD 
(109 J) 

ENERGY SAVED· 
BY !:YSTEM 
(lo.? J): 

Series SAHP 

Parallel SAHP 

DLw 1 Source 
SAHP 

Solar 

Heat Pump 

New York, NY Fresno, CA 

TRNSYS Analytical TRNSYS Analytical 
Model M~dcl 

114.3 114.6 76.4 72.3 

85.8 86.6 44.6 41.1 

72.4 71. 5 48.8 so. 7 

86.) 86.6 51.0 49.9 

68.2 68.6 31.7 28.3 

28.0 29.5 37.2 40.5 

Ta!Jle Ib. 

LOAD 

HEAT PUMP 

COLLECTORS 

Tilt-Latitude 

System Parameters for Validation 
Computation of Table Ia. 

(UA)
1 

New York 

(UA)
1 

Fresno 369 W/°C 

Singer Model FV 330 

Area, New York 

o. 74 Area, Fresno 

c 
p 4.19 J/ 0c- kg 

1000 kg/m3 

u 
s 

T 
r 

0.415 W/m2 - 0c 

15.6°C 

Tmin = 4.40(; 

T 40.6°C by pass Vol,New York 18.3m3 

T 100°C 
m;cx Vol,Fresno 4.59m3 

Table II. System Parameters for Tables III and IV 

LOAD 

(UA) 1 

Qdhw 

' T l 

Tl 

IIEAT PUMl' 

COLLECTORS 
I 

346 1-1/oc (656 WfU/hr - 0F) 

0 

2loC (70°F) 

21°C (70°F) 

Shown in Fig. 2. (Models 1 and 2) 

Tilt Latitude 

0.62 

5.68 W/m2-6c 
(1.0 BTU/hr-°F-ft2) 

8 

STORAGE Rock 

p 

.f 
u 

s 

T 
r 

1' . m1n 

Tby pass 

T 
max 

0.879 J/OC- kg (0.21 BTU/lb m°F) 

1530 kg/m3 (95.7 lb m/ft 3) 

0.415 w/m 2 - 0 d (0:073 BTU/hr-°F-ft2 

15. 6°C (60°F) 

-23°C (-10°F) 

40.6°C (105°F) 

FUEL COST 1.39 X 10 - 8$/J (0.1465 X 10 - 4 $/BTU) 

< = 5c/kWh) 

ol 
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Table III. Comparison of Systems with 65$/m2 (6$/ft2)Collectors and 211$/m
2 

(6$/ft
3

) storage. 
The cost and performance of air-to-air heat pumps are compared to those of optimized all-air 
SAHP and solar energy systems. See Table II for general system parameters. 

Ilia. Comparison of Systems in New York, NY 

Total Annual 
Optimum Optimum Initial Uniform 

Heat l'ump 
System Type Model 

Collector Storage Cost Cost 

Area m2(ft2) Volume m3(ft3) s p F $ $ 

Heat fump Model 2.2 ., 2000 1147 
' 

Heat Pump Model 2 

Solar 

2.4 ''51000 1126 

" 57.3 (617) 5.61 (198) 1.4 8890 2268 

Series SAHP Model 2 53.0 (5 71) 3.29 (116) 2.9 11120 1606 

Parallel 
SAHP Model 2 8.36 (90) 0.03 (l) 2.6 7550 1433 

Dual Source 
SAHP * Model 2 0 0 (Heat Pump} (Hca t Pump) (Heat Pump} 

Ill b. Comparison of Systems in Nashville, TN 

Optimum Optimum 
Heat Pump Collector Storage 

System Type Model Area m2 (ft2) Volume m3(ft3) s p F $ $ 

Heat Pump Model 2.4 2000 786 

Heat Pump Model 2 2.6 3000 828 

Solar 44.6 (480) 4.67 (165) 1.5 7870 1628 

Series SAHP Model 2 37.2 (400) 2.27 (80) 3.1 9880 1267 

Parallel SAHP Model 2 11.6 (i25) o. 71 (25) 2.9 7900 1140 

Dval Sourc:.P. 
SAHP * Model 2 0 0 (Heat Pump) (Heat Pump} (Heat Pur.tp) 

* The optimum dual source SAHP system reduces to a stand alone heat pump and is, therefore, 
not ranked separately, 

62 

Rank 

4 

3 

2 

Rank 

4 

3 

2 
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Table IV Co~parison of Systems with 32$/m2 (3$/ft2) Collectors and 141$/m2 (4$/ft3) storage. 

I The cost and performance of air-to-air heat pumps are compared to those of optimi><ed 
all-air SAiiP and solar energy systems. See Table II for general system parameters. 

IV a. Comparison of Systems in New York, NY 

Optimum Optimum Total Annua 1 
Collector Storage Initial Uniform 

Heat Pump Area Volume Cost Cost 
System Type Model m2 (ft2) m3 (ft3) s p F $ $ Rank 

Heat Pump Model 2.2 2000 ll4 7 

Heat Puaup Model 2 2.4 3000 ll26 

Solar 144.0 (1550) 16.6 (585) 1.9 10990 1980 5 

Series SAHP Model 2 82.7 (890) 5.7 (200) 3.6 10470 1423 3 

Parallel SAHP Model 2 20.9 (225) 0 (0) 2.7 7680 1398 2 

Dual Source 
SAHP * Model 2 34.4 (370) 0 (0) 2.8 8614 1439 4 

IV b. Comparison of Systems in Nashville, TN 

Optimum OptimUin Total Annual 
Collector Storage Initial Uniform 

Heat Pump Area Volt•me Cost Cos·t 
System Type Model m2 (ft2) m3 (ft3) s p F $ $ Rank 

Heat Pu!!!p Model 2.4 2000 786 

Heat Pump Model 2 2.6 3000 828 

Solar 93.8 (1010) 11.3 (400) 2.1 8630 1415 5 

Series SAHP Model 2 62.7 (675) 4.2 (150) 4.0 9625. 1333 4 

Parallel SAIU' Model 2 24.2 (260) 1.3 (45) 3.2 7960 1096 2 

Dual Source 
SAIU' * Model 2 32.5 (350) 1. 3 (45) 3.3 87..30 ll47 3 

* The optimum dual source SAHP system reduces to a stand alone heat pump and is, 
therefore, not ranked separately. 
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Table V. 

' 
Sensitivity of Results to Fuel Cost 

Today's Cost of Fuel 

Annual Fuel Escala
tion ·Rate 

System: * ( New York) 

Heat Pump,Model 

Heat P~p,Model 2 

Solar 

System: * (Nashville) 

Heat Pump,Model 

Heat Pump,Model 2 

Solar 

Optimum 
Collector 
Area + 
m2 (ft2) 

57.3 (617) 

44.6 (480) 

F 

5c/kWh 

0.045 

Optimum 
Storage 
Volume ++ 
m3 (ft 3) 

5.61 (198) 

4.67 (165) 

A U C 
$ 

1147 

1126 

2268 

786 

828 

1628 

* General System Parameters are. given in Table II. 

+ Incremental Collector Cost 

++ Incremental Storage Cost 

65$/m2 (6$/ft2) 

211 $/m3 (6$/ft3) 

64 

Optimum 
Collector 
Area + 
m2 (ft2) 

43.7 (470) 

32.5 (350) 

F 0.035 

Optimum 
Storage 
Volume ++ 
m3 (ft3) 

3.83 (135) 

2.41 (85) 

A U C 
$ 

887 

892 

1838 

621 

672 

1342 
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CH.l\PTER T-3 

CONCLUSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the conclusions of the Tech.:1ical Section. 
Also included are results obtained fr8m the Analytical M8del 
after publication of Paper No. 3 of the Technical Section 
(" ASME Pap~r") . That pap-er co'11pared the cast of ow~1ing and 
operating competing solar and conventional space heating systems 
in a single family ho~se in the New York City climate. This 
cost comparison is extended here to four other U.S. cities: 
Charleston, SC, Nashville, TN, Madison, WI, and Santa Maria, CA. 

In addition to performing the thermal and economic analysis for 
these four o~her climate regions, the method of presenting the 
performance and operating costs of the stand-alone heat pump has 
been modified here and the cost and performance of gas (or oil) 
fired systems that have seasonal efficiencies of 50% h::tve been 
added. 

Heat Pump cost and Performance 

Figure 2 of the ASME Paper shows the COP of a 3 ton Singer heat 
pump and of two "model" heat pumps as a function of air inlet 
temperature. Model 2 of this figure h::ts a better CO? for the air 
inlet temperature range enco~ntered in SNiP system operation and 
was, therefore, used in the Analytical Model Program to analyze 
SAHP systems. It was also used in the ASME Paper to pre~ict the 
performance of the stand-alone heat p~mp system shown in Figure 5 
of that paper. Note that the Analytical Model does not account 
for defrost losses, nor does it m~del the finite capacity of an 
actual heat p•.1mp. Rather, the heat pump is assumed to ~per ate 
as a fraction of a Carnot heat pump with infinite capacity and 
thus does ~ot account for the real world need for s~p~lementary 
electric resistance heat. Although these dra~backs are not to~ 
significant in analyzing series SAHP systems, they are su~sta~tial 
in the prediction of stand-alone heat pump pt:?!"forma:-Ice. · 

To overcome the principal effects of these drawbacks, the analyt
ical model heat pump curve of Figure 5 of the AS~E Pap•2r has been 
replaced here with a series of curves that show the performa~ce of 
normal, stand-alone heat p~mps whose ~easonal performance factors 
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(SPF) range from 1.75 to 2.25. However, the $3,000 installation 
price was returned in the calculations even though this value is 
approxi~ately $1,000 higher than estimates obtained from contrac
tors for the installation of a 3 ton split system heat pump in a 
single family house. As explained in the ASME paper, this $1,000 
"overcharge" slightly favors solar energy systems and causes an 
error in the annual uniform cost (AUC) of only $78, a negligible 
quantity when compared to the total AUC. 

This chang~ in the characteristic~ of the stand·-alone heat pump in 
the comparison analysis resulted in a discernable change in the 
cost of fuel at which the SAHP and heat pump systems have equal 
life cycle costs. For example, in Figure 5 of Paper 3, this cost 
in New York City is approximately 13¢/Kwh, while T3.1 of this 
Chapter it is approximately 7¢/kwh. In either case, the SAHP 
system LCC is not significantly lower than the heat pump LCC un
less the fuel cost (in 1979 d~llars) at the time the system is 
installed is considerably ab6ve its present average national value. 

Fuel 

The results presented .here also show ~he AUC of a 100% efficient 
electric resistance heating system and ~f a 50% seasonally effic
ient gas (or otl) heating system as a function of CF, the ·cost of 
fuel when the system is installed. We have assumed that all fuels 
escalate at the same rate above general inflation, 4.5.percent per 
year. 

Results 

I 

Figures T3.1 through T3.5 show the results of the thermal and 
economic analysis for five U.S. cities. As discussed in the ASME 
Paper, each active solar energy system, in each city, at each 
value of CF, is sized with the coliector area and stora~e volume 
which yield the economically optim-.1m system. The thermal and 
economic parameters assumed in the analysis are given in Table II 
of the ASME Paper. The UJ\ values indicated in the figures for 
each city are typical of single family houses in that part o~ the 
country. Furthermore, as in the ASME Paper, the following assump·
tions were made: 

- fully installed collector cost of $6/ft2 

- storage cost of $5.98/ft 3 
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- system lifetime of 15 years 

- worth of money above inflatioQ of 2 percent 
per year 

- fuel escalation rate above inflation of 4.5 
percent per year 

Lower fuel escalation rates, as co~rnonly predicted for electricity, 
would favor conve~tio~al over solar energy systems. Such lower 
rates were, in fact, used in the LCC analysis of Chapter M-5 of 
this report. Similarly, higher values for the worth of money, 
corresponding to past consumer b~ying preferences, would also 
favor conventional over solar energy systems. 

As a test of the sensitivity of the results to changes in econom
ic :Jar arne ters, the AUC' s of series SAHP ar1d heat p:.rnp s ys terns were 
cal~ulated for two values of a~nu~l fuel escalation rates: 0.045 
and 0.025. The other parameters were not chan-:::Jed. Figure T3.6 
shows the results of the calculations. As would be expected, 'at 
the lower escalation :>:"ate, th·:: SPu-I? a':'ld heat p:1mp .:; ystems ~::lVe 

eq:.1al LCC's at a higher "crossover" value of the cost of electric
ity at the time the systems are installed. The change in escala~ 
tion rate from 0.045 to 0.025 raises this crossover value from 
3¢/kwh to 10¢/kwh, where a SPF of 2 is assumed for the heat pump. 

In general, the analyses of Figures T3 .1 - T3. 5 were p•2rformed to 
assess the marketability of S.Ai-I'? systems to De developed in the 
future. Accordingly, it was assumed that the moderately efficient 
collector used in the analysis could be acquired, fully installed, 

-... 
for an appreciably lower p~ice than is c~rrently possible. In 
addition, high efficiency heat pumps were used in the SAHP systems 
analyzed. Nevertheless, these improved active solar energy sys
tems do not become clearly competitive with existing heat p~~p 
systems on a LCC basis until the cost of electricity becomes m:.1ch 
higher than its prese~t average national value. 

For a SAHP system, which has a :high.up front cast, to be more 
marketable than a heat p~mp system which has a low initial cost, 
the SAHP LCC m.1st be ~nificantly lo·.ver than that of the !1eat 
pump. The results of the analyse.:; s!-lowed that this occurs if the 
cost of electricity (in 1979 constant dollars) at the time the 
system is installed is appreciably high·::r tha':'l 7¢/kwh. This may 
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take many years. For example, an increase to .:mly 10¢/kwh (in 
1979 constant dollars) from the 7¢/Kwh electricity rates currently 
prevalent in so~e regions would take 8 years at an annual fuel 
escalation rate of 0.045 (above inflation)~ and 14 years at a 
0.025 rate.· The lower escalation rate of 0.025 will produce 
equal LCC for SAHP and heat pump systems at approximately 10¢/kwh. 
Therefore, not only is equality of LCC between 5_2.\HP and heat p'.lmp 
systems 14 years into the future at the assumed rate of 0.025, 
but also it would be many years after that before SAHP would 
achieve a significant LCC advantage. 

Conclusions 

1. It is clear that if gas i~ available at an equivalent 
cost of less than 1¢/kwh, then even systems with a SOYa 
utilization efficiency are far m~re cost eff~ctive than 
any of the competing systems. In effect, Government gas 
p~ice regulations provide a strong disincentive for the 
marketability of any of the energy conserving systems. 

2. At current_electricity prices, the air-to-air heat pump, 
when co~pared to any of the solar systems analyzed, is 
the most cost effective space heating system in all the 
climate regions considered. This is true even where 
cooling is not required and the heat pump cost is en
tirely "absorbed" by the space heating system. 

3. At electricity costs of 2 or m~re times their present 
national average, the series SAHP system ~as the lowest 
AUC. Since its up-front costs are much higher than those 
of a stand-alone heat pump, consumers will have to become 
more sensitive to life cycle costs in order for SAHP 
systems to penetrate the market deeply. 

4. Finally, the results show that stand-alone solar energy 
systems will not be cost co~pstitive until electricity 
costs rise enormously. When and if this should ~appen, 
it is more likely that significant life style changes 
will occur than that a typical U.S. family will be able 
to spend the equivalent of $5,000 of today•s dollars 
annually for space heating. 

5. S.AHP systems become co!npetitive with air-to-air heat pumps 
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at electricity costs in the neighborhood of 7¢/Kwh (1979 
constant dollars) only if all the following are true: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

the hypothetical collector d~es indeed beco~e 
available at $6/ft2 , fully installed; 

the consumer bases his buying decision totally 
on LCC rather than on up-f~ont costs; a~d 

mare efficient heat pumps do not become available, 
even at $3,0~0 (1979 constant dollars). 1 

Su33ested Topic~ for Future Efforts 

The work da~e in the co~rse of the p~esent p~ogram a~d the con=lu
sions draw~ fro~ that work suggest three topics that warrant fur
ther study. 

Results of the p~esent program showed that active solar energy sys
tems become competitive with air-to-air heat pJ~ps (o~ a life cycle 
cost basis) when electricity costs are significa~tly higher than 
their present U.S. average value in 1979 constant dollars. These 
results were based on the availability of a moderately efficient 
collector that could ~e acq~ired for $6 per square foot, fully 
installed. 

A suggested p~oject for further study is to evaluate the conse
quences of the availability of collectors with both improved as 
well as inferior performa~ce at both lower and higher costs. This 
study wo~ld be dane most efficiently with the Analytical Model 
Program. For each collector type and for each system of in~erest 
the program could size collector area a~d storage volu~e so that 
the resulting system will h.:J.ve a minim11m life cycle cost. These 
Oj?timized systems sho~ld be designed for a numoer of values of 
the present cost of fuel so that the study yields a 3ense of how 
soo~ the marketability of the associated sys~em is fea;ible. 

The o·ilerall goal of this su·:rgested project woJld be to provide 
information that will help identify a~d select collector de~elop
ment projects that ca~ significantly accelerate the market pene
tratio~ of solar energy systems. 
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The present program showed that when the cost of enerqt was hig~ 
enough to justify active solar energy systems, the series SAHP 
system's life cycle cost was lower than that of the d~al source 
SAHP system. Furthermore, the difference was larger than the 
$500 assumed for the cost of the additional evaporator of the 
dual source system. Since the d~al source system ca, operate as 
a series system, the deficiency in its performance must be dJe to 
the simplistic algorithm used to control the real-time selection 
of which of its two evaporators is to be operative. 

I 

A S':.l·:r:rested project for further stu:J.y is to use a slightly revised 
form of the Analytical Model Program to aid in assessing a~d 
formulating superior algorithms for selecting which of the two 
evaporators will be used at any time. 

This decision will be based ~n the goal of providing the most 
efficient operation over the to~al heating season. For maximum 
effectiveness, the algorithms should be designed to use forecast 
values of insolation and ambient temperature as bases for their 
decisions. The best-algorithms thus devised should be used to 
control evaporator selection: the resulting system performa,ce 
will then give a good indication of the inherent capabilities of 
dual source S.A.HP systems compared to the oth·=r SAi-l:? configurations. 

The overall goal of this suggested p~oject is to p:ovide informa
tion necessary for planners and policy makers who wish to encour
age the d.::ve lopment of prom is in'.J S.ZV-lP sys terns. 

The present program showed the series SAHP system to ~e more prom·
isinq than the other active solar energy systems. It is ~atural 
to wonder if its expensive front-end energy gathering system could 
not be replaced by one substantially cheaper. Sinca the heat pump 
does not require high grade energy as its source, it is possible 
that an efficient system could be designed in which the evaporator 
is coupled to the ground. 

Simulations of such a ground-coupled heat pump involve lengthy a~d 
costly computer runs. consequently, they cannot be used easily to 
gain sufficient insight into system operation to determine the 
operation strategy that optimizes the seasonal energy extraction 
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of a gro~~d-coupled heat pump. 

A suggested project is to devise an Analytical Model of a ground
co·Jpled heat pump that represents the ther::nal parameters coupled 
capacitors and that has an appropriate nonlinear element to rep
resent the heat p~mp. Heat flows of interest will be given by 
the transient solution of the electrical analogue. This solution 
can be obtained from the closed form solution ~f two coupled 
linear differential equatio~s. 

The goal of this suggested project is to understand: 

- the capability of the ground to provide short term and 
long term storage, a~d 

- the interaction between the near a~d far field af the 
•3'round. 

The study will also make feasible the development of control 
strategies that optimize system performa~ce. 
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CHAPTER M-1 

MARKETING SECTION INrRODUCTION 

The work of the Marketing S~udy was carried out in parallel with 
the work of the Technical Study, under common supervision and 
with appropriate coordination at key points. This section of the 
+ep0rt describes the work and results of the Marketing Study. 

This study was based ~n the premise that a s&qp system would be 
marketable in a region only if its total life cycle cost (LCC) 
was competitive with the LCC's of the primary conventional HVAC 
systems of that region. Accordingly, the major work of this 
study deals with the collection and collation of system and 
energy cost and distribution data. However, in order to obtain 
realistic SAHP data for the ~CC comparisons, it was necessary 
also to expend some work to design several S.A.HP systems in 
sufficient detail that their c0mponent costs could be obtained 
and that extensive computer simulations of them could ~e per
formed so that·their energy coats co~ld be ascertained. One 
important result of the preliminary life cycle cost analyses was 
that factors other than life. cycle cost influence the market
ability of systems which have low life cycle costs but high 
initial costs, such as the SAHP and heat pump. Consequently, a 
portion of this Marketing Section describes efforts to determine 
what some of these factors are. 

The Marketing Section contains the following chapters: 

Chapter M-2 - SAHP System Engineering 
Designs for four different types of SAHP systems ~ 
were developed so that accurate performance and 
cost data could be ~btained for use in a simula
tion program which optimized performance and 
life cycle c0st. 

Chapter M-3 - SAHP System· Costs 
Using the engineered systems developed in 
Chapter M-2, installation cost data was 
collected from different regions for s&qp 

systems and for conventional systems in order 
to provide a basis. for comparison. 
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chapter M-4 - Single Family Home Characteristics 
The report focuses on the single family home 
as the largest, most homogeneous market to 
which to relate a SMIP investigation. A con
siderable amount of data on the characteristics 
of such dwelljng units was collected from all 
50 states and utilized in a unique way to develop 
annual home heating costs by fuel source and 
system type for subsequent use in comparing 
SAHP systems with heat pump systems and conven
tional systems. 

Chapter M-5 - Life Cycl~ costs 
Life.cycl~ costs were prepared for conventional 
systems iry typica~ cities. 

•. 

Chapter M-6 - correlation Analysis 
Correlation of heat pump sales with conventional 
systems on the basis of each of several factors 
failed to produce significant correl~tion. 
However, when several key factors were combined, 
a high cor.relation r~sulted. 
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CHAP'l'ER M-2 

ENGINEERING OF SELECTED SAHP SYSTEMS 

Introduction 

One of the basic tasks of the SAHP marketability study was to 
identify, if possible, the SAHP system configurations that would 
have life cycle costs competitive with those of conventional 
heating systems. Since there are a myriad of climatic regions in 
the u.s:, this identification was to take place for the major 
climatic and/or HVAC marketing regions. In this study, this 
identification was broken into two phases: 

1) the development and bse of an analytical model to quickly 
delineate the most probable combinations of climatic 
regions and system configurations, and 

2) the design and simulation of detailed engineered SAHP 
systems to assess .the actual performance and cost 
characteristics of the syst.ems designated by the Analyti
cal Model. 

The development and use of the Analytical Model is discussed in 
the previous section. The design of four engineered systems be
gan in parallel with the development of the Analytical Model and 
is discussed in this chapter. Sufficient flexibility was design
ed into each of the four systems so that modifications suggested 
by the Analytical Model, or by insights acquired during the simu
lation studies of the systems, could be.made readily. 

System Selection criteria 

Many existing and proposed SAHP· systems were studied_to determine 
the features that are desirable ·in SAHP systems. Using engineer
ing judgment and compromises to eliminate cost ineffective charac
teristics, these features were combined into foui.basic designs. 
These SAHP system designs are shown in Figures M2.1 - I-12.4. 

Several assumptions were made prior to the design of the four 
SAHP systems. These assumptions concern the installed costs and 
efficiencies of the systems since the primary criterion for the 
marketability of a SAHP system is that its total life cycle cost 
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must be equal to or lower than that of existing HVAC systems. The 
first two major assumptions are that (1) only low cost collectors 
can be used economically and (2) the total area of the collectors 
must be restricted due to both economics and existing building 
characteristics (i.e., size). 

These assumptions led to the choice of a series rather than a 
parallel SAHP configuration for the four designs. In the parallel 
system both the air-to-air heat pump and the collectors must 
"stand alone"7 that is, be able to operate independently for 
direct• space heating. However, during periods of low outside 
temperature, when the majority of heating energy is consumed, both 
the heat pump and the high temperature collector required by the 
parallel system are relatively inefficient. The low cost, low 
temperature collector used,in the series system, however, operates 
at relatively high efficiencies at these temperatures and there
fore collects more solar energy per square foot than the high 
temperature collector of the parallel system. This energy is 
used (in the series.system) to raise the fluid·temperature enter
ing.the evaporator of th~ heat pump and thus to raise the heat 
pump efficiency. 

It is noteworthy that the choice of a series SAHP system was 
corroborated by later work done with the Analytical Model. As 
discussed in detail in Paper 3 and Chapter T-3 of the Technical 
Section of this report, it was found that of the four active solar 

·energy systems, the series SAHP is the most cost effective one 
for the space heating of a single family residence in the climat
ic regions of New York, NY, Charleston, sc, Nashville, TN, Madi
son, WI, and Santa Maria, CA. 

The assumption of the use of only iestricted area, low cos~ 
collectors led also to the omission of the capability for direct 
solar heating in the four system designs. In-the Spring and 
Autumn, when sufficient insolation and low enough loads exist 
to allow the collector temperature to rise above the minimum 
required for direct heating, the total amount of energy saved 
by direct heating will be too low to justify economically the 
additional equipment and installation coits req~ired to provide 
direct solar heating. 

A method of accessing outside air has been incorporated into the 
four selected SAHP system designs. When the heat pump discharge 
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air temperature drops below the outside temperature, outside air 
is brought into the system. This air may be routed through the· 
collector, through storage, directly to the heat pump, or any 
combination of the three so that all available sources of energy 
are utilized. Thus, a simultaneous dual source. capability is 

.provided. 

Because it was assumed that existing off-the-shelf heat pumps 
would be used for the selected SAHP designs, design considerations 
were taken to insure proper and realistic operation of the systems, . 
including the avoidance of high and low heat pump condenser and 
evaporator temperatures. These adverse temperature conditions 
are prevented in the four selected designs by a recirculating 
loop that mixes the heat pump discharge with the supply air to 
approach an optimum entering temperature for maximum COP. 

Design considerations such as zone he.ating were not considered 
in the systems because existing heat pumps cannot tolerate drastic 
evaporator or condenser load variations. Sophisticated and expen
sive equipment and contro~s would be required to enable an exist
ing heat pump to adapt to large load variations. A variable cap
acity compressor would solve this problem; however, detailed engi
neering would be required for each installation. Marketing cri
teria preclude SAHP systems with zoning because of their technical 
and economic characteristics. 

All four systems are based on modern, off-the-shelf equipment and 
could be readily constructed at the present time. 

Description of Selected Systems 

All four selected SAHP systems have the same basic control algor
ithms and ability to take advantage of the ma~imum energy avail
able to the system to provide the maximum SPF. These algorithms, 
described below, are summarized in the notes that follow the 
·Figures M2.1 - M2.4. 

The systems and controls were reviewed by engineers of The Singer 
Company's Climate Control Division, ITC/Solar and BNL. In addi
tion, all systems were simulated successfully on TRNSYS {Refer
ence 1). In an independent DOE solar contract, Zia corporation 
of Colorado used at least one of these systems for TRNSYS simula
tion as ~n aid in its system design. 
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System 1. Figure M2.1 shows System 1, an all-air SAHP system. In 
this figure, the heat pump "Main Unit" is considered to be the 
portion of the heat. pump that would normally be outdoors~ i.e., 
the evaporator in the heating-mode and the condenser in the cool
ing mode. 

The only sources of heat to the house are the heat pump and the 
auxiliary heater. The auxiliary heater is not shown in this sys
tem and is used only when the heat pump is not capable of main
taining the desired house temperature. During operation of the 
heat pump (in the heating mode), the control logic of System 1 
is designed to supply the maximum usable energy to the heat pump 
at all times. Generally, the maximum usable energy source would 
be the highest temperature air available to the heat pump evapora
tor. However, since existing off-the-shelf air-to-air heat pumps 
typically display a maximum instantaneous COP at evaporator temp
eratures of 70°F, the optimum source for this system is defined 
to be either: (1) the highest temperature air available to the 
heat pump - if this air is below 70°F~ or (2) the available air 
modulated to 70°F - if the available air is above 70°. Note that 
70°F is a typical rather than an absolute value and can be chang
ed to coincide with the maximum COP of the particular heat pump 
used. 

The heat source for the air-to-air heat pump of System 1 can be 
outside air, heat from the solar collector or from the rock stor
age, or any combination of the three. Dampers D4•5•6 of Figure 
2.1 operate so as to prevent the minimum system temperature from 
dropping below the. ambient. (Thus, if T4 is below Tos• D4 
closes and Ds and D6 open to discharge. the colder air and replace 
it with warmer outdoor air.) 

Dampers D2 , 3 allow the system air to flow thr~ugh the collector 
when there is a solar gain and· to bypass them otherwise. Dampers 
D7 and Ds modulate to maintain T7 at 70°F by mixing storage air 
at temperature Tb with the solar heated air. If, however, T7 
does go above 70 F, damper D1 modulates open, allowing the cold 
discharge air to recirculate and mix with the hot air at T7~ thus, the 
air entering the heat pump at Ts is maintained at a 70 F maximum. 

When the house thermostat does not call for heat but insolation 
is available, the system will put solar heat into storage. The 
heat pump's centrifugal blower is controlled independently of the 
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compressor to provide blower operat-ion during this "storage cycle". 
An independent blower can also be used for this purpose. When the 
collector air temperature T2 is greater than the storage air 
temperature T1 , the heat pump blower circulates air first through 
the collector and then through storage. If the outside air is 
warmer than the storage air, dampers 04-06 will position to allow 
outside air to-heat storage. 

In the cooling mode, dampers D2 , 3 always bypass the collector. 
When t9e room thermostat calls for cooling, the heat sink for the 
heat pump is storage, outside air, or both. When the heat pump 
discharge air temperature T4 is greater than the outside air 
temperature T08 , dampers D4 -D6 are positioned to allow the hotter 
T4 air to be rejected to th_e outside and replaced by the cooler 
outside air. Dampers o7 and Ds are positioned to allow system 
air at T3 to be cooled by storage when the

0
storage temperature T1 

is lower than T3 . When T7 is less than 70 , damper D1 modulates 
open to recirculate and mix the warmer heat pump discharge air 
with the cold system supply air at T7 . Thus, the. heat gump enter
ing air temperature T5 is maintained at a minimum of 70 F. (The 
70 F temperature was chosen to provide an optimum "source" temp
erature for a typical, off-the-shelf air-to-air heat pump to 
prevent cooling capacity reduction). 

In the cooling mode when the room thermostat does not call for 
cooling (the heat pump compressor is not running) storage will 
be cooled if the storage temperature T1 is higher than the out
side air temperature T08 . During this "storage cooling cycle", 
which usually occurs at night, the heat pump blower in the Main 
Unit operates and dampers n4 -D8 position to allow the cooler 
outside air to circulate through storage. 

In summary, the typical operation of this system in the cooling 
mode allows storage to cool the entering condenser air and thereby 
to raise the efficiency of the heat pump. At night, when both 
the cooling load and outside ambient temperature are low, storage 
is cooled by outside air to prepare it for the next day's use. 

The advantages of System 1 include the use of air collectors 
which have no freeze-up or high temperature problems and the use 
of an air-to-air heat pump which does not req·.1ire an additional 
heat exchanger to sink and source outside air. 
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System 2. Figure M2.2 shows System 2, one with an air collector, 
water storage, and a water-to-air heat pump. The major difference 
between this system and System 1 is the water-to-air heat exchang
er. This heat exchanger is req~ired to transfer heat from the 
outside air and/or collector to the storage and/or heat pump. 
The advantages of System 2 include the· use of air collectors which 
have no freeze-up or over-heating problems; the use of water 
pipes rather than air ducts between the roof and basement areas 
(these generally have lower installation costs); and the use of 
water storage which does not have the fungus and deterioration 
problems of rock storage. 

System 3. System 3 shown in Figure M2.3 is similar to System 1 
except that it is an all-wa,ter rather than all-air system. To 
protect against collector freeze up, either a glycol or a drain 
down system (as shown) can be used. The ancillary components, 
such as the air vents and expansion tank shown in Figure M2.3, 
represent what might be required in an actual installation. The 
water-to-air heat exchanger transfers heat between the system and 
outside air. The advantages of this system include the elimina
tion of the water-to-air heat exchanger between the collector, 
s.torage, and heat pump which is req~ired in System 2 (this ex-
changer normally causes the collector to operate at high temp
eratures and thus lower efficiency) ; the use of the higher effi
ciency water collector; and the use of water pipes instead of 
air ducts. 

system 4. System 4 of Figure M2.4 has a water collector, water 
storage, and an air-to-air heat pump. The advantages of this 
system are its use of the higher efficiency water collectors; 
the air-to-air heat pump (capable of operation at low tempera
ture); and water pipes instead of ducts between the roof and 
basement areas. 

Conclusions 

Four S~IP systems, with their appropriate control algorithms, were 
engineered with sufficient flexibility to provide reasonably high 
operating efficiencies in the vario~s climatic regions in the 
U.S. It was originally intended that the Analytical Model would 
indicate the specific climatic regions where SAHP has a market
able LCC. In addition, it was to provide collector and storage 
sizes for initial TRNSYS simulation of the engineered systems. 
Subsequent simulations of the engineered systems were, then, to 
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yiel,d dE;!sired system mod:j..fications and detailed SAHP cost and 
performance data for real world LCC determination. It was these 
additional simulations, tog~ther with modifications dictated by 
~ngineering judgment and local construction codes, that were to 
allow final optimization of the systems. 

The results of the LCC analyses performed by the Analytical Model 
showed that, in the climati~ regions investigated, SAHP LCC's 
were higher than those of the heat pump in the near future, that 
is, the future of interest to strategic planners in HVAC compan
ies. In the present context this shows that SAHP systems are 
not marketable. Therefore, the engineered SAHP systems were 
never used in any LCC analy~is. 

' .,. 
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SYSTEM 1 - CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

I. Heating Mode 

A. In general: 

Dampers D2 3 , 
T2.) T3 

T3!Tz 

Dampers D4 ,5,6 

T4) Tos 

Tos! T4 -

D3 open, D2 closed 

Dz open, D3 .closed 

D4 open, D5,6 closed 

n5,6 open, D4 closed 

B. When the house thermost~t calls for heat: 

Damper D1,(modulating) 

T_s·) 70°F +2°F 

0 
T5 ='·70 F 

Dampers D7, 8 (modulating) 

(Tz > T1 +2°F) and (T7. ( 70°F) 

(Tz )· T1 +2°F) and (Ti'> 70° +2° 

(Tl ) Tz) and (T7) 70°F +2°F) 

(Tl) Tz) and (T7 ( 70°F) 

D1 opens 

D1 closes 

D7 closes, Ds opens 

F) D7 ofens, Ds closes 

D7 closes, Ds opens. 

D7 ,opens, D8 closes 

C. When the house thermostat is not calling for heat: 

Damper D1 closes 

Dam~er D8 closes and Damper D7 opens 

Main Unit Fan 
0 

Tz >T1 +5 F 

90 

Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 
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System 1 

II. Cooling Mode 

A. In general: 

Damper Dz open and Damper D3 closed 

Dampers D4 5 6 , , 

T4~ Tos 

T4 ~ .Tos 

D4 closed, D5 , 6 open 

Ds,6 closed, D4 open 

B. When the house thermostat calls for cooling: 

Dampers D7, 8 

Tl > T3 +2o 

Damper D1 

0 
T5 < -7o 

T,S· ~ 70° -

' 

D7 closes, Ds opens 

D7 opens, Ds close~ ~ 

D1 opens 

D1 closes 

C. When the house thermostat is not calling for cooling: 

Damper D1 closed 

Damper D7 open and Ds closed 

Main Unit Fan 

Tl > Tos 

Tos > T1 -..... 
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Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 
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SYSTEM 2 - CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

I. Heating Mode 

A. In general: 

Dampers D2 , 3 

Putnp (water) 

Heat Pump on 

Fan on 

Dampers D4 , 5 , 6 

Tos> T4 +2oF 

T4 ~ Tos 

D3 open, D2 closed 

Pump on 

Pump on 

D
5

,
6 

open, D4 closed 

B. When the house thermostat calls for heat: 

Valve Vl (modulating) 

T5 > 70°F +2°F 

T5 < 70°F 

Valves v 7 , B (modulating) ' 

(Tg> T
1 

+2°F) and (T7 ) 70°F +2°F) 

(Tg > Tl +2°F) and (T7 ( '70°F) 

(T9< T1 ) and 

(T9 <:T1 ) and 

Fan 

T
2
> TB +2°F 

TB~ T2 

(T7> 70°F +2°F) 

0 
(T 7 < 70 F): 
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v 1 opens 

vl closes 

v7 opens, vB closes 

VB opens, v7 closes 

v7 closes, VB opens 

v7 opens, VB closes 

Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 
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c. When the house thermostat is not calling for heat: 

' 

Fan 

Tz ) Tl +5°F 

Tt:~ Tz 
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Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 
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Cooling Mode 

A. In general: 

Dampers D3 , D4 closed and Dampers D2, Ds, D6 open 

Pump (water) 

Heat Pump on Pump on 

Fan on Pump on 

B. When the house thermostat cal}s for cooling: 

Fan 

T8-> T0 s +2°F 

Tosl' T8 -
Valves V7 8 

' 
Tl )Tg +2°F 

Tg-.>Tl 

Valve V1 {modulating) 

T5 ( 68°F 

Ts-~·?0°F 

Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 

V7 closes, V8 opens 

V8 closes, V7 opens 

vl opens 

V1 closes 

C. When house thermostat is not calling for cooling: 

Fan 

T1) T0 s +2°F 

Tc)s-~·Tl 

Valves V1 7 8 
' ' 
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Fan turns on 

Fan turns off 

vl,8 closed, v7 open. 
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SYSTEM 3 - CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

I. Heating Mode 

A. In General: 

When the house thermostat goes into the heating mode 
at the start of the heating season, Valves V10 11 open 
and the sump pump turns on until the CDRS switch trips 
and closes v1o, 11 and turns off the sump pump. 

P_ump (Water) 

Heat Pump on 

OSA Fan 

v6 open and Pump on 

Valves v2 ' 3 
Pump on and Tz > T3 

Pump on and T3 -l Tz 

Valves v4 6 ~ 

Pump on and 14 > 1os 

Pump on and T0 s > T4 --

+3°F. 

Pump on 

OSA Fan turns on 

v3 opens, v2 cla; es 

Vz opens, V3 closes 

v4 opens, v6 closes 

v6 opens, v4 closes 

B. When the house thermostat is calling for heat: 

Valve V1 (modulating) 

Ts > 70°F +2°F 

Ts < 70°F (-) 2°F 

Valves V7,8 (modulating) 

vl opens 

vl opens 

(T2 ) T1 +2°F) and (T7 < 70°F) v7 closes, v
8 

opens 

(Tz > T1 +2°F) and (T7 > 70°F +2°F) v7 opens , v
8 

closes 
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System-.3 

·II. Cooling MOde 

A. 

B. 

c. 

In General: 

When the house thermostat goes into the cooling mode, 
V. close and v10 ppensto perform collector draindown. 
Ilf.a~ition; Vz .opens and VJ closes. 

Pump (Water) 

Heat Pump on 

OSA-Fan 

V 6 open and Pump on 

Valves V4 6 
' 

T4 )Tos +2oF 

T4 ~ Tos 

When the house thermostat 

Valve v1 (modulating)' 

Ts 4C 70°F (-) 

Ts ) 70°F +2°F 

Valves v7, 8 

T1 > T3 +2°F 

T3 > Tl 

2°F 

When the house thermostat 

Pump (Water) 

Tl > Tos +2oF 

Tos.! 
. - Tl 

' 
7, 8 

98 

Pump on 

OSA - Fan turns on 

v4 closes, v6 opens 

v6 closes, v4 opens 

is calling for cooling: 

is not 

vl opens 

vl closes 

v7 closes, v8 opens 

·v7 opens, v8 closes 

calling or cooling: 

Pump t~rns on 

vl,a closes, v7 opened 

I 

.··.' 
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( T1 > Tz) and (T7 :II> 70°F +2°F) 

(Tl • Tz) and (T7 ~ 700F) 

V7 closes, V8 opens 

v7 opens, v8 closes 

C. When the house thermostat is not calling for heat; 

Pump {Water) 

T2 ~ Tl +5°F 

Tl ~ Tz -
Valves v1 7 8 , , 

Ptunp turns on 

Ptunp turns off 

vl, 8 closes, v7 opened 
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SYSTEM 4 - CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

I. Heating M>de 

A. Wheq the house thermostat is calling for heat: 

PtJnlp (water) 

Pump turns on 

·'fa) T§ Pump turns off 

Valves V7 B (modulating) 
' 

'• ,· 0 0 
(Tz ) Tl. +2°F) and {T7 >· 70 · F +2 F) 

{T1 )' T2) and {TT )··70°1,1' +2°F) 

{Tl ). T2) and {Ti( .70°F) 

Dampers D4 5 6 
' ' ' 
Tos ) T4 +2oF 

T4 ) Tos 

Dampers D1 (modulating) . 

TS ) .. 70°F +20F 

Ts (::. 70QF - 2°F 

v7 closes, v8 opens 

v7 opens, v8 closes 

v7 closes, Va opens 

v7 opens, v8 closes 

D4 closes, D5,6 opens· 

Ds,6 closes, D4 opens 

D1 opens 

D1 closed 

B. When hmuse thermos tat is :.not calling for heat: 

Valves v7 open and v8 closed and Damper D1 closed 

Pump (water) 

T2) Tl +2°F Pump turns 

Tl}. T2 / - Pump turns 
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Dampers D4 
0 , 5, 6 and Fan 

~ Tos ) T1 +2°F ns, 6 open, D4 closes, Fan turns on .I 
T1l Tos Ds close, off 6 D4 opens, Fan turns , 

Valves Vz , 3 

{Tz )TJ +2°F) and Pump on v3 opens, vz closes 

(T3 ) Tz) and Pump on Vz opens, v3 closes 

... ,· 

f 

-
I 
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System 4 

II. Cooling Mode 

A . ., In General : 

Valves v2 , 3 , 7 , 8 

Dampers D4 , S, 6 

T4 > Tos +2oF 

Tos )T4 

V3, 8 closed, Vz, 7 opened 

Ds, 6 open, D4 closed 

D5 , 6 closed, D4 open 

B. When the house thermostat calls for cooling: 

Pump (water) 

T · > T +2°F 8 1 

Tl).T8 

Damper D1 (modulating) 

Pump turns on 

Pump turns off 

D1 opens 

D1 closes 

C. When the house thermostat is not calling for cooling: 

Pump and Fan 

Pump, Fan turn on 

Pump, Fan turn off 

Damper n1 closed 
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CHAPTER M-3 

HVAC SYSTEM COMPONENT AND INSTALLATION COSTS 

Introduction 

An early requirement of the economic system optimization scheme 
of the Analytical Model was cost and performance information for 
the SAHP system's components. Accordingly, cost and performance 
data wer~ compiled for the major components of the four SAHP 
systems of Chapter M-2. In addition, in order that life cycle 
cost comparisons of the various types of systems could b~ made, 
costs and performance data o~ conventional heating systems were 
compiled. 

The results of these cost and perfo~mance collection activities 
are presented in this chapter in four sections. In the first 
section, total system costs. including installation, are discuss
ed for both SAHP and conventional HVAC systems. The next three 
sections then discuss in more detail the cost and performance 
characteristics of the three major components of the SAHP system: 
the collector, the heat pump, and the thermal energy storage. 

System costs 

The two primary vehicles of solar energy collection in SAHP sys
tems are air and liquid. Initial component and installation 
costs for an air-sourced, single family residential SAHP systetll 
which contains a three ton heat pump are shown in Table M3.1. 
The heat pump's component anq installation costs are grouped in 
this table for easy comparis~n with the total SAHP system costs 
and were obtained. from Refer~nces 2-8. The results of a similar 
cost study performed by an independent source are shown in Table 
M3.2 and are in reasonable agreement with the figures of Table 
M3.1. 

Two estimates of component and installation costs for a liq:.1id 
solar energy system sized for residential use are shown in Table 
M3.3. These estimates are for a stand-alone solar heating syst~m, 
that is, one with no heat pump~ because costs for liquid SAHP 
systems were available only for relatively large commercial 
applications, they were omitted from this study. As indicated 
in Table M3.3, the estimates yielded an installed system cost 
of $39.10 per square foot of collector area. 
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In addition to the above solar energy system costs, installed 
costs of conventional HVAC systems were'collected for a number 
of U.S. cities. These are shown in Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix 
2. Unlike the solar energy system costs of Tables M3.2 and 
M3.3, the conventional system costs are based on installation 
in new single family housing and include the costs of all duct 
work and electri~al wiring. The cost of retrofit conventional 
HVAC systems, where duct work exists, may be appreciably lower 
than these. In general, HVAC system costs are reasonably con
sistent across the u.s., although differences do occur between 
individual house construction and large volume tract construction. 
Typically, heat pump and oil are the most expensive systems while 
electric resistance is always the least expensive. 

Collector Study 

The collectors are the most costly component of a SAHP system and 
their cost effectiveness is crucial to successful SAHP marketabil
ity. To compare different manufacturers' collector costs and 
cost effectiveness, a collector cost analysis was performed. In 
addition, comparisons were made between collector retail and in
stallation costs and between site-assembled and factory-assembled 
collector costs. 

In Figure M3.1, the collector efficiency per unit installed cost 
of six single glazed collectors arranged in 400 ft 2 arrays is 
plotted against ~T/I (Reference 9). The ~T/I is the temperature 
difference between the collector inlet and outside ambient divided 
by the insolation. The figure shows that the lowest price collec
tor (Solaris) has the highest efficiency per unit installed cost 
at the lower~T/I range. Therefore, at the low temperatures used 
by the series SAHP system, the Solaris collector would have the 
highest efficiency installed cost. 

The retail and installed costs for the collectors of Figure 
M3.1 are listed in Table M3.4. The $6.00 installed cost of the 
site-assembled Solaris collector is approximately one-half that 
of the cheapest factory assembled collector. Additional prices 
of factory as_sem~led_ collectors are listed in Table M3. 5 and are 
in reasonable agreement with th-ose of ·Table .MJ. 4. 

Heat Pumps 

Heat pumps are a major component of, -and the primary competitor 
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to', SAHP systems. There fore, heat pump cost data must be avail
able for the marketing analysis. In addition to the air-to-air 
heat pump costs listed in Tables M3.1 - M3.2, further heat pump 
cost data were collected and are shown in Ta~le M3.6 and Figure 
M3.2. Table M3.6 lists the budget prices (50-60 percent of list 
price) of three residential-sized water-to-air heat pumps by unit 
cost and cost per ton. 

The price versus the cooling capacity of residential air-to-air 
heat pumps is plotted in Figure M3.2. In this figure, the retail 
price is taken to be 75 percent ·Of the list price. 

Thermal Energy Storage 

Thermal energy storage is a major component of the SAHP system and 
its cost effectiveness may affect SAHP marketability. Thermal 
energy storage (T~S) costs and cost effectiveness were reviewed 
(Reference 9) by ITC/Solar. An important conclu~ion reached is 
that, for a series SAHP system, most of the phase change materials 
(PCM) developed for solar applications would give a lower system 
performance than would water storage. 

I 

A cost comparison of PCM and sensible storage systems i$ dependent 
on th~ selection of arbitrary pa~ameters. One parameter that 
must be carefully considered is the allowable or usable tempera
ture range of the sensible stora~e system. A large temperature 
range effectively reduces the required size of the sensible 
storage system.· Progonents of latent heat systems (PCM) generally 
assume a range of 30 F to 40°F in their comparisons. However, 
sensible heat storage systems are presently availa~le which utilize 
very large tempe~ature ranges. An extreme example is the Mega
therm system which utilizes a temperature variation of water fcom 
160°F to 280°F 

A sensible heat storage unit used in conjunction with a liq~id-to-
1 

air or dual source heat pump could also be utilized over a very 
wid~ temperature range. For instance, an unpressurized storage 

0 0 . 
tank could be utilized from 50 F to 180 F. Thus almost 300,000 
BTU's could be contained in a liquid storage tank of 275 gallons,, 
the standard size of a fuel oil storage tank. 

Cost data for liquid and for air thermal energy storage systems 
are given in Tables M3.1 - M3.3. 
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Conclusions 

The costs and performance data described in this chapter were us8d 
in the Analytical Model to compare the life cycle costs of SAHP 
and heat pump systems. However, the results of the Analytical 
Mod~i show that the installed cost of active solar energy system 
components, excluding collectors and storage, plays an insignifi
icant role in determining the total life cycle cost of the system, 
especially when fuel costs are high enough to make active solar 
energy systems cost effective. Paper 3 of the Technical Section 
discusses this point in more detail. The collection of data was 
extended into the conventional HVAC system market as described 
in the following chapter . 

. , 
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TABLE M3.1 - SAHP SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN 

(All Air System) 

COMPONENT 

Heat Pump - (3 ton air-to-air package unit) 

Electric Auxiliary Heater 

Ducts - to an existing forced air heating 
system and outsiQe air1 

Ducts - without an existing forced air 
heating system 

Solar Collectors 

Rock Storage 

Ducts - to Solar Collectors and Rock 
Storage 

Dampers and Motors - to Solar Collectors 
and Rock Storage 

Blower - for Solar Package (if needed) 

Control System - for Solar Package 

108 

COST ($) 
COMPONENT INSTALLED 

1039.00> 

109.00 1808.00 

300.00 

800.00 1500.00 

14.50/ft2 20.00/ft2 

81.00/ton 125.00/ton 

300.00 600.00 I 

480.00 880.00 

150.00 250.00 

320.00 600.00 
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TABLE M3.2 - SOLAR SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN 

(Air Systems) 

Item 

collectors 

Rock Storage 

Primary Fan (Collector) 

Primary Ductwork (Collector) 

Secondary Fan (House) 

Secondary Ductwork (House) 

Backdraft Dampers 

Heat Pump 

Controls 

Installed Co~~ 

14.20/ft2 

2.25/ft 2 of collector 

2.00/ft 2 of collector 

3.00/ft2 of collector 

350 

- 900 

50 

625/ton 

190 

SOURCE: Dubin-Bloome Associates, USAF Solar Assisted Heat 
Pump Study, System Number 3, FO 8635-76-C-0276~ 1976 
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TABLE M3.3 - SOLAR SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN 

(Liquid Systems) 

Installed Cost_liLft 2of Collector Are~ 

Item 
ITC/Solar Telex OTA (Exc 0 & P)* 

Estimate Estimate ----------·---
General Conditions 2.80 N.A 

Site Work .07 0.09 

Collector Supports 4.72 N.A. 

Tank Supports and Pit 2.65 N.A. 

Plumbing 

Collectors 14.63 7.21 - 13.00 

Pumps 1.20 .23 

Insulated Storage Tank 1.88 N.A. 

Piping and Misc. Plumbing 8.75 .83 
(Field Only) 

Electrical 2.10 .19 

Bond .30 N.A. 

Total· $39.10/ft 2 

*Cost estimates, excluding overhead and profit, obtained from 
hEElication of Solar Technology to Today's Energy Needs, 
Office of Technology Assessment, June, 1977. 
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TABLE M3.4 - COLLECTOR COSTS FOR A 
RESIDENTIAL SIZED SOLAR ARRAY 

Collector 
, I 

Suggested Retail, $/ft 2 Installed costs, $/ft2 

"Solaria"* 

J 
Reynolds Aluminum 

ITC/Solar-Black Paint+ 

ITC/Solar-Black Chrome+ 

$unworks 

Revere 

* Site-assembled collector 

6.00 

9.58 

:1.1.40 

14.24 

. 14.49 

14.71 

+ +nternally manifolded collector 

Source: .R~ference 9 
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6.00 

11.90 

13.76 

16.60 

17;.95 

18.54 
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TABLE M3.5 - REPRESENTATIVE COLLECTOR PRICES (1977) 

Supplier 

Sunworks 

Revere 

Solar Energy 
Products 
Gainesville, FL 

Solaron 
(Enersol) 

Liquid~ copper 
single glazed 

Liquid, copper 
double glazed 

Liquid,; aluminum 
single glazed 

Air, steel 

Unit Selling·Price 
($/sg. ft.) 

12.00-14.0p 

11.50 

10.00-12.00 

12.05 

SOURCE: Fay Friedlander, ·Solar Engineering Magazine, 
11 

Are Price Reduct ions in s i'gh t 11 , May, 197 7. 
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TABLE M3.6 - WATER-TO-AIR HEAT PUMP COSTS 

(Budget Prices) 

Rated Heating Capacity 
1000 BTU/hr Cost ($) Cost Per Ton ($) 

22 (1.8 Tons) 910 496 

33 (2. 75 Tons) 933 361 

45 (3. 75 Tons) 1336 356 

SOURCE: Over-the-phone quote by York Dealer. 
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Thomason Solaria 

Reynolds 

ITC/Solar MK-V Black Paint 

ITC/Solar MK-V Black Chrome 

1.0 Revere 

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .a • 9 .10 

T. -T 1n amb 

I ( Btu ) 

Figure M3.1 Comparison of the Collector Efficiency Per 
Unit Installed Cost of Six Manufacturers' 
Single Glazed Collectors. 
(All col~ectors were tested in equivalent 

400 ft arrays.) 

Source: Reference 9 
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Figure M3.2: Air-to-air Heat Pump·Price Versus Coo~ing Capacity 
(Westinghouse - Fall, 1975 data) 

Source "Residential Heat Pump Sizing Practices for 
Northern Climates," T. J. Fagan, Proceediqgs 
of the Second Annual Heat Pump Technolog~ 
Conference, Oklahoma State University, 
October 18-19, 1976 
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CHAPTER M-4 

SINGLE FAMILY HVAC MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 

Introduction 

Single family housing represents the major future SAHP market. As 
a base from which to assess this market's potential, data that de
scribe pertinent aspects of it as it exists today were accumulated 
and analyzed. 

The New Single Family Home (NSFH) market was selected as the prin
cipal focus of the study. This choice was based on a review of 
the total u.s. Building construction activity which is shown, for 
1978, in Table M4.1. 

A SAHP system, by definition, incorporates a heat pump, and a 
heat pump, as normally defined and typically applied, is primarily 
an air conditioner which can be "reversed" to provide efficiently 
a portion of the required heating function. Therefore, the prime 
market potential would be found among buildings in which there is 
a high incidence of air conditioning. Table M4.1 shows that Man
ufacturing, Warehouses, Garages and Service Stations are low-inci
dence users of air conditioning: they constitute only 13% of the 
total floor space awarded, and would constitute only about 5% of 
all air conditioned space. 

In ex~mining the 87% of the buildings where there is a high inci
dence of air conditioning, it is S8en that about one third of the 
total consists of Multi-Family Residential, commercial, and In
stitutional buildings. However, this group of buildings consti-
tutes an extremely broad spectrum of ... 

structute-types -- ranging from spread-out low-rise to 
urban high-rise 

usage-types -- stores, offices, hospitals, schools, 
theaters, hotels 

hours of occupancy -- from low-hours schools to con
t inuou~s -occupancy bote ls and hospitals 

heating load characteristics -- all commercial building 
types generate some portion of their winter heating 
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TABLE M4.1 

1978 CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AWARDS 

Building Type 
I Awards 

MM Sq. Ft. 

High-Incidence Air Conditioning-60% or More 

Residential - Single Family 2245 
Residential - Multi Family 512 Connnercial 584 Institutional 215 

Total High-Incidence 3556 

Low-Incidence Air Conditioning-3D% or Less 

Manufacturing 
Warehouses 
Garages and Service Stations 

GRAND TOTAL 

(1) 
Totals may not add due to rounding 

209 
251 
57 

4073 

(1) 
% to Total 

55% 
13% 
14% 

5% 

87% 

5% 
6%,.. 
1% 

100% 

SOURCE: McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, 
F.W. Dodge Division, "Dodge Construction Potentials", 
December, 1978 
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requirements because of denser lighting, occupancy, and 
machinery/appliances: but some buildings, such as office 
buildings with large core areas, supermarkets with re
clamation of heat reje~ted by refrigeration equipment, 
classrooms with high-density occupancy can generate a 
large portion of these requirements especially if heat 
is reclaimed 

a+chitectural treatment ranging from "fortress" style 
to "large glass area" style 

••• and so on 

As a result, efforts to delve deeply into these building-types 
become unproductive because .of the over-specialization required 
to deal with the variabilities of most of the building typ~s or 
because of the unrepresentativeness that results from successive 
sieves of narrowing norms which successfully fewer buildings/fit. 

By contrast, the New Single Family Home (NSFH) market is ••. 

very large -- constituting about 2/3 of high-incidence 
air conditioning building types and 55% of all building 
types 

relatively homogeneous -- variations tend to occur within 
fairly narrow ranges., such as size, number of stories, 
basement versus base~entless, which in turn affect heat
ing/cooling capacity within equally narrow ranges and 
operating characteristics very little 

Thus, SAHP systems and equipment evaluated for the NSFH market 
would be more likely to have universal application, with its 
attendant econo~ies of mas• production manufacture and contractor 
skills acquisition. In another sense, it might be said that SAHP 
must first prove viable in the NSFH market where its acceptance 
would be advanced·by these economies of unive~sal application. 

The commercial market, on the other hand, requires a greater de
gree of individual design and specialized equipment because of 
its greater variability which would tend to exacerbate first cost 
consideration fo+ a SAHP system. Given that commercial and in
stitutional buildings requir~ relatively less heat, and pay less 
per unit of energy for that heat, it follows that the greater 
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first cost of a SAHP system would have to be amortized over rela
tively fewer BTU's at a smaller absolute s.av ing per BTU. 

Thus, the NSFH market was chosen as the focus of this study. 

Classes of Data 

Three classes of data were judged necessary to characterize to
day's single family HVAC market: 

.• Fundamental Data 

. comparative Data and 

Sales Data 

This chapter explains what these data classes are and which data 
are included in them. The data that were collected and derived 
are presented in Table M4.2 :at the end of the chapter. The method
ology used to obtain these data is described in Appendix 1. Fin
ally, the last section of this chapter outlines the use of the 
data in the SAHP ~arket evaluation and draws several conclusions 
about the residential marke~. 

Fundamental Data 

"Fundamental HVAC Market Oat-a" includes stable, non-changing 
market characteristics such as the nunber of existing houses in 
each state, the average state degree days (DO), the UA of an 
average house, average house heat loads, annual heating to cool
ing load ratios, and heat pump seasonal performance factors (SPF). 
These data were collected for the 50 states and the District of 
columbia, and are tabulated in columns A-G of Table M4.2. 

The number of existing houses shown in column A of Table M4.2 
shows the distribution of detached single family residences in 
the u.s. as of the last census (Reference 10). This rep=esents 
the potential residential market size. 

The average state degree day (DO) values (Column B) are weight 
averaged on the population distribution throughout the state. 
A conventional approach was used to calculate these values 
(Appendix 1). However, they may not be representative of actual 
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heating requirements because of the Spring and Fall "carry over··. 
That is, little heating or cooling is required when days are warm 
and nights are cool because the thermal mass of the house aver
ages the internal temperature during these times. Therefore, 
actual heating and cooling requirements can differ from those 
predicted by the simple DD approach (DD x UA x 24) . 

The average house UA values (Column c) are based on fossil fuel 
heated houses and are regionally, rather than state, averaged 
values. The UA is the heat loss rate of a house per degree temp
erature difference between the inside and outside. Basically, 
these values were calculated from utility company statistical 
data on the heating fuel consumed per region (References 10-11). 
(See Appendix 1 for more details). It was assumed in the calcu-
lations that the house temperature was 70°F and that the intern-
al heat load of the house provides 100 percent·of the heat above 
65°F. No consideration was made for lower thermostat settings, 
for night set back, or for zoning. Therefore, the UA valqes list
ed are not only those dictated by.the house construction parameters 
but also represent the actual heat loss values as governed by 
occupancy schedules and average house temperatures. · 

Average house heat load values were calculated for both fossil 
fuel (Column D) and all-electric (Column E) heated houses on a 
state-by-state basis. Typical single family housing heat load 
data for existing houses are not directly available.· A common 
method used to generate these data is to calculate the heat load 
of a model house with a fixed UA value in the various degree day 
regions of the country. However, this technique ignores the 
differences that exist in regional building characteristics. The 
data collected for this study show that in warmer climates houses 
tend to be larger and/or more poorly insulated and thus to have 
higher UA values. 

To account for these regional building characteristics, the heat 
loads of Columns D and E were derived from two items: (1) the 
annual amount of fuel consumed for space heating; and (2) an 
estimate of the heating system's seasonal efficiency (See ~ppen
dix 1 for details). Data on natural gas consumed for space heat
ing (References 10-11) yielded the annual amount of space heat
ing fuel consumed, on the average, by a single family residence 
in each state. The seasonal efficiency or annual fuel utiliza
tion coefficient, Uc, of a gas fired heating system was assumed 
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to be 0.5 (Reference 12). Typically, present gas heating systems 
are not significantly more than 50 percent efficient because only 
approximately half the combustion heat is used by the house~ al
most half goes up the chimney and is wasted. In contradistinc
tion, electric resistance heating systems have Uc values of 1.0. 

Data on oil consumption for space heating of single family 
houses was difficult to obtain because fuel oil is distributed 
by many small private dealers. Therefore, it was assumed that 
the annual heat load for oil heated houses is the same as that 
for gas heated houses. This assumptio~ is corroborated by the 
large n1.,1mber of houses that.easily switch from one of these fuels 
to the other. Furthermore, while electrically heated hou~es 
usually have a unique insulation characteristic, no such feature 
commonly differentiates between gas and oil heated houses. 

Data on space heating electricity consumption for all-electric 
houses were obtained from Reference 13. These data indicate that 
all-electric .houses have lower heat loads than gas heated houses. 
Improved building practices in all-electric houses account for a 
substantial amount of this decreased heat load. In addition, 
individual room zone control may contribute to the reduced heat 
load. such reduced heat load building characteristics are indic
ative of future residential building designs as shown in ASHRAE 
Standard 90-75 and may be a significant factor in SAHP design 
and mprketability. 

The annual heating to cooling load ratios of Column F were ob
tained directly from Reference 7~ no verification of their,accu
racy exists. This ratio describes the general relationship be
tween heating and cooling requirements and provides a ~eans for 
calculating approximate cooling loads. 

The seasonal performance factors (SPF) listed in Column G for 
the heat pump are population weighted averages calculated by the 
ASHRAE bin method using DD values and a three ton Singer Model 
H-R553086 air-to-air heat pump. As previously discussed, the 
heating DD values in the Spring and Fall do not necessarily agree 
with actual heating requirements. Thus, the bin calculation may 
assume that the heat pump operates during more hours of moderate 
weather than it actually does and, consequently, may yield some
what high SPF values. In addition, because the SPF values calcu
lated by the bin method do not reflect the effects of ~efrost or 
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of cycling losses, they are somewhat inflated. 

comparative Data 

"Comparative Data" includes data that delineate the total cost of 
owning and operating the various conven"':ional H'J.i\C systems. These 
data are divided into two categories: (1) the initial cost of 
purchasing and in~talling the systems and (2) the annual costs of 
heating with the systems. 

Since initial system costs\do not vary much across the U.S., they 
are not included in Table M4.2. Instead, they were collected from 
HVAC contractors and horne builders in five U.S. cities and are 
presented for gas, oil, electric resistance, the heat pump systems 
in Tables Ml and M2 of Appendix 2. These system costs reflect 
the HVAC costs fo:c houses built bo·ch individually and for develop-
ment tracts. In general, HVAC system costs are generally lower 
in tract construction than in individual construction. Thus, it 
is important to state the origin of system costs in all life 
cycle cost analyses. All cost data in this study, with the excep
tion of the Fort Worth and Dallas data, are based on individual 
construction. 

HVAC operating costs are a function of the heat load, the system 
efficiency, and the cost of fuel. The latter two q.1antities are 
combined (Columns H-K) to give the "utilized cost of fuel". This 
is the price the consumer pays for the heat conten~ of the fuel 
that enters the conditioned space and is obtained by dividing the 
cost of the fuel by the heating system's efficiency, Uc . (Re
call that for gas and oil systems, Uc=O.S~ for all-electri:::: 
systems, Uc-1.0~ and for heat pump systems, Uc=SPF.) 

The annual cost of heating with the various systems (Columns L-0) 
can now be calculated as the product of the utilized fuel cost 
and the annual heat load. It should be noted that the heat pump 
operating costs of Column N are based on heat loads of fossil 
fuel heated houses and thus cannot be compared to ~he annual op
erating costs of electrically heated houses which usually have 
smaller heat loads. 

Sales Data 

"Sales Data" includes the actual volume of sales of H'JAC systems, 
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a quantity which results from the interaction of the fundamental 
and comparative characteristics. In this study, these data are 
presented in two forms, the distribution of existing conventional 
HVAC Systems (Columns P-R) and the sales of central heat pump and 
air conditioning systems sold for residential use (Columns S-T). 

The latter data represent the market where air conditioning is 
required and non-fossil fuel heating is accepted and thus the 
most likely SAHP market. They are limited to the sales of split 
system air-to-air air conditioners (A/C) and heat pumps (HP) 
(References 14-15) under five ton cooling capacity because these 
units comprise the bulk of systems sold in the residential market. 

Summary 

HVAC marketing data were collected for the 50 states to establish 
a base from which to assess the SAHP system's market potential. 
The data base includes the heat pump as well as conventional gas, 
oil, and all-electric heating systems because, in many areas of 
the country, heat pumps are competitive with the other systems 
and, in fact, are increasingly consiqered "cpnventional" l;>y the 
HVAC industry in these areas. In addition, the heat pump is a 
particularly appropriate standard to which SAHP systems can be 
compared because: (1) it is included, by definition, in t·he .... , 
SAHP system and thus serves as a means of determining the cost 
increment associated with the solar assist, and (2) both systems 
are "fueled" by electricity and thus the sensitivity of a cost 
comparison of the systems to. assumptions of future fuel costs 
is reduced. 

The data base, coupled with calculation methods described above 
are used in a unique way to generate the single family residen
tial market information used throughout this study. For example, 
the average house UA values used in the Analytical Model were 
taken from Table M4.2. In addition, eleven of the data types of 
this table were used in an analysis, describe~ in Chapter M-6, 
to determine the key factors affecting heat pump sales. D~ta 
which were not used in this marketing study· (primarily the dis
tribution of heating systems throughout the u.s.) are included 
in Table M4.2 for thetr archival valve. 

Generally, the data of Table M4.2 show favorable gas heating 
costs, supporting the popular usage of this type of system. 
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High heat pump sales are shown, however, not to correlate to low 
he~t pu~p energy co$ts. Th~s latter fa~t ~~ accentuated by the 
re~~lt$ of the next chapter: 

.,, 
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TABLEfM4.2a- SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

A ·B c D E " . ... ... . . 
I Typical Annual Heat 

Existing Average UA Load Thermsb 

Region State Houses Degree Value Fossil Elect. 

(000) Days BTUH Fuel Heat 
Op-

New connecticut' 575 ' 6000 642 925 347 

·' 
England Maine 293 8000 642 1233 664 

Massachusetts 956 5634 642 868 439 

New Hampshire 184 7383 642 1138 436 
; 

Rhode Island 171 5954 642 917 427 

Vermont 119 8269 642 1274 614 

• 
Mid_: New Jersey 1322 4800 656 756 351 

Atlantic New York 2484 6800 656 1072 -a 

Pennsylvania 2117 5700 656 898 502 

South Delaware 112 4930 767 908 308 

Atlantic Washington, D.C. 43 ll224 767 778 -a 
.. 

Florida 1735 900 767 166 44 

Georgia 1074 2626 767 483 375 

Maryland 634 4487 767 826 334 

' 
No. caroli11a 1324 3314 767 610 404 

so. Carolina 680 2499 767 460 195 
,. 

Virginia 1036 3900 . 76 7 718 409 

w. virqinia 482 4726 767 870 468 

East Illinois 2191 6036 564 818 505 

North Indiana 1341 5446 564 738 450 

central Michigan 2208 7i62 564 970 371 

Ohio 2443 5677 564 769 439 

Wisconsin 1058 7700 564 1043 390 

West Iowa 782 7000 468 787 502 

North Kansas 630 5000 468 562 334 

Central Minnesota 947 8983 468 1010 461 
/ 

Missouri 1209 4837 468 544 484 

Nebraska 423 6387 468 718 -a 

No. Dak~;~ta 148 9361 468 1052 -a 

• so. Dakota 173 7600 468 854 429 
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TABLE M 4.2a - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

F G H .. J 

Ratio Heat Utilization cost of Energy 

Region State AHLaACL Pump -Dollars oer Therm-
SPFc Gasd Oil Elect. HP 

New Connecticut 2.33 1.89 .78 .72 1.16 .61 

England Maine 5.0 1. 55 
:; 

• 92 . 72 .91 .59 
.. 

Massachusetts 2.5 1. 94 .73 .72 1.20 .62 

New Hampshire 2. 92 1.77 .55 • 72 1.17 .66 

Rhode Island 2.37 1.89 .76 .72 1. 29 .68 

Vermont 4.11 1. 50 .67 • 72 1.04 .69 

!11id- New Jersey 2.7 1.99 .63 .75 1.?9 .65 

Atlantic New York 2.7 1.87 .57 .75 1. 78 .95 

' 
Pennsvlvania 2.14 1.89 .44 .70 1.13 .60 

South Delaware 1. 35 1. 97 .53 .72 1.11 .56 

Atlantic washington, D.C 1.22 2.10 .53 .72 .96 .46 

Florida .16 2,47 .55 • 72 1.13 .46 

Georgi~ .32 ' 2.26 .39 .72 1.01 .45 

Maryland 1. 37 2.05 .52 .72 1.04 .51 

No. carolina .8o 2.20 .44 .72 .96 .44 

so. carolina .45 2.26 .47 .72 1.04 .46 

' Virginia • 91 2~14 .so .72 1.14 .53 

w. Virainia .85 2;01 .34 .72 .86 .43 

East Illinois 1.6 1.89 .37 .70 .81 .43 

North Indiana 3.5 1.93 .34 .70 .82 .43 

Central Michigan 2.3 1.86 .38 .70 1.10 ~59 

Ohio 2.5 1,. 92 .35 .70 1.02 .53 

Wiscons'in 2.6 1.65 .42 .70 .89 .54 

West Iowa 1.9 1.87 .32 .68 .99 .53 

I 

North Kansas 1.21 1.97 .24 .68 .80 .41 

Central Minnesota 3.13 1. 35 .34 .68 .98 .73 

Missouri 3.53 2.00 .33 .68 .83 .42 

Nebraska 1.88 1.88 .29 .68 .83 .44 

No. D~kota 3.95 1.30 .35 .68 .87 .67 
' 

so. Dakota 3.77 1.68 .30 .68 .89 .53 
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TABLE M4.2a - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS {1977) 

L M N 0 .-.--·--------------------
Average Annual Heating cost 

Region State -Dollars- f 
Gas"' Oil" HPe ~ Elec. 

I 
New connecticut 722 666 564 403 

England Maine 1134 888 728 405 

Massachusetts 626 618 532 527 

New Hampshire 626 819 751 510 

Rhode Island 697 660 624 1551 

vermont 854 917 879 639 

Mid- New Jersey 476 567 491 453 

At·lantic New York 611 804 1018 -a 

Pennsylvania 395 629 539 567 

South Delaware 481 654 508 342 

Atlantic I Washington, D.C. 412 560 358 -a 

Florida 91 120 76 50 

Georgia 188 348 217 379 

Maryland 430 595 421 347 

No. carolina 268 439 268 388 

' so. carolina 216 331 212 203 

virginia 359 517 381 466 

w. Virainia 296 626 374 402 

East Illinois 303 573 352 409 

North Indiana 251 517 317 369 

Central Michigan 369 679 572 408 

Ohio 269 538 408 470 

Wisconsin 438 730 563 347 

west Iowa 252 535 417 497 

North Kansas 135 482 230 267 

Central Minnesota 343 687 737 452 
I 
Missouri 180 370 228 402 

Nebraska 208 488 316 -a 

No. Dakota 368 715 705 -a 

so. Dakota 256 581 453 382 
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TABLE M 4.2a - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

-----------------
p Q R S ____:r_ 

Distribution of Heating r.:~it"Sales 
systems by Fuel ryeeg j 

% ~ % ' % lit Split 
Gas Oil Elec. ~ HP 

11 , 80 3 6207 I 451 

Region 

New 

State 

connecticut 

England Maine 2 90 4 471 72 

Massachusetts 28 69 2 6825 1060 

New Hampshire 11 .I 81 4 421 274 

Rhode Island 32 64 4 1563 527 

Vermont 8 85 6 183 47 

Mid- New Jersey 47 50 2 28432 539 

Atl~mtic New York 45 52 2 18182 . 1505 

Pennsylvania 47 34 5 34732 3116 

South Delaware 30 65 3 2600 325 

Atlantic Washington, D.C. 54 43 3 25289 24020 

Florida 34 36 29 134301 20870 

Georgia 77 4 10 49953 2484 

Maryland 49 43 18 14339 10242 

No. carolina 17 66 9 29319 29738 

So. carolina 37 45 7 11841 9925 

Virgir1ia 28 52 8 15416 27660 

w. Virqinia 66 11 4 8311 4748 

East Illinois 81 14 2 103629 1638 

North Indiana 63 29 4 42573 3488 

central Michigan 71 25 2 31128 2453 

Ohio 75 17 3 55124 30676 

Wisconsin 51 46 1 25416 2973 

West Iowa 75 22 2 30924 4914 

North Kansas 95 3 1 17476 2262 

central Minnesota 59 38 4 34294 1908 

Missouri 84 10 2 76015 11000 

Nebraska 84 13 2 20656 3276 

No. Dakota 33 57 3 3893 1133 

So. Dakota 52 43 4 6786 2056 
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'fABLE M4.2b - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

A B c D E . -·-· . --'r---~-!-~:--· -··-:ry~i~l-~~nu;;l-~;;t 

Existing ·Average UA Load Thermsb 

Region State Houses pegree Value Fossil Elect. 

(000) ~Days BTUH Fuel Heat 
OF 

,. 

East Alabama 905 ~134 658 337 384 

~ollth Ke11tucky 845 4672 659 739 412 

Central 'rennElssee 1029 3392 658 536 518 

Mississippi 538 2190 658 346 251 

" 
~ . West Arka11sas 578 3256 610 477 336 . 
' South Louisiana . 878 1710 612 251 68 

Central Oklahoma 793 ~793 611 556 245 
." 

Texas 3061 l998 611 293 303 

Mountain Arizona 415 2923 429 301 175 :,:,· 

Colorado 529 5916 430 611 412 

Idaho 204 6128 430 632 409 
.. 

MOntana 187 7589 430 784 473 

Nevad~ 102 4521 430 467 223 

New Mexico 261 4755 430 491 300 

Utah 224 6052 430 625 407 

Wvomina 84 7531 430 778 -a 

!?acific Alaska 47 11406 67) 1915 -a 

California 4470 2092 699 351 197 

Hawaii 138 0 -a -a -a 

\ 
Oregon 579 4681 700 786 174 

Washinaton 893 5257 700 882 347 

/ 
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TABLE M4.2b - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

F G H T J K . . ' 
., ,_ --------

Ratio Heat Utilization Co3t of Energy 

Region State AHL:ACL Pump -Dollars per Therm 
SPFc Gas 0 Oil Elec. HP 

East Alabama .46 2.27 .38 .69 . 92 .41 

South Kentucky 1.08 2.03 .30 .69 .71 .35 

Central Tennessee .60 2.20 .30 .69 .66 .30 

Mississippi .40 2.27 .33 • 69 --J~OO .44 

West Arkansas .56 2.20 .25 .65 .81 .37 

South Louisiana .38 2.30 .30 .65 .84 .37 

Central Oklahoma .75 2.16 . 29 .65 .84 .39 

Texas 1.4 2.29 .40 .65 • 96 .42 

Mountain Arizona 1.20 2.24 .43 .69 1.20 .54 

colorado 5.1 1.89 .26 .69 .87 .46 

Idaho 4.5 1.89 .54 .69 .52 .28 

Montana 4.4 1.69 .30 .69 .57 .34 

Nevada 2.5 2.05 .35 .69 • 92 .45 

New Mexico 1. 91 2.01 .32 .69 . 95 .47 
I 

Ut~h 3.25 1.89 .29 .69 .69 .37 
~ 

Wyominq 7.52 1. 7Q .25 .69 .62 .36 

Pacific Alaska -a -a .33 • 74 .78 -a 

California 1.00 2.2!3 .34 • 74 .99 .43 

Hawaii -a -a 1.61 • 74 1. 30 -a 

Oregon 4.95 2.02 .58 .74 .66 .33 

washinqton 8.4 1. 95. .52 .74 .33 .17 
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TABLE M4.2b- SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS (1977) 

Region State 

L M N 0 

I Average Annual Heating Cost 
-Dollars-r::· i--:::· -+-::: ~:::c.' 

I 222 510 259 293 

I 161 37o 161 342 

East Alabama 

South Kentucky 

Central Tennessee 

Mississio;::~i 114 239 152 251 

West Arkansas 119 310 176 272 

South Louisiana 75 163 93 57 

Central Oklahoma 161 361 217 -a 

--------~--~T~e~x~a~s~----------~--~1~1~7---+--~1~9~0~--+---~1~2~3-+--~2~6~0~ 

Mountain 

Pacific 

Arizona 

Colorado 

Idaho 

Montana 

Nevada 

New Mexico 

, Utah 

Wvominq 

Alaska 

California 

Hawaii 

Oregon 

Washinqton 

129 

159 

341 

235 

163 

157 

181 

195 

1494 

119 

-a 

456 

459 

131 

208 163 210 

422 281 358 

436 177 213 

541 267 270 

322 210 205 

339 231 337 

431 231 232 

537 280 -a 

1417 -a -a 

260 151 195 

-a -a -a 

512 259 115 

653 150 115 
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TABLE M 4.2b - SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS {l97Il 

p _\L_ R s 
Distribution of Heating 
_§ystems ey Fuel~~- i 

Region State % % ; % l' Split Split 
------~'----------·- Gas l Oil _ _;__El~ _ A/r:;___.;.. _ _.:.:H"'-P 

I I I 
East 

South 

Central 

Alabama 

Kentucky 

74 i 1 ! 12 ! 37576 
l . ' 

! I i ; 
, 64 9 8 1 19958 
I I I I 

Tennessee t/ 36 I 6 41 i 28354 I 16823 

------4-..::M!.::i::..::s~s~,i::..::s~s~i::.tp~pi 77 -+--a ___ ___g_~-_l~:t:23 2§.~~ 

West Arkansas 85 1 4 I 23044 5570 
. I j 

15199 

18089 

South Louisiana 94 -a 4 66952 4376 
i 

Central Oklahoma 94 -a 3 I 41835 

-----4-~T~e~x~a~s~-----~--9~4~-~-----a~---+-·--~5--l-£l4176 
5033 

19709 

Mountain Arizona 87 -a 9 I 9606 2424 

colorado 94 2 1 720::> 1616 

Idaho 27 47 8 3327 2121 

Montana 79 17 1 1905 379 

Nevada 54 15 30 3562 624 

New Mexico 89 2 3 2274 458 

Utah 88 4 1 7958 646 

wvominq 91 3 1 386 7 

Pacific Alaska 15 69 5 -a -a 

california 93 1 5 134205 11115 

Hawaii 22 -a 56 -a -a 

28 41 25 I 
Washinaton 27 45 25 6359 ------'---!.!.::=!..=!~~.!.._--__J'--__;~--.L_-::!.::?. __ ..!__~~!..__1_.___:::.::..:~-i-.. 

oregon 4902 6635 

3622 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 
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NOTES FOR TABLE M4.2 

Data not available 

1 Therm = 105 BTU 

SPF values are based on the performance of the 
Singer Model # H-R553036 -air-to-air heat pump. 

Values for gas utilization 6ost are based on 1976 
data. 

Annual_ Heating cost is based on the heat !Gad of a 
fossil fuel heated house (Column D) • 

Annual Heating- cost is based on the heat load of an 
electric'resistance heated house (Column E). 

The distribution of heating systems by fuel type is 
based on existing houses. Approximately 49% of these 
systems' are forced air systems. The remaining 51% 
deliver energy via water or electric baseboard 
heaters. 
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CHAPTER M-5 

LCC ANALYSIS IN SELECTED CITIES 

Introduction 

An underlying assumption in the assessment of system marketability 
is that an energy conserving system that has high up front costs 
such as the solar assisted heat pump (SAHP) will be marketable 
only if its life cycle costs (LCC) are less than those of competing 
HVAC systems. The primary LCC analyses and comparisons of this 
study were obtained from the Analytical Model Program; to retain 
generality, these analyses used the regional data of Chapteri M-3 
and M-4. The results of the Analytical Model are based upon the 
thermal and economic performance of very simple "generic" systems 
that are amenable to simple ·and rapid mathematical analysis. 

The rather general results of the Analytical Model are comple
mented by results derived in this chapter from data collected on 
the cost and performance characteristics of actual systems in 
specific locations. Actual system data offer an opportunity to 
check the correlation between life cycle cost and marketability. 
This correlation is crucial to the assessment of the future mar
ketability of SAHP Systems. 

Two classes of actual systems were studied in this program. In 
the first of these, detailed LCC data were collected for newly 
constructed houses in three U.S. cities - Fort Worth, TX, Dallas, 
TX, and Madison, WI - for gas, oil, electric resistance, and 
heat pump heating systems. Each of the systems• life cycle ~osts 
was then calculated and compared to its unit sales volume in the 
specific cities. In the second class studied, life cycle costs 
were calculated for a heat pump system that cooled as well as 
heated, a mode of operation not considered in the Analytical 
Model Pro.gram. 

In general, the house heating and cooling loads used tn the Let 
analyses of this chapter are based on well insulated, all-electric 
houses. (The one exception is Madison, WI, for which loads of 
all-electric houses were unavailable.) Since loads of all-elec
tric houses are typically lower than those of fossil fuel heated 
houses, the LCC results presented here for the fossil fuel houses 
might be low. However, insulation levels in new houses, and thus 
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heating and cooling loads, are similar in both fossil fuel and 
all-electric houses. Therefore, the load difference has been 
ignored in this study. 

Localized Data - 3 Cities 

City LCC data, rather than statewide averages, are required to 
determine the relationshi~ between life cycle costs and sales 
volumes of competing HVAC systems. The use of statewide average 
LCC an4 sales data could distort the results of the analyses since 
factors that influence HVAC performance and cost, such as fuel 
cost and availability, vary significantly within a state. These 
variations will influence the sales distribution. When the LCC's 
of competing heating systems are compared, however, with the HVAC 
sales in a single city where the HVAC market characteristics can 
be closely observed, the results become meaningful. 

The data required to calculate the LCC of conventiona1 HVAC sys
tems were obtained using .the methodology outlined in Appendix 2. 
Using this medhodology, t-elephone surveys were conducted in the 
cities of Dallas, TX, Fort Worth, TX, and Madison, WI. The data 
resulting from these surveys are shown in Table M-1 of Appendix~. 
The neighboring cities of Fort worth and Dallas were chosen be
cause they delineate the effects of the fuel. cost difference with
in a state. Although these two cities share the same climate and 
initial system costs" the difference in the costs of gas and 
electricity between them results in a significant difference in 
heating system sales. 

Appendix 2 also contains the methodology used to calculate the 
life cycle costs of the primary heating systems used in new 
single family housing (NSFH) in each of the three ~ities. These 
life cycle costs are expressed in terms of th~ir present values. 
The present value of the LCC is the amount of money .required at 
the beginning of a system's operation which, if invested at the 

·discount rate, would pay for all costs of purchasing and operat
ing the system throughout its lifetime~ 

In the LCC computations, the initial system costs are based on 
HVAC contractor's estimates and do not reflect the additional 
building costs of chimneys when fossil fuel heating systems are 
used and the higher insulation levels when electric heating 
systems are used. In addition, salvage values are not considered 
in the analyses because HVAC components depreciate in a complex 
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and uncertain manner. Note, however, that because the salvage 
value is accrued at the end of the system lifetime, it contrib
utes only insignificantly to the present value of the system's 
life cycle cost. Omitting salvage values tends to favor solar 
over conventional systems because the latter have a larger frac
"tion of costly long-lived components. 

The results for the major HVAC systems ·in each of the three 
cities surveyed are shown in Tables M5.1-M5.3. In Fort Worth, 
the results of the HVAC LCC calculations (Ta!)le MS.l) reflect the 
effects of the relatively low cost of electricity compared ~o that 
of natural gas. Consequently, the ranking of systems by LCC 
places ~he HP first (lowest LCC),, foll~wed ~y electric resist~nce 
heat (I R), and then by gas. (No1:e, J.rtually no NSFH are btnlt 
with oil heat in this area.) The sales data show that, in Fort 
Worth, electric resistance heat dominated the NSFH space heating 
market in 1977 and 1978. However, some of the major builders 
indicate that the HP will take a significant share of the market 
in 1979. Thus, in Fort Worth, the conventional systems to which 
SAHP systems must be compared will be the HP and r2R. Bo·th s~stems 
should be considered because, while HP's have the lower LCC I R 

represents nearly the entirely existing HVAC market. 

The HVAC LCC calculations in Dallas, as shown in Table M5.2, rank 
gas first (lowest LCC), followed by the HP and electric resistance. 
It is noteworthy that, although the first ranked system (gas) did 
dominate the HVAC market as hypothesized, more electric resis
tance heaters were sold than heat pumps. This may indicate tha~ 
consumer and builder preferences are presently guided more by 
initial cost than by LCC. 

In the third area considered, Marison, WI, the LCC calculation 
summarized in Table M5.3, ranks gas first (lowest LCC), followed 
by HP, oil, and finally I 2 R. The HV.!\Cmarket in 1977 and 1978 for 
NSFH was predominately gas. However, as in the Texas cities, few
er HP's were sold than the lower LCC ranked oil and electri2 re
sistance heating systems. 

Correlation Between LCC and Sale 

As noted above, the results o~ the LCC analyses were not entirely 
consistent with the assumption that HVAC systems with the lowest 
LCC have the highest probability of success in the marketplace. 
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Although the HVAC systems with the lowest LCC usually had the 
highest sales volume, the remaining HVAC systems sales volume 
were not related to LCC ranking. In particular, HP sales did 
not seem to be directly related to LCC. A study to determine 
what factors do influence HP sales is discussed in the follow
ing chapter. 

Life Cycle costs - Heat Pumps 

A second LCC study, analyzing life cycle costs which include the 
cooling as well as heating costs of conventional heat pump sys
tems, was carried ~ut to complement the work of the Analytical 
Model. Basic data were collected and tabulated for three cities 
(Madison, WI, Nashville, TN, and New York, NY) that represent 
major market areas. Those data are tabulated in .A.ppendix 2. The 
results of the heat pump study are given in Table M5.4. 

Cooling Load Data 

The life cycle cost analysis presented here is sensitive to the 
method used in calculating cooling loads. One conventional method 
is the Degree Day Method which involves m11ltiplying the house UA 
value* by the Cooling Degree Days. However, cooling degree days 
cannot be used independently in cooling load calculations because 
the cooling load is a function of the enthalpy, which is depend-
ent on humidity -- as well as on temperature. In addition, in 
the Spring ·and Fall, when days are warm and nights cool, the 
thermal mass of the house averages the internal temperature, pro
ducing a cooling load lower than that predicted by the Degree Day 
Method. 

Another method of obtaining cooling loads is to use utility com
pany statistical data~ this method was used in this analysis. To 
convert utility data into cooling loads and electrical usage, the 
seasonal EER (SEER) must be available (Appendix 2). Since utility 
companies would not normally maintain data on SEER values for 

,their areas, and did not in the case of those surveyed reasonable 
SEER's were estimated for each city. 

One shortcoming of deriving cooling loads from ~tility data is the 

*The UA valve is the heat loss rate fro~ a house per degree temp
erature difference between the inside and outside. 
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inherent inaccuracy of basing present and future cooling load 
calculations on past air conditioning usage patterns. The 
residential HVAC market is cost sensitive; when energy was gener
ally cheap, little regard was shown for wasted energy and resi
dential consumers habitually maintained excessive comfort levels. 
However, as the cost of energy has grown, 30 has interest in such 
energy saving techniques as setback thermostate, insulation, and 
more conservative comfort conditions. The relationships of resi
dential air conditioning use to electricity costs is riot clearly 
known. It is, therefore, difficult to determine the annual cool
ing loads from utility data. 

Results 

The results of the heat pump LCC calculations for the three l8ca-
tions are shown in Table M5.4. Although the Analytical Model 
used a statewide average UA value for existing fossii fuel houses 
for its LCC calculations, it is of interest to compare the LCC's 
derived from it to these res11lts.. In all cases, the L"!\nalytical 
Model predicted a higher present value of the LCC for space heat
ing (New York: $24,666; Nashville: $10,560; Madison: $17,430) be
cause the average UA values used in it are hi·3"her than the values 
encountered in the present study, which was limited to new and, 
hence, better insulated housing. Also, the present calculations 
used as recommended in Reference 17, 0.025 as the annual fuel 
escalation rate, F, and 0.01 as the annual worth of money, I in
stead of 0.045 and 0.02, respectively, used in the Analyti2dl 
Model analyses. In gene~al, at these low rates the icc is de
pendent on the difference between F and I. The lower values of 
LCC calculated in this chapter are due in part to the 0.01 ceduc
tion in the difference between F and I. 

An important point regarding the LCC and marketability of heat 
pumps should be borne in mind. Heat pumps p.::-ovide cooling; thus 
their ~ffective LCC for heating should be reduced because a part 
of the system cost can be apportioned to cooling, a function not 
provided by stand-alone solar, gas, or electric resistance heat
ing. Therefore, the effective heating system cost of a heat pump 
system in a climate requiring air conditioning would be the heat 
pump cost less the cost of a comparable central air conditioner. 

Summary 

Two ancillary LCC analyses we~e performed and are presented in 
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this chapter. Both used HVAC cost and performance data collected 
for specific location~ so that distbrtions caused by the use of 
broad averages could be eliminated. One of the analyses~ per
formed strictly to complement:the results of the Analytical Model, 
developed LCC's which included the cooling as well as the heating 
costs of a stand-alone heat pump. One_ important conclusion of 
this analysis is that a large difference can exist between LCC's 
calculated on the basis of regionally averaged, fossil fuel heated, 
existing housing data (the Analytical Model) and locally averaged, 
electric resistance heated, new housing data (the present study). 
Thus, both the data base and the future destination of the HVAC 
system (i.e., retrofit or new house market) must be clearly stated 
in all LCC studies. 

The results of the other LCC analysis indicate that the sales of 
HVAC systems, and in particular the sales of HP systems, are not 
directly related to the LCC of these systems. This is explored 
more fully in the following chapter which presents the results 
of a correlation analysis between HP sales and selected marketing 
data . 
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TABLE M5 .1 - LIFE CYCLE COST FOR HEATIN::J IN FORT_iiORTrlL___!_~XAS ----------------------·----------

Method of Heating 

Gas I 2R Electric Heat Pump_ Oil 

Initial Systeml 
$1875 $1675 $2375 NA Cost 

Cost of Fuel 
2. 

0.266¢/CF 2c/kwh 2¢/kwh NA 

Annual Heating 
r 

Cost $ 238 $ 262 $ 125 NA 

Lcc3 
$7906 $7263 $6119 NA 

{Present Value) 

Volume of Sales4-1977 68 687 41 0 
1978 44 1631 89 0 

Notes: 

1. Includes the cost of central air conditioning. 
2. The cost of fuel is averaged over the typical heating load. 
3. Economic parameters used are given in Appendix 2. 
4. Values represent the 1977-1978 sales to new single family housing 

construction. 
5. Virtually no oil heated houses are built in Fort Worth. 
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TABLE M5.2 - LIFE CYCLE COSTS FOR HEATING IN DALL~S, TE~AS 

.. Method of Heating 

Gas L2R Electric Heat Pump Oil 

Initial Systeml 
$1875 $1675 $2375 NA Cost 

Cost of Fuel2 0.182¢/CF 3.69¢/kwh 3.69(;:/kwh NA 

' 

Annual Heating $ 163 ·$ 485 $ 231 NA Cost 

Lccl 
$6413 $11034 $7916 NA (Present Value) 

Volume of Sa1es4 - 197j 2105 245 ; 30 NA 
19n 2523 617 39 NA 

Notes: 

1. Includes the cost of central air conditioning. 
2. The cost of fuel is averaged over the typical heating.load. 
3. Economic parameters used are given in Appendix 2. 
4. Values represent the 1977-1978 sales to n~w single family housing 

construction. , 
5. Virtually no oil heated houses are built in Dallas. 
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TABLE M5.3 - LIFE CYCLE COSTS FOR HEATING IN MADISONL WISCONSIN 

.. 
( 

' Method of Heating 

Gas I 2R Electric Heat Pump Oil 

Initial Systeml 
$2500 $2300 $2800 $3000 Cost 

Cost of Fuel 
2 

0~216~/CF 3.5~/kwh 3.5~/kwh 53~/Gal. 

( 

Annual Heating 
$ 360 $ 8.55 $ 570 $ 631 Cost 

LCC3 
$11386 $18355 $14364 $16637 (Present Value) 

Volume of Sales4- 1977 513 32 0 154 
1978 452 32 0 

Notes: 

1. Includes the cost of central air conditioning: 
2. The cost of fuel is averaged over the typical heating load. 
3. Economic parameters used are given in Appendix 2. 
4. Values represent the 1977-1978 sales to new single family housing 

construction. 
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TABLE M5.4 - LIFE CYCLE C9STS FOR HEATING AND COOLING 
IN THREE CITIES 

The present values (PV) of owning and operating a heat pump 
in the three locations are tabulated along with loads and the 
current (May, 1979) cost of electricity. 

CITY NEW YORK, NY ~ASHVILLE , TN MADISON, 

I 

FIRST COST ($) 3100 2888 2800 

' 

PV OF 15 YEARS 9419 4532 11516 
FUEL COST ($) 

PV OF 15 YEARS 2l28 1982 1922 
MAINTENANCE COST ($) -

PV OF LCC ($) 14647 9402 16238 
" 

WINTER 
ELECTRICITY COST 7.05 3.20 3.50 

(¢/kwh) 

ANNUAL HEATING LOAD 369 461 834 
(THERMS) 

SUMMER 8.82 3.20 4.89 
ELECTRICITY COST 

(¢/kwh) 

ANNUAL COOLING LOAD 133 .154 234 
(THERMS) 

NOTE: 1 THERM = 105 BTU 
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CfV\PTER .M-6 

CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

The life cycle cost analysis of Chapter M-5 shows that the expeet-
. ed relationship between the low LCC's and high sales volumes of 

heat pumps (HP) does not always hold. It is evident, then, that 
factors other than life cycle costs influence HP sales. Since 
the same factors that govern HP sales will probably strongly in
fluence SAHP sales, an attempt was made to dis(:over these factors. 
This attempt took the form of a correlation analysis between HP 
sales and selected HVAC market data ·of Chapter M-4. 

The analysis performed in this study was not intended to inii::ate 
trends in heat pump sales but to indicate the factors which in
fluence these sales. Thus, .for example, the goal was not to de
termine how an increase in oil prices in one year contributes to 
an increase in HP sales the next, but rather to determine if heat 
pumps sell better in areas where oil prices are hiqh than they d~ 
in areas where these prices are l~w. The correlation analysis 
showed that no one factor has a significant influence on HP sales 
in the U.S. Rather, an interrelationship of several factors was 
found to correlate highly with these sales. 

Simple correlation 

The first step in the correlation analysis was an attempt to find 
a simple correlation between heat pump sales and selected data 
from Table M4.2. Marketing judgment was used to select the follow
ing data as that having the most probable effect on HP sales: 

I. the ratio of the annual heating load to co~ling load, 
which gives weight to the degree to which the heat 
pump's basic function of cooling will be utilized: 

II. air conditioning sales. which is a~other means of 
giving weight to the degree to which the heat pJmp's 
(:O~ling function will be utilized; 

III. the annual costs of hea~ing with oil, gas, or heat 
pump systems, which gives weight to the deqree of 
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IV. 

advantage (or disadvantage) a heat pump system has 
over competing heating systems due to energy costsr 

the difference in the utilized cost of fuels* between 
the heat pump and oil or gas, which is another means 
of giving weight to the degree of advantage or dis
advantage of heat pump versus competing heating sys
tems due to energy.costsr and 

v. the number of existing houses, which gives weight to 
the potential retrofit market. 

Each data type was plotted on a scatter diagram with heat pump 
sales as the dependent variable and the selected marketing data 
as the independent variable; (Each state represents one data 
point). A least-square fit line was drawn through the points 
and a "correlation coefficient" was calculated for each of the 
diagrams. The correlation coefficie~t describes the degree of 
relationship, or correlation, between the dependent and independ
ent variables: its value ranges from 0 to 1, with zero indisating 
no relationship and 1 indicating a perfect linear relationship 
between the two variables. 

An example of a simple correlation is shown in Figure M6.l. In 
this example, the independent variable is the difference in 
utilized fuel cost between oil and heat pump systems. This vari
able describes the regions where fuel cost creates an economic 
advantage (or disadvantage) for heat pumps over oil heat. For 
this example, the correlation analysis .yielded a low correlation 
coefficient (0.32), indicating a poor dependence of heat pump 
sales on fuel cost difference. 

Similarly, low correlation coefficients were found for each of 
the individual data types analyzed. Coefficients ranged from 
0.27 when the independent variable was the annual ~ost of heat
ing with gas to 0.40 when the independent variable was air con
ditioning sales. These results indicate that simple relation
ships between HP sales and the various types of selected market 

kThe utilized cost of fuels is obtained by dividing the unit fuel 
cost by the efficiency of the heating system. It represents the 
actual price the consumer pays for the heat content of the fuel 
that enters the conditioned space. 
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data are very weak. 

Multiple correlation Analysis 

To determine if a complex rela-tionship exists between heat p11mp 
sales and the var.ious classes of market data, a multiple correla
tion analysis was performed. This analysis correlates several 
marketing variables simultaneously with heat pump sales. The 
analysis was performed with the Forecasting and Analysis System 
Program (Reference 16) available on the Singer ·rime-Sharing 
System. 

On the basis of sevecal runs of the Forecasting and Analysis 
System Program, two new classes of data were added to the corre
lation analysis: 

I. single family housing starts, which gives weight to 
the potential new installation market, and 

II. new gas heating services, which gives weight to the 
availability of gas as a heating fuel. 

The state-by-state data for these two classes are tabulated in 
Table M6.1. In addition, since the data o~ the utilized cost of 
fuel are encompassed in the annual heating data, this variable 
was omitted in the multiple correlation analysis. 

The multiple correlation analysis yiel1ed a multipl•::! cor.ceLttion 
coefficient of 0.85, indicating· a high degree of correlation be
tween heat pump sales and the eight selected marketing variables. 

Conclusion 

D 
Heat pump sales are correlated to market data in a complex manner 
and simple, individual correlations cannot be used for heat pump 
sales prediction. However, it was shown that heat pump sales are 
highly correlated to the followi~g eight marketing variables 
simultaneously: the ratio of the heating to cooling load: air 
conditioning salesr the annual cost of heating with oil, gas. and 
heat pump systems; the number of existing single family houses: 
the number of new single family housing starts: and the number of 
new gas heating services. 
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Further trials o~ the Multiple Correlation Analysis to jetermine 
if there are other factors that significantly correlate with heat 
pump sales, and/or to establish a weighting for each of the fac
tors might be useful in knowing where.and how to mare effectively 
market such systems . 
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Figure M6.1 - Sample correlation of heat pump sales to the 
difference in the utilized cost of fuel between 
oil and heat.pump systems. 
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TABLE M6.la - ADDITIONAL CORRELATION DATA 

----------------------------~----------------------~------~--------Ne\<7 Gas Heating 

Region 

New England 

Mid-Atlantic 

South Atlantic 

East 

North 

Central 

West North 

Central 

State 

Connecticut 
l'Iaine 
Massachusetts 
Ne'v Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

New Jersey 
New York (Up State) 
Pennsylvania 

Delaware 
District of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Maryland 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
West Virginia 

Illinois 
Indiana 
Michigan 
Ohio 
Wisconsin 

Iowa 
Kansas 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 

* Data Not Available 

Single Family 
Housing Starts 

149 

11,999 
5,931 

20,963 
6,655 
3,332 
3,212 

26,669 
29,231 
47,008 

2,793 
885 

96,695 
37,077 
25,406 
49,603 
21,801 
48,927 
4,619 

59,378 
30,269 
45,755 
47,964 
30,412 

21,203 
15,262 
29,593 
31,442 
11,743 

6,734 
7,240 

Services 
Xl03 

3.7 
-;': 

8.2 
0.4 
1.7 

8.1 
10.7 

9.5 

* 
1.4 

10.7 
28.3 
3.6 
6.4 
2.4 
0.9 
0.5 

84.5 

45.8 
0.3 

32.0 

11.3 
11.1 
18.9 
15.5 
8.7 
2.4 
3.3 
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·I TABLE M6.lb - ADDITIONAL CORRELATION DATA 

New Gas Heating 
Single Family Services 

Region State Housing Starts Xl03 
1· -

East Alabama 33,004 8.9 ., 
Kentucky 23,253 o.o 

South Tennessee 30,773 3.8 
Mississippi 14,962 3.6 

Central 

·---

West Arkansas 19,167 ·k 

Louisiana 31,951 11.3 
., South Oklahoma 26,996 16.6 

Texas 119,608' 61.6 
Central 

Mountain Arizona 34,253 5.3 
Colorado 28,360 21.9 
Idaho 11,965 ·'· " 

' Montana 7,334 'J( 

Nevada '11,256 9.0 
New Mexico 7,428 9.3 
Utah 16,824 26~0 
Wyoming 6,378 4T2 

Pacific Alaska 9,300 * California 166,742 201.5 
Hawaii 4,437 0.0 
Oregon 27,713 9.7 
Washington 38,010 "/( 

* Data Not Available 
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APPENDIX 1 

SINGLE FAMILY HVAC MARKETING CHARACTERISTICS METHODOLOGY 

The following methodology was used to generate Table M4.2: 

1) Column A 
The number of occupied housing units per state was 
obtained from u.s. Bureau of Census data. 

2) Column·B 
Each state's average Degree Days, DO, was weight 
averaged by population: 

DO = (DO) i 

Pi 

P· 1 

Where Pi = the population of the ith major city of the 
state. 

(DD)i =the annual degree days of that city. 

3) Column c 

4) 

The UA was calculated for each region (e.g., the 
Mid-Atlantic region) from fuel consumption data 
obtained from the AGA: 

UA = 
24 X DDreg 

Where FC = regionally averaged annual fuel consumption 
(in BTU's), of residential fossil fuel 
heating systems. 

DDreg 

Column D 

= regionally averaged Degree Days (weight 
averaged by state population) • 

= 0.5 (fossil fuels). 

Each state's annual heat load for fossil fuel heated 
houses was calculated from: 

Annual Heat Load = UA X DO ·x 24 
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5) column E 
For all-electric houses, each state's typical residen
tial annual heat load was weight averaged by popula
tion and calculated from: 

Annual Heat Load = L ((kwh) i X N·) 
~ 

Where (kwh)i =the annual amount of electricity used 
for space heating by the average resi
dential customer as reported by the 
ith utility company (data obtained 
from DOE). 

N· ~ = the total number of electric heat 
customers serviced by the ith utility 
company (data obtained from DOE) • 

6) Column F 
The ratio of the annual heating load, AHL, to the annual 
cooling load, ACL, was obtained from D.M. Jardine, "Phoenix 
City of Colorado Springs", SAHP Project Report, DOE 
EG-77-C-02-4351 (1977). 

7) Column G 

8) 

For each state the SPF, the seasonal performance factor 
or heating efficiency of a heat pump, was obtained from 
the DD of that state. This was done by calculating the 
SPF of a 3-ton heat pump for 8 cities, using the ASHRAE 
bin method and appropriate weather data of those cities. 
These cities span a degree day range from 1000 DD to 
8000 DD in approximately 1000 DD increments. The SPF's 
for these cities were then correlated against the DD of 
each city. This correlation was used to predict the SPF 
of a location whose DD value was given. 

Table III of Paper 1 in Chapter T-2 of the Technical Section 
of this report lists the eight cities and the data used for 
the above correlation. 

Columns H-K 
The utilization cost of a heating fuel in each state was 
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obtained by dividing the actual fuel cost by the heat-
ing system's utilization coefficient, U . Fuel costs 

. c 
were obta1ned from AGA and DOE. Values of u used 
are: 

9) Columns L-0 

gas and oil, Uc = 0.5: 
all-electric, Uc = 1.0: 
heat pump, Uc = SPF. 

c 

The typical annual home heating (fuel) cost for each state 
was obtained by multiplying the fuel utilization cost 
(Columns H-K) by the annual heat load (Columns D-E) . 

10) Columns P-R 
The distribution of heating fuel types in each state was 
obtained from u.s. Bureau of Census data. 

11) Columns S-T 
Split system air conditioner (A/C) and heat pump (HP) 
sales for 1977 were obtained from ARI data . 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIFE CYCLE COST DATA COLLECTION AND CALCULATION METHODOLOGY 

I. Methodology of HVAC Life Cycle Cost Data collection 

The following'methodology was used to collect the data requir
ed for the life cycle cost analysis of Chapter M-5. 

1) contact local gas and electric companies of each city 
for: 

... rate schedules 
-number of new sing~e family houses (NSFH) completed 

by heat fuel type 
-data or sources of data on instrumented (annual) 
tests in similar NSFH with central air, forced air, 
gas and electric heat, and heat pump systems 

-typical NSFH heating and cooling loads 
-electric power consumption of NSFH for all-electric 

and fossil fuel heated houses in the heating and 
cooling season (on· a 6 month breakdown) 

2) contact oil company for fuel oil price. 

3) contact local Depar~ment of Building for: 

-building code difference, if any, between 
heated with electric and fossil fuels 

-average living area (ft2 ) of NSFH 
-u or UA of average .NSFH 

NSFH 

; 

4) Contact three local ·HVAC sales and service contractors 
in each city for: 

-complete installation cost in NSFH of gas, oil, and 
electric furnaces with central A/C and of HP 

-annual cost of service contract on each of the 
above HVAC systems and determine if the rate is 
fixed annually. 

5) Contact three local building contractors for: 

iS6 
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-the portion of the selling price of the house that 
the HVAC system contributes for gas, oil, and 
electric furnace~ with central A/C, and for HP 

-the heating and cooling loads of NSFH 
-average living area (ft2) of NSFH 
-UA of NSFH ' 

6) contact (as a backup for Step 3) the National Associa
tion of Horne Builders for: 

-average living area (ft 2 ) of NSFH in particular areas 
-average U or UA values of NSFH 
-differences in building construction (U) of NSFH 
with electric heat versus fossil fuel heat. 
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TABLE la - 1979 HVAC MARKET CHARACTERISTICS - FORT WORTH, TX 

A. Utility Rate Structure (Heating Season Rate) 

1. Lone Star Gas Company 

First 
1000 CF 

$3.01 

Each Additional 
1000 CF 

$2.5051 

Average Fuel 
Adjustment Rate 
Each 1000 CF 

$0.10 

2. Texas Electric Service company 

First 
.25 kwh 

$6.00 

Each Additional 
kwh 

0.75¢ 

Average Fuel 
Adjustment Rate 

Each kwh 

1.0¢ 

Average 
Cost 

0.266¢/CF 

Avefage 
Cost 

2.0¢/kwh 

B. Average~650 ft 2 ) New Single Family All-Electric House: 

Heat Load 398.2 X 105 BTU, Cool Load 436.6 X 10~ BTU. 

C. Annual Heating Cost 1874 ft 2 , New Single Family House: 

Heat Pump $125, Electric Resistance $262, Gas $238. 

D. HVAC Forced Air System Installed Costs in Sample (1874 ft2) 
New Single Family House . (Heating UA = 494 BTU/hr °F~ · 
Cooling UA = 1294 BTU/hr °F) : 

Heat Pump-$2375, Gas with Ale $1875, Resistance (Elect) 
with A/C $1675. 

E. HVAC Sales in New Single Family H~using: 

Heatinq Tvpe 
NSFH 

Year Completed Gas I 2R HP 

1977 796 68 687 41 
1978 1764 44 1631 89 

Note: All NSFH had forced air heat and :A/C. 
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TABLE ~~~972_HVAC MARKET CHARACTERISTICS - DALLAS~ 

A. Utility Rate Structure (Heating Season Rate) 

1. Lone Star Gas Company 

First 
1000 CF 

$2.30 

Each Additional 
1000 CF __ _ 

$1.79 

Average Fuel 
Adjustment Rate 
Each 1000 CF 

0.663¢ 

2. Dallas Power and Light Company 

First 
20 kwh 

$4.50 

Each Additional 
1000 kwh 

2.33¢ 

Average Fuel 
Adjustment Rate 

Each kwh 

1.2¢ 

Average 
Cost 

0.182¢/CF 

Average 
Cost 

3.7¢/kwh 

B. Average (16502ft New Single Family All-Electric Houses: 

Heating Load 398.2 X 105 BTU~ Cooling Load 436.6 X 105 BTU. 

C. Annual Heating Cost in 1874 rt 2 New Single Family House: 

· Heat Pump $231, Electric Resistance $485, Gas $163. 

D. HVAC Forced Air System Installed Costs in Sampl~ (1874 ft 2 ) 
New Single Family House (Heating UA=794 BTU/hr °F; Cooling 
UA = 1294 BTU/hr °F): 

Heat Pump $2375, Gas with Ale $1875, Resistance (Elect) 
with A/C $1675. 

E. HVAC Sales in New Single Family House (NSFH): 

NSFH 
Year Completed Gas .. _ -·-----
1977 2500 2105 
1978 3291 2523 
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TABLE lc - 1979 HVAC MARKET CHARACTERISTICS - MADISON, WI 

Utility Rate Structure: (Heating Season) 

1. Madison Gas and Ele~tric Company (Electric) 

First 
Base 1000 kwh 

$2.00 3.36¢/kwh 

2. Madison Gas and 

Base 

$2.00 

First 
1000 CF 

$2.27 

Each Additional 
kwh 

_2.75¢ 

Electric Company 
I 

Each Additional 
CF 

.206¢ 

3. Fuel Heating Oil (#2.) 53¢/gallon 

Fuel 
Adjustment 

.33608¢/kwh 

(Gas) 

Average 
Cost ----

3.5¢/kwh 

Average 
Cost ----

.216¢/CF 

B. Ave~age (14002 ft ) New Single Family Gas Heated House: 

Heat Load 834 X 105 BTU:. Heating UA = 588 BTU/~r °F. 

c. Average Annual Heating Cost in New Single Family House: 

Heat Pump $570, Oil $631, Gas $360. 

D. HVAC Forced Air System (includes A/C) Installed costs in 
Sample (1400 ft 2 ) New Single Family House: 

Heat Pump $2800, Gas $2500, Oil $3000. 

E. HVAC Sales in New Single Family Housing: 

Heatinq Type 
NSFH 

Year Como let-en ~"'~ 1 2R HP Oil 

1977 699 513 32 0 154 
1978 579 452 32 0 95 

I 
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TABLE 1 - NOTES 

Table 1 shows the HVAC market characteristics separated into 
the following groups of data: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

The utility rate structures obtained from the utility com
panies are'calculated for the heat load to provide the 
average cost of a single unit of' fuel. 

Surveys of builders, realtors and the Department of Build
ing have yielded the size and heat/cool load of the average 
new single family house (NSFH). 

Annual heating fuel costs were calculated on the sample 
house (de.scribed in D) and will be used with HVAC system 
costs in the LCC analysis. 

Survey of builders and HVAC contractors yielded the HVAC 
system installed costs in the sample new single family 
house. The sample house size, load, and cost data were 
obtained by using popular house sizes, closest to the 
average NSFH, that builders and contractors could piovide 
reliable data on. The HVAC system installed costs in Fort 
Wor.th and Dallas, TX are for tract home construction. 

HVAC sales data in NSFH were obtained by surveying utility 
companies to determine the number of NSFH completed by 
heating fuel type. 
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TABLE 2a 

HP MARKET CHARACTERISTICS NEW YORK, NY 

A. Utility Rate Structure 

Fuel Adj. Extra Average 
First Additional Additional Rate/kwh Charqes cost 

Winter 10 kwh 770 kwh over 770 kwh 
3.53¢/kwh 7.387¢/kwh 4.76¢/kwh .0579¢/kwh 7.05¢/kwh 

Summer 10 kwh 1500 kwh over 1500 kwh 
3.33¢/kwh 7.387¢/kwh 7.15¢/kwh .0579¢/kwh 1.5¢/kwh 8.82¢/kwh 

B. Average Annual Load (NSFH): 
Heat 10800 kwh~ cool 3900 kwh~ Total 14700 kwh. 

c. Average amount of electricity used: 
Heat (SPF = 2) 5400 kwh~ Cool (SEER= 6.7) 2000 kwh~ Total 7400 kwh. 

D. Average seasonal electric cost: Heat $381~ Cool $176~ Total $557. 

E. Heat Pump (HP) installed cost: $3100 average in NSFH. 

F. HVAC Sales in NSFH (almost no aP's sold) 

Heating Type 

Year NSFH HP Other 

1977 NA 0 NA 
1978 NA 0 NA 

,, 
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TABLE 2b 

1979 HP MARKET CHARACTERISTICS _,Nashville, TN 

A. Utility Rate Structure 

First Additional Fuel Adj. Average 
kwh kwh Rate cost 

Winter 3.2¢/kwh 3.2¢/kwh NA 3 .2¢/kwh 
Summer 3.2¢/kwh 3 .2¢/kwh NA 3. 2¢/kwh 

B. Average annual load NSFH: 
Heat 13,500 kwh~ cool 4500 kwh~ Total 18000 kwh. 

c. Average amount of electricity: 
Heat (SPF = 2.2) 6136 kwh~ cool (SEER= 6.8) 2250 kwh~ Total 8386 kwh. 

D. Average seasonal electricity cost: 
Heat $196~ Cool $72~ Total $268. 

E. HP installed cost: 
$2888 average in NSFH 

F. HVAC sales in NSFH: 

Year 

1977 
1978 

NSFH 

3387 
4213 

Heatinq Type 

Electric Other 

2756 631 
3659 554 
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TABLE 2c 

1979 HP MARKET CHARACTERISTICS - MADISON, WI 

A. Utility Rate Structure 

First Additional 
1000 kwh kwh Fuel Adj. Base 

Winter ¢3.36/kwh ¢2.75/kwh .¢. 33608/kwh $2.00 
summer ¢4.2/kwh $4.2/kwh · ¢. 33608/kwh ~ 2.00 

B. Average annual load NSFH: 
Heat 24,436 kwh: Cool 6856 kwh: Total 31292 kwh. 

c~ Average amount of electricity used: 

Average 
cost 

¢3.5/kwh 
¢4.89 kwh· 

Heat (SPF = 1.65) 14,810 kwh: Cool (SEER = 7) 3,343 kwh: Total 18,153 kwh. 

o: Average seasonal electricity cost: 
Heat $518: Cool $163: Total $681. 

E. HP installed cost:. $2800 average in-NSFH. 

.. F. HVAC sales in NSFH: 
, .. 

. . 
Heating Type 

1977 699 513 32 0 154 
~1~9~7~8-L~5~7~9~--~4~5~2--~~3~2~~~0~ ___ 95 
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TABLE 2 - NOTES 

NSFH = New Single Family House 

NA = Not Available 

LCC data for conventional HP systems for single family 
residences are tabulated. 

SPF values were calculated by the ASHRAE Bin method. 
Reasonable values for SEER were chosen. 
' 

Heat pump installed cost represents complete installa
tion cost in a new single f~mily house (NSFH) includ
ing equipment, d~ct work, plumbing, and electrical 
wiring. 
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II. Life Cycle cost calculation 

The following methodology was used to determine the· life cycle costs 
of Chapter M-5. An example of its use follows: 

1) Calculate the average annual heating and/or cooling load 
from utility companies' data and/or new single family 
housing (NSFH) characteristics: 

a) Heat Load =cBTUH loss) X (Seasonal Heating DD X 24) 
AT 

Where (BTUH loss/ilT) is the heat loss at a specified 
inside and outside temperature difference (in °F), and 
the Seasonal Heating Degree Days (DD) is obtained from 
Reference 11. 
(Note: Seasonal Heating DD differ from DD in that they 

.are tabulated from data collected over the heating and/or 
cooling season only - not over the entire year.) 

b) Cooling loads are calculated from available utility 
companies' statistical data: .e.g., cool capacity X 
operating hours. 

2) Calculate E, the annual amount of fuel used for heating 
or cooling: 

E = Heating or Cooling Load 
heat content per unit of fuel X Uc 

Where Uc is the annual efficiency of the heating or cooling 
system~ For gas and oil, Uc=O.S; for I 2R, Uc=l.O; for HP, 
Uc=SPF; and,for A/C, Uc=Seer/3.413. 

3) Calculate CF, the cost of a unit of fuel averaged over the 
typical month in the heating and/or cooling season: 

Monthly fuel consumption 
L ((cost incrementi I BTU) X BTUi) + Base Cost 

i = 1 
CF = 

E/6 

A six (6) month heating/cooling season is assumed. 
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(CF x kwh)winter + (CF x kwh)summer 
Annual Average CF = 

(kwh)winter + (kwh)summer 

4) Use the following values (Reference 17) in the life cycle 
cost analysis. 

·----
ICp First cost Initial System Cost 

q Maintenance cost .05 ICp 

i Discount Rate .01 
(Above Inflation) 

g Inflation Rate .075 

I 

.025 (electricity) 

f Fuel Escalation Rate .035 (oil) 
(Above Inflation) 

.045 (natural gas) 
·-

N Life of Unit (years) 15 

5) Calculate PV, the present value of the system's total life 
cycle cost: 

PV = r(rN- 1) + q XL (LN- 1) 
ICp + E X CF X (r _ l) (L _ l) 

Where: r - 1 + f and L = 1 
1 + i 1 + i 
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An example of the LCC calculation of an air-to-air heat pump 
system in Madison, Wisconsin follows: 

1) Heating and Cooling Loads 

2) 

a) Calculate heating load: 
(Heat load data supplied by Midwest Heating and Air 
Conditioning, Madison, Wisconsin.) 

Heat Load = BTUh loss X Seasonal DO X 24 
~T 

= ___ 5_00_0_B_T_U_h __ X 5940 DO X 24 

(70°F- (- 15°F)) 

= 834 therms 

b) Calculate cooling load. 
(Cooling load data supplied by Madison Gas and Electric.) 

Test on 100 All~Electric Houses 
average operating hours = 650 hours 

average coqling capacity = 36,000 BTU 

cooling Load = 36,000 BTU X 6SO = 234 therms 

Calculate E, the annual amount of fuel used for heating 
and cooling. 
(Assume SPF = 1.65 and SEER= 7.0) 

834 therms E heat = = 14810 kwh 
3.413 BTU/kw X 1.65 

' 

E cool = 234 therms = 3343 kwh 
3413 BTUkw X (7/3.413 

E annual = EHeat + Ecool 

E annual = 14810 kwh + 3343 = 18153 kwh 
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3) Calculate Cp, the cost of a unit of fuel averaged over the 
typical heating/cooling season month. 
(Assume six month heating/cooling season.) 

Heating Cp 

Cooling Cp 

14810 kwh/6 = 2468 kwh/heating month 
3343 kwh/6 = 557 kwh/cooling month 

(3.696¢/kwh X 1000 kwh) + (3.086¢/kwh X 

= 1468 KWH} + 200¢ 
2468 kwh 

= (4.536¢/kwh X 557 kwh) + 200¢ = 
557 kwh 

(3.5¢ kwh X 14810 kwh) 

4. 89¢/.K:wh 

Annual Average Cp = +(4.89¢/kwh X 3343 kwh) = 3.76¢/kwh 
18153 kwh 

4) The initial cost of the system, ICP' was obtained from 
Midwest Heating and Air Conditioning, Madison, Wisconsin. 

ICP = $2800. 

= 

5) Calculate PV, the present value of the system's tot~l life 
cycle cost. 

q = 0.05 X $2800 = $140 (Annual Maintanance Cost) 

r = 1 + 0.025 = 1.0149 
1 + 0.01 

L = ----=1--- = 0.99 
1 + 0.01 

1.0149 (1.014915 - 1) PV = $2800 + 18153 kwh X 3.76¢/kwh X~~~_.~~~----~ 
. 1. 0149-1 

0.99 (0.9915- 1) 
+ $140 X 0 _99_1 = $16238 
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ADDENDUM 

DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS 

Domestic hot water heating systems are energy-conserving solar 
energy systems which, in contradistinction to the space heating 
systems discussed in the main body o~ this report! may be eco
nomically viable in many parts of the U.S. today. A major fac
tor affecting both the energy savings and initial costs of these 
systems is the angle at which the solar collectors are tilted. 
For optimum solar collection on a year-round basis, this angle 
should equal the latitude of the system's location. 

In most cases, existing houses do not have surfaces tilted at the 
latitude angle and extra trussing would be required to provide 
them. Because of the expense, it is reasonable to question 
whether such trussing is economically justifiable. To answer tpis 
question, the Analytical Model Program was modified to include 
~onthly city water temper~tures and to generate from them the 
life cycle costs of optimized domestic hot water (DHW) heating 
systems. 

-aecause monthly city water temperatures were not readily available, 
a survey was conducted by R. Shapess to obtain them for the major· 
cities covered by the Analytical Model Program (r.MY cities). The 
form letter. sent to each of the cities and the responses received 
are attached to this addendum. 

The purpose of the modifications to the Analytical Model Progra~ 
was to determine the economic savings incurred by mounting the 
collectors at a tilt equal to the latitude as opposed to mounti~g 
them in a vertical (90 degree) plane. A vertical surface was 
assumed to be the surface which is most readily ~vailable for 
direct mounting of the collector array and which is least attrac
tive from an energy collection standpoint. The economic savings 
were obtained by optimizing, for each city, the collector area 
and storage volume at both tilts and noting the difference between 
the total life cycle costs for each tilt. This difference rep
resents the maximum amount which can be spent on trussing before 
the value of the energy saved by mounting at the optimum tilt is 
negated. 

1. Paper No. 2 of the Technical Section of the report. 
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The analysis was run for two cities., New York, NY and Fort Worth, 
TX, selected because only their monthly city water supply temper
atures were available at the time the analyses were run. In each 
case, the hot water heating load was determined as a function of: 
the average monthly water supply temperature: a minimum acceptable 
tap temperature of 140°F: and a daily hot water usage factor of 
50 gal/day, as recommended by the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals. 
In addition, the following cost factors were assumed: incremental 
costs of $6.00/sq. ft. for the collector and $5.98/ cu. ft. for 
the storage volume: an energy cost of $0.05/kwh escalating at an 
annual rate of 4.5% (above inflation): an annual discount rate of 
2% above inflation: a system lifetime of. 15 years: and an initial 
system cost (less collectors and storage) of $1500. 

The results, as shown in Tables I and II, indicate that the value 
in the energy savings realized by varying the tilt from vertical 
to optimum was: / 

$720 in New York, NY 
$380 ip Fort worth, TX 

This equates to a maximum add-on incremental cost per sq. ft. of 
collector of approximately $7 in New York and $4 in Fort Worth. 
Clearly, the value of changing the tilt from that of a: common .. 
roof slope to the optimum one for solar energy collection is con
siderably less than the above values. 

In conclusion, d~signers and architects should p~rform this type 
of rather simple calculation to determine if collector. trussing 
is economically justified. 
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TABLE I. OPTIMIZATION OF A i>OMEST:i:C . HOT WATER SYSTEM IN NE.W YORK, 

Collector Optimum Collector Optimum Storage Annual Energy 
Tilt Area Volume ugage 

(Degrees) (Sq. Ft.) (Cu. Ft.) (10 BTU) 

90 125 40 8.88 

40.8 100 45 6.66 

Annual Energy Savings 2.22 

Total Life Cycle Cost Savings 

NOTE: 
6 Annual domestic hot water heating load was 13.73 x 10 BTU. 

....... · 

NY 

Total Life 
Cycle Cost 

($) 

4870. I 

4150. 

720. 
' 
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TABLE II. OPTIMIZATION OF A DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEM IN FORT WORTH, TX 

Collector Optimum Collector Optimum Storage Annual Energy Total Life 
:Tilt Area Volume ugage Cycle Cost 

(Degrees) (Sg. Ft.) (Cu. Ft.) (10 BTU) (~) 

90 100 45. 3.88 3405. 
r 

32.8 95 45 2.55 3020. 

Total Energy Savings 1.33 

Total Life Cycle Cost Savings 385. 

NOTE~ Annual domestic hot water heating load was 11.34 x 106 BTU. 
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SINGER 

CLIMATE CONTROL DIVISION 

August 27 1 1979 

TO: Chief Administrator of the Water Department · 

Dear Sir: 

We are collecting data for a solar heating research project for the 
Department of Energy and require certain information that you may have 
available. To determine the cost/effectiveness oi particular solar systems~ 
It is necessary to know the average city water temperature, on a monthly.:. 
basis 1 that enters the individual (residential and commercial) water mete,t~. · 

•. . 

Any data or information you can contribute on this subject will be· 
appreciated. 

RS:dw 

:&::::4. 
1 Robert Shapess (f--' 

Marketing .Analyst 

C~ To:: 4:Sof: 

H~ T\) 7( F 

L~ 
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RICHARD FULTON, MAYOR 

METROPOLITAN GOVERN E AND DAVIDSON COUNTY 

DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SEWERAGIE SERVICES 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

OMOHUNDRO DRIVE 

September 10, 1979 NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37210 

Mr. Robert Shapess 
Marketing Analyst 
Singer Company 
Climate Control Division 
1300 Federal Blvd. 
Carteret, New Jersey 07008 

Dear Mr. Shapess: 

We have compiled the following data on water tempera,tu~es. in' the 
distribution system. The values represent an average ·of'appro~
mately 150 sample location throughout the system taken on a loleekly 
basis. 

July, 1978 79°F 
August 79°F 
September 78°F 
October 70°F 
November 64°F 
December 55°F 

If we can be of any further 

January, 1979 46°F 
February 47°F 
March 53°F 
April 59°F 
May 63°F 
June 70°F 

•. ·, 

assistance, please feel· free to;<;Qnt~~t 
,~ .. , 

Sincerely, ~;, 

~~:~: /.:: -~~ " . . . ;-·. ·<) 
c.:~:-~ t:.?·~u . 

LLW/jdb 
L~ster Williams, Jr. ~ 
Chief Operational Engineer 

cc: Mr. K. R. Harrington 
Director - Water & Sewerage Services 

Mr. W. F. Brock, Jr. 
Assistant ·Director - Water & Sewerage Services 

I1r. J. Nichael Patterson 
Chief Utility Accountant 
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City of Phoenix, Arizona 
Water & Sewers Department 

TYPICAL WATER ANALYSIS 

01-l0-79 

The City of Phoenix water supply is a combination of surface water from the Salt 
and Verde Rivers and ground water developed by deep wells'. 

The primary source of supply is surface water from the Salt and Verde Rivers. 
This water is processed in four water treatment plants operated by the City of 
Phoenix. The Deer Valley and Squaw Peak Plants are located on the Arizona Canal, 
the Val Vista Plant on the Southern Canal, while the Verde Plant is located at 
the confluence of the Salt and Verde Rivers. An additional source of surface 
water is derived from the operation of an infiltration gallery and 13 shallow 
wells along the Verde River channel. 

The ground water is developed by approximately 100 deep wells in Deer Valley, 
Paradise Valley, and the Salt River Valley. 

The water chemistry data secured from representative sample points throughout 
the distribution grid is tabulated below. This data was secured from the 75 
representative sampling points of the Phoenix water system grid. The range 
shown reflects the varying chemical make-up as influenced by the percentage of 
surface and ground water at various points in the grid and the varying chemical 
make-up of ground water aquifiers. The actual analysis constantly varies as 
dependent on the ratio of surface and ground water being utilized and seasonal 
variations of surface water chemistry. 

Annual Distribution System Chemical Analysis 

Samples taken during July 1977 - June 1978 

Concentration in parts per million 

Average Range 

pH 8.1 7.7 8.6 
Chloride 149 17 458 
Alkalinity(Total) 157 94 216 
Hardness 225 94 440 
Total Solids 551 238 1150 
Fluoride* 0.41 0.22 0.79 
Iron 0.02 0 0.15 
Nitrate as (N) 2.1 0.2 13.8 
Sodium 61 17 215 
Sulfate 65 6 152 

*Naturally occurring fluO.r.~~-~-~--~-~t-~---~~- -~~-ditional fluo:.~~:~~~

0
. 

. 

ERAGE DISTIUB1JTim~;···SY~lTf1l--lfATER TEH.t>ERATURE °F· 
an Feb Mar Apr Hay Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

67 70 75 77 85 87 89 88 83 75 69 . 

. ... ·---.- ~--·-··· .. ·""·-----··-·--· ----~--:----~-· 
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COMMISSIONERS OF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
WATER DEPARTMENT 
SEWER DEPARTMENT 

P. 0. DRAWER B 
14 GEORGE STREET 

CHARLESTON, S.C. 29402 

TELEPHONE 723·9411 

1978 

JANUARY ---44 

FEBRUARY---44 

MARCH------56 

APRIL----- -67 

MAY--------69 

JUNE-----·--81 

JULY-------85 

AUGUST-----83 

SEPTEMBER--SO 

OCTOBER----70 

NOVEMBER---65 

VECEMBER---55 

177 

Low 

Low 

COMMISSIONERS: 
I:'IP.<II!(! 

R~NDALL C. STONEY, Chairman 
C. FLETCHER CARTER. JR. 
STEVE MOSKOS 

Cx-CrtiL,.,;j··· 
JOSEPH P. RILEY. JR .• 

Mayor 
DANIEL RICHARDSON 

OFFICERS: 

JOHN R. BETTIS, Manager and Engineer 
STEVE W. KINARD. Ass't. Manager 

PATRIC M. McCLELLAN, Treas. and Ass't. Secretary 
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DIVISIONS 

Light 

Water 

Belt Line 

Please address reply to: 
City of Tacoma 
Department of Public Utilities 
p. a. i!QI(I 11001 
Tacoma, Washington 98411 

Mr. Robert Shapess 
Marketing Analyst 
The Singer Company 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES 
Paul J. Nolan, Director 

September 6, 1979 

Climate Control Division 
1300 F~deral Blvd. 
Carteret, New Jersey 07008 

Dear Mr. Shapess: 

Attention: 

In response to your letter of August 27, 1979, we rou~ine1y 
monitor water terrperature in our water system at the plant of one of 
our large industrial users. Average water temperatures at that 
point for the period of August 1977 through August 1978 are as 
follows: 

i 
Aug. 1977 61.3° F. Mar. 1978 43.7° F. 

Sept. 1977 60.0° F. Apr. !.978 47.2° F. 

Oct. 1977 53.8° F. May 1978 50.3° F. 

Nov. 1977 48.1° F. June 1978 55.8° F~ 
.. 

Dec. 1977 48.4° F. July 1978 60.6D F. 

Jan. 1978 42.4° F. Aug. 197.8 64.0° F. 

Feb. 1978 42.0° F. 

If we can be of further service in this regard, please·· 
advise. 

JAR:RLP/smc 

Very truly yours, 

~A~~ 
Superintendent 
Water Division 
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CEDAR DISTRIBUTION TEMPERATVRE °F 

(AVERAGE OF RANGES) 

13 Years' 
Monthly 1989 1988 1983 1987 I 1986 1985 1984 

~verage Mean 
.. 
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-----·-
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, T A B L E L6 
AVERAGE WEEKLY :I'EHPERATUR"!!:S OF NE\<J YORK CITY WATER SUPPLIES 

Y EAR 1978-DEGREES FARENHEIT 
Week Ending Catskill-Delaware Croton 

1978 
'\ 

Jan. -7- 41 38 RECAPITULATION 
14 41 37 Catskill-
21 38 36 Delaware Croton 
28 5g 36 Annual Mean 50 52 

Feb. 4 35 Weekly 
11 35 36 Minimum 35 35 

"18 35 36 {Mean) .... 
25 36 36 

Mar. 4 37 36 Daily 
11 35 36 Minimum 34 34 
18 36 37 
25_ . 37 38 

Apr. 1 38 41-- Weekly 
8 40 43 Jl1aximum 64 70 

15 41 45 {Mean) . 
22 42 47· 
29 tt~ ' -tt~ May 6 Daily 
13 46 51 Y.1aximum 64 · .. 71 .. ~ ; 

\ 
20 51 52 •' 

21 52 53 
;· 

. ' 
June 3 54 J 

' ' ~· 

10 55 55 < ·' 

' :- .. 

17 56 55 :· . 
2!J: 58 57 

July 1 60 58 ., 

8 61 58 
15 59 59 ... 
22 60 58 
29 61 60 

Aug. 5 61 61 
12 61 63 
.19 63 64 
26 63 6~ Sept. 2 64 6 

9 63 69 . ~\. . . 

16 64 70 
23 63 70 ~ , J)l • 

30 62 69 
Oct. 4 60- 67 

11 60 67 '·' 
18 58 65 
2~ 57 62 

Nbv. 54 59 
11 54 58 
18 53 57 
25 G~ 55 

D~c. 2 41J 

I 
9 47 48 

16 44 47 
23 43 43 
30 40 39 

AVERAGE ~ "52 

• 
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WORLD CAPITAL OF AGRIBUSINESS 1 

. ---··- ----·-··-·····-···. _____ .; 

The Singer Company 
1300 Federal Blvd. 
Carteret, New Jersey 07008 

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

WATER DIVISION 
1910 E. UNIVERSITY, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93703 PHONE (209) 488-1412 

September 12, 1979 

Attention: Robert Shapess, Marketing Analyst 

Gentlemen: 

We are in receipt of your letter inquiring about our well water 
temperature. Our average well water temperature is between 
69 and 72 degrees. ~ 

If we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to 
contact our office. 

BWM:ss 

Sincerely, 

_ _:__//}~ c'i 
~ 7nt~-----., 
Bob ~filler, 
Water Systems Superintendent 
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MIAMI-DADE WATER AND SEWER AUTHORITY 
P. 0. BOX 330316 

MIAMI. FLORIDA 33133 

The Singer Company 
1300 Federal Boulevard 
Carteret, New Jersey 07008 

September 26, 1979 

Attention: Mr. Robert Shapess 

RE: Solar Heating .Research Project 

Gentlemen: 

Main Office 
3575 S. LeJeune Road 
Telephone 665·7471 

Your letter requesting information for the subJect project has been 
referred to me for reply. t-

The Authority obtains its raw water supply from underground supply 
wells. Consequently, our system water temperature remain constant 
throughout the year at 78°F. 

Should you have further question, call or write me. 

Sincerely yours, 

JTC/tn 

cc: File 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER· DELIVERED TO MAINS (CONT.) 

( Mc:~/1 UNLESS OTHERW:SE NOTED} 

FLORENCE PLANT 
OHMAHA, NE..fd\. 

1978 
* C C E-M (MINI SAMPLER) C::::= LESS THAN 

I I SEPT I JArt FEBR. MAR. APR. MI\Y JUt1E .JULY AUG OCT NOV OEC f.V~Rf.CE 

I I 
Al.UIIINUII (A I) <O .03 <0.03 0.06 0.12 0.05 _ o.l3\_~.1oj o.o3 1 o.o7 0.15 0.05 0.04 0.07 

- ----
CAOIIIUII (Cd) 

~.QQ.l I kO 001 ko.ooJ --
BARIUII (Ba) <0. 25 

\<0 I k'o. 25 I < 0.25 -· 
I II[IICUI!T (Hoi urdl 5 <.0. 5 < 0.5 

RADIONUCLI DES (pCi/1) - ... 
I · QIIOSS ALPHA 5 2 4 3 3 3 

GROSS BETA 

·' 10 11 10 10 11 10 10 12 10 10 10 10 10 
~-· . 
, •. STRONTlUU• eo: < 0.5 <0.3 < 0.3 <0.4 [<.o. 6 < 0.4 1---

~~-226 
---- ,--- <.1.01 .. < 1.0 <1.0 <. 1.0 <1.0 ,< 1.0 - -·--

1001 NE- I Sl •. .. < 0.4 I< 0. 3 < 0.4 
TRITIUII <2,000 <.?,000 1<2,000 ~.2,00Q <2,000 < 2,000 -

ORGANICS ( ug/1) 
- . 

EN ORIN t= N.D. 
·' I N. l). 

.I -----
I LINOANE N.D. I N.D. 

N.D. "I 
f--· 

! 
~HCXYCHLOR 1._ N.D. r-·-i APHENE J N.D._ N.D. 

3- -
. Z , 4 -D N.D. N.D. 

:-· -r--·--
Z,4,5-T,. I 0.17 0.17 

-cAiis:: .. tHI.!IROFOR II I EXTRACT * !;89 303 670 611) 515 5(:.~ 4~0 553 450 4'27 :78 ~' ~?. ~07 

l!~.t.T[R TC·~P~RATU.RE-· ~c. 
... - -· 

l5.7j2l.5 24.81 ·;...:,.._ __ ~ ........ _,_ . 0.2 0.4 1.7 8.8 25.3 21.6 14.1 6.8 0.6 11.8 
.. ;, 

r ····· r--·-··• , .. ,,-.· 1 -·•-! _ --., ··• ............ - .... 

u.s.E.P.A· 
0 

~o~.c.L. 

0 01 

1.0 
2.0 

15 

5.0 

20,000 

0.2 

4.0 
100 

5.0 

100 

10.0 

, .... 
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EL PASO, TEXAS 

r AVERAGE MONTHLY TEHPEH.A'l'URES 

WATER TREATHENT PLANT EFFLUENT 

... " ~ 

.. -.. '. 
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